
The Honorable William Reukauf 
Acting Special Counsel 

July 14, 2009 

1730 M. Street, N.W., Suite 218 
Washington, D.C. 20036-3600 

Re: OSC File No. DI-08-0523 & OIA File No. 2008-03216; VIOLATION 
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Dear Mr. Reukauf 
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attached supporting documentation as a summary and conclusion to 
the Agencies technical assistance findings. 
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~. ~\ t ~" \ , of\- • \. 
eroy . Smi h Jr. 

Occu t'onal Safety nd 
Environmental Health Manager 



2.0 UNICOR E-Waist Recycling Facilities and Operations at 
FCC Tucson: 

The UNICOR outside camp warehouse does disasserr~le Computer 
Processing Unit's (CPU's) and receive Cathode Rey Tubes (CRT's) 
assembled or broken during shipping, receiving and sorting. The 
CRT's are then re-packed and sent to the FCI to be disassembled, 
which additional monitors are broken during the process. Then 
the plastic, pallets, gaylord boxes, metal crates and other 
products are covered with the hazardous metals, which becomes 
airborne. The UNICOR staff, inmates and rear gate officers 
inhale and absorb low concentrations of hazardous metals daily. 
(See Photos) 

The UNICOR Recycling Division began routing all CRT's to FCC 
Tucson to be disassembled. This is a new operation for FCC 
Tucson. If UNICOR determines the reuse is not an option, all 
asset tags/property stickers are removed from the CRT's. The 
CRT's are then de-manufactured for recycling or disposal. This 
process is to ensure that donors or manufactures are not open to 
liability (See Website Attachment dated July 8,2009). Tne CRT's 
are then re-packed before being sold and transported to Mexico or 
India for recycling and disposal. The initial concerns are that 
UNICOR has not conducted a job hazard analysis and the 
bracket/hanger used to lower the monitors into the gaylord boxes, 
which makes the process even more unsafe to the inmates. 
(See Photos) (See Attachment February 18, 2009) 
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According to the Institution Safety Staff, OSHA, EPA and most 
recently FOH and NIOSH recommendations, that detailed job hazard 
analysis should be conducted prior to beginning any new operation 
or before making any changes to existing operations. This will 
allow the BOP and UNICOR to identify hazards prior to exposing 

and inmate workers. This did not occur to 
implementing the CRT disassembling operation. 

Again, the BOP and UNICOR discounted the implementation of 
recommendations by subject matter expert's. When problems arise 
they conspire to conceal the truth or chalk up to a learn as 
we go mentality. Meanwhile, staff and inmates are subjected to 
unsafe and unhealthy working conditions causing imminent and long 
term health effects for profit. 

The BOP and UNICOR are knowingly aware of repeated or long-term 
exposure to cadmium, even at relatively low concentrations, may 
result in kidney damage and an increased sk of cancer of the 
lung and of the prostate (OSHA). Also, similar forms of 
encephalopathy may, however, arise from extended, chronic 
exposure to lower doses of lead. There is no sharp dividing line 
between rapidly developing acute effects of lead, and chronic 
effects which take longer to acquire. Lead adversely affects 
numerous body systems, and causes forms of health impairment and 
disease which arise after periods of exposure as short as days or 
as long as several years (OSHA). 

The inmates are provided air tools, not powered (electrical) 
tools to assist in disassembly process. This process causes 
harmful metals and dust to become airborne. Again, staff and 
inmates inhale, ingest, or absorb low concentrations of airborne 
hazardous metals and dust daily. (See Photo) 
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3.0 BOP/UNICOR Safety and Bea1th Procedures and Practices at 
FCI Tucson: 

The institution safety staff have addressed and demonstrated the 
need for a good practice approach that warrants a general safety 
and health plan be put in place to identify workplace hazards, 
specify hazard controls and safe work practices. The BOP and 
UNICOR have deliberately conspired to restrain, interfere and 
coerce the institution safety and UNICOR staff from implementing 
procedures that are not item specific by OSHA or EPA, which good 
sound professional judgement is necessary in many cases to ensure 
a safe and healthy work environment for any routine or non 
routine work practices. 

The BOP and UNICOR Chief Executive Officer's pledge a safe and 
healthy environment for all employees and inmates. They also 
pledge to ensure prompt abatement of unsafe and unhealthful 
working conditions. The local safety staff documents, FOH and 
NIOSH reports demonstrates abuse of authority by BOP and UNICOR 
management. They repeatedly ignore and fail to adopt recommended 
occupational safety and health and environmental precautions by 
the local safety staff, outside contractor, FOH and NIOSH. The 
BOP and UNICOR should not be allowed to intimidate or coerce 
Institution Safety Staff into deciding between the enforcement of 
occupational health, safety and environmental regulatory 
standards and their career. 

3.1 UNICOR Safety and Bea1th Practices and Procedures to Contro1 
Toxic Metals Exposure: 

The BOP provided FOH and NIOSH a respiratory protection 
supplement, dated October 20, 2004, which was three (3) years 
old. In 2007 all safety supplements were changed to written 
plans or programs, which upon request the local safety staff 
provided a current respiratory protection plan to FOB, dated 
January 27, 2009. All programs are mandated to be reviewed and 
updated annually. 

The local Safety Manager arrived FCr Tucson on February 5, 2006, 
which a respiratory program had not been in place for four (4) 
years. Then from October 27, 2006 thru July 17, 2008, the local 
safety staff continued several attempts to implement and enforce 
the respiratory program, which received resistance and lack of 
support by the local executive staff. 
(See Attachments OctOber 27, 2006, April 1, 2008 and July 17, 2008) 

The institution staff had not been medically cleared, trained, or 
fit tested for over eight (8) years. The OSHA, CDC and Bureau 
tuberculosis program required our staff to be in a respiratory 
program. Also, the staff were never issued the N-95 mask when 
escorting suspect or confirmed tuberculosis cases. Again, 
executive were knowingly and wilfully aware the respiratory 
protections plan was in non-compliance with the OSHA hearing 
conservation standard. 3 



According to Program Statement 6190.03, Infectious Disease 
Management, dated June 28, 2005, Tuberculosis, page 15, stated -
"Escort personnel, including contract guard services, clinical 
staff, and others in close contact with the inmate will wear a 
NIOSH approved respirator (N-95 or better). Prior to use of a 
respirator, staff will be medically cleared, fit-tested and 
trained in accordance with the current OSHA standard on 
respiratory protection." This includes our Lieutenants, SORT 
team, DCT team, BPT staff, and ISM staff. 
(See Respiratory Protection Plan dated January 27, 2009) 

UNICOR originally issued a paper nuisance dust masks with a 
single strp with protection factor of zero (0). In this case, 
issuing the OSHA Appendix D to our staff and inmates would be 
adequate. 

NIOSH stated, "The employer not required to do medical 
qualifications or fit testing or have a written respiratory 
protection program for voluntary use of dust masks (or for 
respirators whose only use would be for emergency escape)." I 
believe this statement is not totally accurate. The Self 
Containing Breathing Apparatuses (SCBA) is used for emergency 
rescue or escape. According to OSHA, a SCBA is a respirator, 
which requires an employer to do medical clearances, training, 
fit testing and have a written respiratory protection program. 

Once it was determined that low concentrations of hazardous 
metals and dust were detected in the UNICOR work areas, the local 
safety staff recommended a disposable N-95 (Model 8210) 
respirator with two straps and adjustable aluminum noise piece. 
The N-95 respirator was recommended by 3-M manufacture for the 
potential hazards in the UNICOR work environment, which has a 
much higher protection factor. Also, N-95 respirator does 
require a medical clearance, training and fit testing to be 
conducted prior to being worn by staff or inmate workers. The 
local safety staff recommended the N-95 respirator be made 
available to all staff and inmates on a voluntary basis, which 
has been supported by the UNICOR Associate Warden. This 
information has been implemented in the written respiratory 
protection plan since 2007 to present. 
(See Respiratory Protection Plan dated January 27, 2009) 

The Central Office, Recycling General Manager has already 
directed the FCI UNICOR staff not to implement a voluntary 
respiratory program for staff or inmates, which has been 
supported by FOH, NIOSH, Bill Collier and Associates and local 
safety staff. The BOP and UNICOR management continue to 
demonstrate their deliberate disregard to substantial 
occupational safety, health and environment laws, rule and 
regulations, which places the staff and inmate workers at risk 
without adequate safety precautions. Also, they have a clear 
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disregard that local safety staff having sufficient authority to 
correct unsafe and unhealthy working conditions. 
(See Bill Collier report dated May 27, 2009) 

3.2 Other UNICOR and FeI Tucson Safety and Health Procedures: 

Again, the BOP provided FOH and NIOSH supplements that were three 
to five years old. All supplements, plans and programs were up 
to date when requested by FOH and NIOSH in 2007. It appears the 
BOP and UNICOR continue to attempt to conceal accurate available 
information, which questions their sincerity and conviction to 
provide a safe and healthy environment for all employees and 
inmates. Again, the hearing conservation program supplement, 
dated October 7, 2002, was five (5) years old. 
(See Bearing Conservation Program, dated April 22, 2009) 

The local Safety Manager arrived Fcr Tucson on February 5, 2006, 
which a hearing conservation program had not been in place for 
four years. Then from November 17, 2006 thru Present, the local 
sa staff continued several attempts to implement and enforce 
the respiratory program, which received resistance and lack of 
support by the local executive staff. (See Attachments November 
17, 2006, August 7, 2007, September 5, 2007, April 3, 2008, July 17, 
2008, and March 5, 2009) 

One Warden even e-mailed an Associate Warden, stating - ~I view 
this as a Complex-wide issue. Please ensure the proper follow-up 
occurs in a timely fashion. It has been one year and we are 
beginning to conduct audiometric tests on staff and will address 
audiometric testing for inmates in the future according to the 
executive staff. (See E~ail dated July 17, 2008) 

The institution staff and inmates had not received an audiometric 
test for eight (8) years. The OSHA noise level survey and Bureau 
policy alone hearing protection program required UNICOR inmates 
(Bailer etc.), range instructors, SORT, DCT and BPT staff to be 
in a hearing conservation program. Again, BOP management were 
knowingly and wilfully aware the institution was not in 
compliance with the OSHA hearing conservation program. 
(See Safety Weekly Charts dated May 28, 2009 and July 2, 2009) 

3.3 FCI TUcson Safety Department Concerns: 

The FOH report stated, "Communications indicate that the FCI 
Tucson Safety Department is actively engaged to ensure hazard 
evaluation, communication, and control." Also, "This open rear 
gate" safety item points to the need for BOP and UNICOR to list, 
track, address, accept or not accept, and close out 
recommendations from safety and health staff, consultants, 
and others, including from the OIG investigation." 
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The BOP program statement 1600~09, occupational safety, 
environmental compliance and fire protection requires each 
institution to comply with most recent codes, standards, 
regulations, and Bureau policy, which applies to UNICOR as well. 

Program Statement 1600.09, clearly delineates the BOP and UNICOR 
occupational safety, environmental compliance, and fire 
protection ownership, responsibilities, and corrective actions to 
be taken. The program statement identifies the institution 
Safety Manager and staff being the local authority having 
jurisdiction (AHJ) for the implementation and enforcement of the 
safety program. Then chief executive officer must ensure 
compliance with OSHA, EPA and NFPA requirements and state and 
local regulations and ensure prompt abatement unsafe and 
unhealthful working conditions. The hazard assessment stated 
The Safety Department identifies and addresses hazards in the 
workplace for existing and new work procedures, projects, or 
exercises (mock drills, etc.) are reviewed by the Safety 
Department, which makes written recommendations to the chief 
executive officer. 
(See Program Statement 1600.09, chapter 1, page 1, section A, 
chapter 1, page 2, sections 4 & 6, chapter 1, page 3, seotion C, 
chapter 1, page 6, paragraph 2, and chapter 2, page 1, section B) 

On environmental compliance the BOP requires all institutions, 
UNICOR facilities, and offices will implement these policies and 
procedures, and inmate programs and activities specific to their 
location and operations. 
(See Program Statement 1600.09, chapter 3, page 1, section A, 

paraqraph 2) 

The UNICOR recycling web-site states - "In addition to UNICOR's 
restrictive no-landfill policy, of electrical components, the 
recycling business group complies with OSHA standards and each 
institution is staffed with a full-time Safety Manager." UNICOR 
does not have a full-time Safety Manager, unless they are 
acknowledging the BOP's institution local Safety Manager is 
responsible for inspecting them to ensure compliance with OSHA, 
EPA and other regulatory agency's, which the BOP and UNICOR would 
be responsible for correcting any deficiencies noted. 
(See Website Environaental Compliance Attachment dated July 8, 2009) 

The real concern is having the BOP and UNICOR address the 
recommendations in writing. Especially, when they are not 
willing to accept the recommendations of the local safety staff, 
consultants, and others, including the OIG investigation 
findings. Otherwise, the BOP and UNICOR will continue to place 
the local safety staff liable for non-compliance issues and hold 
them solely responsible for unsafe and unhealthy conditions 
causing injury or loss of life to staff or inmate workers. This 
would include Notice of Violation (NOV's) citations by OSHA or 
EPA as well. 
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3.4 Environmental Procedures: 

In the NIOSH report dated February 2009, recommended a daily and 
weekly cleaning of work areas by HEPA-vacuuming and wet mopping, 
which did not address any testing or disposal concerns. The 
local safety staff recommended that testing of the dust, debris, 
water, wet and dust mops with toxic metals for compliance with 
EPA regulations disposal practices, which was not mentioned in 
the report. This was discussed with FOH, UNICOR Associate Warden 
and the UNICOR Industrial Hygienist. Otherwise, UNICOR would of 
been pouring the water down the drains and disposed the other 
items in the general waste stream (landfills). 
(See E-mails dated February 27, 2009 and March 6, 2009) 

4.0 Field Investigation and Monitoring Results: 

I support the recommendations. 

4.1 Investigation for Exposure to Toxic Metals: 

I support the recommendations. 

4.1.1 OSHA Exposure MOnitoring for Toxic Metals and Other 
Findings: 

UNICOR has contracted Bill Collier and Associates to conduct an 
Industrial Hygiene baseline survey for Fe! Tucson. This survey 
was conducted March 25-27, 2009. The contractor conducted both 
personal exposure, area air levels and wipe samples. 

The following measurement and observations in the report are not 
accurate: 

1. UNICOR staff noted they cleaned the factory the week prior 
to the consultant conducting the industrial hygiene survey, 
which demonstrates why there is inconsistency with the 
survey results. 

2. These are the exhaust fans and air vents in the Fe! Factory. 
There are only two, one on the east wall and one on the 
north wall. They are approximately 10 to 12 feet in the 
air. 
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Note: The Collier report stated - the prison factory has exhaust 
fans to pull air away from the working areas. Also, they use 
smoke tubes primarily to determine airflow direction. 

The institution safety staff recently was asked to 
comment on the Collier report dated May 27, 2009. 
safety staff will use smoke tubes to determine the 
air flow. Also, demonstrate our concerns with the 
as well. 

review and 
The local 
direction of 
Collier report 

A. Toxic metals are normally heavier then air, which the 
metals would float to the ground before floating 40 to 
50 feet in a horizontal or vertical direction towards 
the exhaust fan. 

B. If the Collier report is accurate, the inmate work 
stations along the south and north walls would be 
exposed to a higher saturation level of toxic metals in 
their breathing zone daily. 

C. The exhaust fans are not designed with a HEPA filtering 
system. 

D. Without a filtering system the toxic metals would be 
exhausted outside the factory into the environment. 

E. Would there being any EPA air pollution permits 
required for exhausting toxic metals into the 
environment? 

E. Would there be any EPA violation for saturating the 
outside dirt with toxic metals overtime? 

Note: The swamp coolers and diverters were turned off at the time 
the smoke tests were conducted. The red arrows indicated were 
the concentrations of smoke were released. Also, the 
demonstrates the direction or non movement of the smoke. The 
smoke remained still, which does not support the information in 
the Collier report. 
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3. This is one of the swamp coolers in the Fer Factory_ They 
are station down the middle of the factory floor. They are 
approximately 10 feet from the floor. 

Note: The swamp coolers and diverters were turned on at the time 
the smoke test was conducted. The red arrows indicated were the 
concentrations of smoke were released. Also, demonstrates the 
direction or non movement of the smoke. The smoke made a 
hurricane or circular motion, but remain centrally located. 
Again, this does not support the information in the Collier 
report. 

4. The Collier report identified this equipment as a air 
ltering system inside the Fer Factory. They are stationed 

at the south and north end of the factoryo They are 
approximately 10 feet from the floor. 
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Note: These machines are not air filtering systems. They are 
air diverters that supply air and have a filter that protects the 
system from dust or debris. In the picture the smoke remains 
still and does not go horizontal or vertical to the diverters nor 
the exhaust fans on the north or south walls. 

5. This is one of the swamp coolers and portable fans used at 
the camp warehouse. There are two swamp coolers on the east 
wall and portable fans throughout the warehouse. 

Note: The roll up cargo doors are only opened when UNICOR is 
shipping or receiving ~roduct, which causes the toxic metal dust 
and debris to become alrborne. The FOB and Collier reports 
recommend HEPA vacuuming be utilized instead of dry sweeping to 
prevent toxic metals from becoming airborne. 

Also, the high cfm's from the swamp coolers and diverters were 
not addressed in the FOB and Collier reports. The high velocity 
of air flow from the swamp coolers and diverters will cause the 
toxic metals to become airborne continuously, which will subject 
staff and inmate workers to higher levels of toxic metals daily 
through inhalation, ingestion or absorption. 

4.1.2 UNICOR Consultant Monitoring Report for Toxic Metals: 

I support the recommendations. 
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4.1.3 NIOSS/DART Surface Wipe and Bulk Dust Sample Results: 

The reason for the differences with the surface testing in 2006 
(Contractor) and 2007 (FOH), UNICOR staff were instructed to stop 
work and clean the factory and warehouse areas the week prior to 
the industrial hygiene survey's being conduct. Again, the work 
stopped and additional cleaning was conduct prior to the surface 
testing in 2009 (Collier Report) survey's. 

4.2 Investigation for Noise Bxposure: 

I support the recommendations. 

4.3 Heat Bxposure and Repetitive Stress: 

I support the recommendations. 

4.3 Environmental Issues: 

I support the recommendations. 

5.0 Conclusions: 

I have no comments. 

5.1 Heavy Metals Exposures: 

The UNICOR Industrial Hygienist reviews and comments on all 
consultant reports, including the June 2006 report. This should 
be a serious concern for the BOP and UNICOR. This person is a 
former OSHA certified industrial hygienist. The Bureau's most 
competent industrial hygienist has been demoted to a worker's 
compensation coordinator. 

5.2 Noise, Heat, and Repetitive Stress Exposure: 

I have no comments. 

5.3 Safety and Health Programs, Plans, and Practices: 

The local safety staff supported the need for a voluntary 
respirator (dust mask) program for staff and inmate workers. 
Also, this is supported in the Collier and FOH reports. 

The FCr UNICOR staff have been instructed by the Central Office, 
UNICOR Recycling Division not to provide any type of respirator 
(dust mask), which conflicts with the local safety staff, FOH, 
and Collier recommendations. 
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5.4 Health and Safety Regulatory Compliance: 

The BOP and UNICOR were aware of the non-compliance issues 
addressed in this report for years, which they deliberately took 
no corrective action. Their current cooperation and actions are 
a deliberate misdirection. Once, the FOH, NIOSH, EPA, OIG and 
OSC complete their final reports and move on, the BOP and UNICOR 
will resort back to business as usual status. This includes 
restraint, interference, coercion, retaliation tactics towards 
safety staff, which places these staff in a very venerable 
position without any support. 

5.5 Environmental Compliance: 

The local safety staff have communicated with the BOP and UNICOR 
management concerning the source of surface dust contamination is 
not from glass breaking, but is from contamination which has been 
released to the air and re-deposited on surfaces during routine 
e-waste disassembly of CPU's and CRT's and by accidental breakage 
during shipping, receiving and handling, which they have not 
support or taken any corrective action. 

6.0 Recommendations: 

I have no comments. 

6.1 Heavy Metals Exposure: 

I support the recommendations. 

6.2 Noise, Beat, and Repetitive Stress Exposure: 

I support the recommendations. 

6.3 Safety and Health Program, Practices, and Plans: 

Again, the BOP and UNICOR should implement a system to list, 
track, address, accept or not accept, and close out 
recommendations or deficiencies identified by it's health and 
safety staff, consultants, and others, including from the OIG 
investigation report. This will be very beneficial to the local 
safety staff and the affected department. 

BOP and UNICOR management need to clearly define who will be 
responsibility for taking actions for non-compliance issues 
between the BOP and UNICOR. Currently, when the BOP and UNICOR 
management discount necessary safety, health and environment 
recommendations or deficiencies by the local safety staff, they 
will direct the safety staff verbally to discontinue seeking 
corrective action or face disciplinary action. 
(See E-mails dated March 2, 2009 and May 27, 2009) 
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Otherwise, the BOP and UNICOR will continue to place the local 
safety staff liable for non-compliance issues and hold them 
solely responsible for unsafe and unhealthy conditions, which may 
cause injury or loss of life to staff or inmate workers. This 
would include Notice of Violation (NOV's) citations by OSHA or 
EPA as well. 

6.4 Health and Safety Regulations Compliance: 

FeI Tucson has began receiving and disassembling CRT's. These 
shipments will be received from all vendors and other Bureau 
institutions. There has not been any new job hazard analysis 
conduct prior to the operation. This operations was implemented 
at the direction of the Central Office, UNICOR Recycling 
Division. By not conducting the job hazard analysis demonstrates 
the BOP and UNICOR management's business as usual approach and 
clear disregard for implementing the recommendations by local 
staff, consultants, and others (FOH & NIOSH), including the OIG 
investigation report. 

6.S Environmental Compliance: 

, I support the recommendations. 
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Mold: 

The institution submitted roof project requests to the Regional 
Facilities Administrator for eight (8) years or more, which the 
Regional Office refused to fund the needed roof replacements. 
The BOP should of provided six (6) consultant reports for mold 
related evaluations conducted through 2006 and 2008. There had 
not been any rain for a few months before or after the mold tests 
were taken. 

AES and the Central Office Safety Division, Industrial Hygienist, 
supported the local safety staff's concern that mold in the HVAC 
systems maybe causing a mold outbreak throughout the buildings. 
In most cases the mold could not be detected by a visual 
inspection. 

1. The Central Office, Industrial Hygienist stated - "I 
believe the air conditioning units, trailer 
construction/insulation, and leaks have provided conditions 
where moisture condenses around the trailers and promotes 
mold growth. The remediation recommendations of cleanup and 
leak repair may not solve the whole problem, mold growth 
could reoccur. HVAC timers may be necessary to allow 
building surfaces to dry out. Depending on the mold 
contamination within the walls, re-insulation may be needed 
and could also be good in preventing mold growth 
reoccurrence." The Industrial Hygienist was demoted to a 
workers compensation coordinator for this persons honesty 
concerning the increasingly mold concerns throughout the 
entire institution. This recommendations were never 
received by the local safety staff. 

2. The level of mold detected in the sample is quite high, 
and finding the source or exact locations and dimensions of 
the affected area will require further testing. This can be 
accomplished by sampling the air within the wall cavities, 
HVAC system, and by testing the roof's interior surfaces. 
Because elevated mold spores levels were not detected above 
the ceilings, but were detected in the air, the HVAC system 
is suspect. 

3. When mold exists in hidden areas of a structure, its 
growth is encouraged by high humidity and low or poor 
ventilation, which throws out the BOP's and NIOSH's theory 
that the mold growth was caused by leaking roofs only. 

4. Maintain the humidity below 60%, maintain adequate 
ventilation, allow for proper amount of make-up air from the 
outdoors, per standards, change air filters frequently, or 
as recommended by the manufacturer of the air handling 
systems. (See E-mail dated October 12, 2Q06 and MOld 
Reports dated September 27, 2006, October 23, 2006, November 
6, 2006, July 3, 2008, July 30, 2008 and October 6, 2008) 
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The staff became aware of mold in the trailers, health service 
and administration building as early as 1995 through 2005, and 
again on September 20, 2006. They reported noise bleeds, 
headaches, new/old asthma conditions, runny noise and eyes, 
respiratory conditions, skin and eye rashes, nausea, muscle 
aches and pains and fatigue. The staff reported that some of 
these symptoms developed within a couple of hours of entering the 
building daily. Also, many of the staff (FCI Warden, business 
office, safety and laundry staff etc.) reporting these health 
concerns were healthy normal people, without any preexisting 
medical conditions. 

The Regional Facilities Administrator committed a criminal 
offense when making a false statement under oath (Affidavit). 
The BOP contracted Applied EnviroSolutions, Inc. (AES) to conduct 
mold remediation and clean-up of the trailers on October 31, 
2006. (See Mold Report dated November 6, 2006) 

The serious unsafe and unhealthy conditions reported by AES 
concerning the east and west trailers were the real reasons the 
BOP decided to dispose of the trailers at the landfill. The BOP 
was aware of these third world horrific conditions for ten (10) 
to twelve (12) years. Also, the cost of the construction repairs 
to make the trailers habitable for staff to work and inmates to 
program (Correctional, Recreational, and Psychology etc.) was the 
other reason the trailers were disposed of at the landfill. 

1. AES conducted a visual inspection of the trailers on 
September 27, 2006. (See Mold Report dated September 27, 2006) I 
present the following findings for review: 

A. The East Trailer currently used as the Band; 
Exercise, and Arts and Crafts rooms, and an Office. The 
rooms had a detectable musty odor. The Band, Exercise 
and Arts & Crafts rooms had noticeable decay or rot of 
the paneling and inner wall structures, below and near 
the windows in their east and west walls. 

B. FCI personnel stated that the musty odor and black 
mold growth had been present on the east wall between 
the windows of the exercise room for some time. 

C. The floor with in the latrine located in the Arts 
and Crafts room had noticeable rot around the toilet to 
the extent that the toilet was no longer stable. 

D. The floor in front of the entry inside the Arts & 
Crafts room also has noticeable rot. 

E. The west annex building contains the officers 
station, lieutenants station and the psychology offices 
were in significantly better condition. However, stains 
were found around the windows of offices. Only bulk 
samples were taken from each location. 
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F. Discolored painted and textile surfaces throughout 
the west trailer. 

G. Visible and savior mold growth in the HVAC ducts. 

H. Portion of rotten paneling exposed with mold in 
the exercise room. The mold was found throughout 
walls. 

Again, the Regional Facilities Administrator committed a criminal 
offense when making a false statement under oath (Affidavit) 
concerning the full replacement of the Health Service (Medical) 
roof and especially the FCI Administration Building (Business 
Office). The BOP provided the affidavit to NIOSH for review on 
September 30, 2008. 

1. Apportion of the Health Services (Medical) roof was 
replaced and completed on February 15, 2008. 
(See Asset Recognition For dated May 9, 2008) 

2. The other portion of the Health Services (Medical) 
roof, along with the Administrative buildings (Business 
Office) roof was replaced and completed on January 12, 2009. 
(See Asset Recognition For-m dated January 16, 2009) 

The Business Office Controller expressed his concern about 
remediation of health services and the business office 
(administration building). (See E-mail dated January 30, 2007) 

The Administration building (business office) were tested a 
second time on October 13, 2006, which mold was found in the HVAC 
system, controller's office north wall and west window, and the 
financial program office south wall. 
(See Mold Report dated October 23, 2006) 
The Regional Office discounted the importance to fund the roof 
replacement of the Administration building for two (2) years, 
which they knowingly and wilfully kept staff in unhealthy work 
conditions. (See Mold Report dated July 3, 2008) Also, it took 
the FCI Warden's Secretary making a formal unhealthy complaint of 
mold causing additional health issues, before additional mold 
testing was conducted. She identifies that the administration 
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building roof was leaking during the 2007 monsoon rains, which 
again demonstrates the roof had-not been replaced. 
(See E-mail dated Hay 13, 2008) 

Besides the Wardens Secretary's reporting health concerns 
associated with mold exposure, the laundry supervisor, two inmate 
systems supervisors and safety staff reported health concerns as 
well. (See E-mails dated November 13 and December 3, 2008) 
AES conduct additional mold sampling that expanded from the 
administration building (business offices) to the administration 
building (warden's office, warden's reception area, file room, 
equipment room, and Ms. Haag's office), safety/facility building, 
commissary building, yucca officer station, palo verde wallboard, 
palo verde showers, hospital hallway, and carpentry shop) . 
Around this time the local safety staff became concerned with the 
mold being found institution-wide. Also, concerned with the 
reported staff health concerns associated with mold. The EPA has 
an Indoor Air Quality regulation concerning ~Sick Building 
Syndrome." The causes of sick building syndrome are biological -
bacteria, mold, pollen, and viruses are types of biological 
contaminants. 

The local safety manager on three occasions requested additional 
funding to conduct health and environmental risk assessments for 
the entire institution, which was sent to the Complex Warden, Fcr 
Warden, Regional Director, Regional Safety Administrator, without 
any acknowledgment returned. 

1. Recommended a qualified mold remediation company 
conduct additional sampling for the assessment of indoor air 
quality and the possible presence of mold toxins in 
identified areas. 
(See Document dated September 18, 2008) 
2. Recommended the services of a qualified mold 
remediation company to conduct additional sampling for the 
assessment of indoor air quality and the possible presence 
of mold toxins in the ceiling, walls, and ventilation ducts 
throughout the institution areas. 
(See Document dated September 19, 2008) 
3. Requested consideration for a health and environmental 
risk assessment be conducted in all buildings at the FCI to 
determine the extent of mold exposure and in an attempt to 
ensure health risks are minimized. 
(See E-mail dated November 13, 2008) 
4. Also, requested additional funding to conduct a 
thorough health and environmental sk assessment of all 
buildings at FCI, Tucson, which will ensure compliance with 
OSHA's and EPA's occupational exposure, housekeeping and 
indoor air quality regulatory guidelines. 
(See E~ail dated November 22, 2008) 
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Warden Winn stated, ~Mr. McFadden denied your request for funding 
to conduct a complete health risk assessment and the cleaning of 
the ventilation ducts." The Regional Safety Administrator 
supported Warden Winn's comments. He mentioned, they are afraid 
the mold concerns will affect all institutions Bureau-wide, like 
the UNICOR Computer Recycling concerns have. 

NIOSH wrongly quoted the July 3, 2008, AES report. The reported 
explains the administration building previously had mold 
remediation performed, but seems that the leaking roofing was 
never completely repaired. The water subsequently permeated the 
roof and the ceiling tiles, which showed significant staining. 

Again, this demonstrates the administration building roof was not 
replaced as mentioned in the Regional Facilities Administrator's 
affidavit, alone any repairs to the roof for over two (2) 
years. The report dated July 3, 2008, addresses the mold 
sampling conducted on June 26, 2008 and the report dated July 30, 
2008, addresses the mold sampling conducted on July 22, 2008. 

Ventilation: 

Again, the Agency has not been forthcoming with the ventilation 
information provided to NIOSH for review. The ventilation 
sampling is conducted in inmate rooms/cells, officer stations, 
and dining areas. The cells were designed to house one inmate. 
The Agency converted the them into to two and three inmate cells, 
which they have not been in non-compliance with the American 
Correctional Association Accreditation (ACA) process for years. 
If this was a mandatory ACA standard the Bureau of Prison would 
fail to obtain their ACA accreditation. The Agency intends to 
create additional three man cells, according to the Complex and 
FCI Wardens. 

The March 14, 2000 and February 6, 2002, National Environmental 
Balancing Bureau {NEBB)reports provide to NIOSH to review stated, 
"The air distribution systems have been tested and balanced and 
final adjustments have been made in accordance with NEBB 
procedural standards for testing - adjusting - balancing of 
environmental systems, the hydronic distribution systems have 
been tested and balanced and final adjustments have been made" 
for some housing units and food service. The NEBB reports don't 
identify maximum number of occupants for the spaces evaluated as 
well, which is not mentioned in this report. The reports don't 
meet all other recommendations and more. 

Again, the BOP provided balancing and adjusting certifications of 
the HVAC systems, not ventilation measurement for outdoor and 
recirculated air flow rates for inmate cells, office stations and 
food service dinning areas. This questions their sincerity and 
conviction to conduct an impartial and comprehensive 
investigation. 
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The SAlC Industrial Hygienist technical assistance review of the 
NEBB reports determined the mechanical performance of the system 
as compared to the design specifications. Furthermore, the 
reports did not include any sampling methodology or the specific 
areas tested. 

NlOSH suggested the SAle report dated April 4, 2007, does not 
document the maximum number of occupants for the spaces 
evaluated, and the amount of outdoor air supplied to the HVAC 
systems or individuals cells was not provided. An assumption was 
used by the consultant that the HVAC systems provided 20% outdoor 
air, based on information provided by FCr Tucson representative. 

The 2007 and 2008 SAlC ventilation surveys were sent to Regional 
Safety Administrator for review to ensure they meet the ACA 
standard requirements, which he replied "These look good to me 
Leroy!H, which again does not support the BOP and NlOSH 
responses. The 20% outdoor air was not an assumption by the 
contractor, but information provided to him by the HVAC and 
General Foreman, which are considered the subject matter experts 
at the local institution. 

Carbon Black: 

No comments. 

NIOSH Conclusion and Recommendations: 

MOld - I disagree with NlOSH assuming that mold exposure in 
otherwise healthy people does not put them at risk for sinusitis, 
new-onset asthma, or allergies. This why NIOSH and CDC needs to 
conduct further testing to determine health affects, which will 
allow OSHA and EPA to implement standards associated with mold. 

The AES reports and other research documents show the physical 
health effects of exposure to mold can vary from person to 
person, depending upon the amount and types of mold present, and 
one's sensitivity and general state of health. 

1. Amount: AES reports dated July 3, 2008 and July 30, 
2008, show the ambient air sample for the outside was 13 to 
1600 spores and sampling was 13 to 11000 spores on the 
inside of the buildings. Then bulks and wipes from the 
building material and ventilation ducts ranged from 2 to 
320,000 spores, which most of the molds were 1000 times 
greater indoors then outdoor causing some concerns. 
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2. Amount, Type and Health Affect: 

A. Cladosporium - 51, 000 spores in the Palo Verde 
Units Ventilation Duct Cover. Cladosporium common 
cause of respiratory problems, allergic reactions and 
can be an agent for hypersensitivity diseases. 

B. Penicillium/Aspergililus - 80,000 spores in the 
Carpentry Shop Ventilation Duct Cover. 
Penicillium/Aspergililus causes allergic reactions, 
hypersensitivity pneumonitis and variety of severe lung 
complications. Also, this mold is capable of producing 
mycotoxins. 

C. Chaetomium - 290,000 spores in the Yucca Unit 
ceiling. Chaetomium is a fungus type that included 
approximately 80 different species. It is allergenic 
and an agent of onychomycoses (nasal infection), 
peritonitis, cutaneous lesions and potential agent in 
fatal systemic mycoses. Chaetomium have been 
documented, brain abscess, peritonitis and cutaneous 
lesions may also develop. 

D. Stachybotrys - 320,000 spores in the Palo Verde 
shower areas. Stachybotrys may cause one or more 
mycotoxins, low doses include rashes, mild neurotixon 
effects such as headaches, nausea, muscle aches and 
pains, and fatigue. The immune system may also be 
affected resulting in a decreased resistance to 
infections. (See Mold Reports dated September 27, 
2006, October 23, 2006, ~ovember 6, 2006, July 3, 2008, 
July 30, 2008 and October 6, 2008) 

It's clear why the initial repairs and replacements of the roof 
were ineffective in preventing additional water incursions. The 
Regional Facilities Administrator committed a criminal offense 
when making a false statement under oath (Affidavit). The 
Administrative building roof wasn't replaced until late 2008 
beginning 2009. The Regional Office neglected to provide 
adequate funding to maintain and replace several roof for ten 
(10) to twelve (12) years. The first roof replacement during 
this time was the health services roof in 2007, which many more 
are needing to be replaced. 

The Regional Facilities Administrator comment - all water 
intrusions must be repaired before cleaning mold-contaminated 
surfaces and removing mold contaminated materials to avoid a 
reoccurrence of mold does not exist in a Facility or Safety 
Program Statement. The local safety manager has recommended a 
mold maintenance plan or policy be implemented Bureau-wide, which 
the Regional and Central Offices have completely ignored. The 
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local facility and safety staff have had to develop local 

procedures with the information available on mold and have funded 
the testing, remediation and training cost out of our annual 
departmental budgets, without the support of the Regional and 
Central Offices. 

I agree that testing should be discontinued for visible mold on 
wall, ceiling, and hvac surfaces. Non visible conditions 
pertaining to indoor air quality does not always equate to mold, 
it could be other environmental conditions causing health issues 
for staff and inmates, which NIOSH or anyone can't put a price on 
a persons health or life. I believe we are being asked to put 
the institution and BOP in a liability situation. 

An institution safety committee is already established at the 
local level. In many occasions the communication and decisions 
concerning occupational health and safety implementation and 
corrective action is dictated solely by BOP management, instead 
of a concessive decision by the committee based on law, rule or 
regulations or professional judgement. 

Ventilation - The NEBB reports are clearly HVAC adjusting and 
balancing reports. The SAlC ventilation reports meet the ACA 
standard requirements. There is no Bureau or ACA standard 
requiring the additional information recommended by NIOSH, which 
can be easily implemented. 

Carbon Blaok - Support the recommendation. 

In Conclusion to these reports: 

After reviewing the reports from the National Institute of 
Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) and Federal Occupational 
Health (FOH) , it is clear the Bureau of Prisons (BOP) and Federal 
Prison Industries (UNICOR) continue to conspire and conceal 
accurate available information to them and others. These reports 
clearly identify the BOP's and UNICOR's abuse of authority and 
failure to comply with occupational safety and environmental 
recommendations by local safety staff, consultants, and others, 
including the FOH, NIOSH, and OIG. Also, they identify the BOP 
and UNICOR need to develop jurisdictional responsibilities when 
faced with safety and environmental concerns. 

The FOH report identifies the communication by the local safety 
safety staff was actively engaged with BOP and UNICOR management 
when conveying occupational health and safety control evaluations 
and needed measures. Despite the communication and stated policy 
the BOP and UNICOR recklessly, knowingly and wilfully ignored 
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local safety staff's recommendations concerning safety and 
environmental concerns, . which potentially placed staff and 
inmates in unsafe and unhealthy working and living conditions. 

The FOR and NIOSH reports echos OSHA, an employer is still 
required to protect their employees from hazards even in the 
absence of a specific OSHA regulatory standard, which BOP states 
- when policy and regulations are not specific, he/she exercises 
professional. The BOP and UNICOR management discounted 
substantial safety and environmental dangers associated with 
computer recycling, mold and other safety concerns, which they 
continued to operate the factory and institution without adequate 
safety precautions. 
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The Honorable William Reukauf 
Acting Special Counsel 
1730 M. Street, N.W., Suite 218 
Washington, D.C. 20036-3600 

July 14, 2009 

Re: OSC File No. DI-08-0523 & OIA File No. 2008-03216; VIOLATION 
OF LAW, RULE, OR REGULATION, GROSS MISMANAGEMENT, ABUSE OF 
AUTHORITY AND SPECIFIC DANGER TO PUBLIC HEALTH OR SAFETY AT 
THE FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION, AND FEDERAL PRISON 
INDUSTRIES FACTORY, TUCSON, ARIZONA 

Dear Mr. Reukauf 

I have received a copy of the Department of Justice, Office 
of Inspector General, and two expert opinion reports, dated 
January 22, 2009 and March 20, 2009. Please accept comments and 
attached supporting documentation as a summary and conclusion to 
the Agencies technical assistance findings. 

Sincerely, 

,- ~L 
onal safet~;' 
ental Health Manager 



2.0 UNICOR E-Waist Recycling Facilities and Operations at 
FCC Tucson: 

The UNICOR outside camp warehouse does disassemble Computer 
Processing Unit's (CPU's) and receive Cathode Rey Tubes (CRT's) 
assembled or broken during shipping, receiving and sorting. The 
CRT's are then re-packed and sent to the FCI to be disassembled, 
which additional monitors are broken during the process. Then 
the plastic, pallets, gaylord boxes, metal crates and other 
products are covered with the hazardous metals, which becomes 
airborne. The UNICOR staff, inmates and rear gate officers 
inhale and absorb low concentrations of hazardous metals daily. 
(See Photos) 

The UNICOR Recycling Division began routing all CRT's to FCC 
Tucson to be disassembled. This is a new operation for FCC 
Tucson. If UNICOR determines the reuse is not an option, all 
asset tags/property stickers are removed from the CRT's. The 
CRT's are then de-manufactured for recycling or disposal. This 
process is to ensure that donors or manufactures are not open to 
liability (See Website Attachment dated July 8,2009). The CRT's 
are then re-packed before being sold and transported to Mexico or 
India for recycling and disposal. The initial concerns are that 
UNICOR has not conducted a job hazard analysis and the 
bracket/hanger used to lower the monitors into the gaylord boxes, 
which makes the process even more unsafe to the inmates. 
(See Photos) (See Attacbment February 18, 2009) 
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According to the Institution Safety Staff, OSHA, EPA and most 
recently FOH and NIOSH recommendations, that detailed job hazard 
analysis should be conducted prior to beginning any new operation 
or before making any changes to existing operations. This will 
allow the BOP and UNICOR to identify hazards prior to exposing 
staff and inmate workers. This did not occur prior to 
implementing the CRT disassembling operation. 

Again, the BOP and UNICOR discounted the implementation of 
recommendations by subject matter expert's. When problems arise 
they conspire to conceal the truth or chalk it up to a learn as 
we go mentality. Meanwhile, staff and inmates are subjected to 
unsafe and unhealthy working conditions causing imminent and long 
term health effects for profit. 

The BOP and UNICOR are knowingly aware of repeated or long-term 
exposure to cadmium, even at relatively low concentrations, may 
result in kidney damage and an increased risk of cancer of the 
lung and of the prostate (OSHA). Also, similar forms of 
encephalopathy may, however, arise from extended, chronic 
exposure to lower doses of lead. There is no sharp dividing line 
between rapidly developing acute effects of lead, and chronic 
effects which take longer to acquire. Lead adversely affects 
numerous body systems, and causes forms of health impairment and 
disease which arise after periods of exposure as short as days or 
as long as several years (OSHA). 

The inmates are provided air tools, not powered (electrical) 
tools to assist in the disassembly process. This process causes 
harmful metals and dust to become airborne. Again, staff and 
inmates inhale, ingest, or absorb low concentrations of airborne 
hazardous metals and dust daily. (See Photo) 
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3.0 BOP/UNlCOR Safety and Health Procedures and Practices at 
FCl Tucson: 

The institution safety staff have addressed and demonstrated the 
need for a good practice approach that warrants a general safety 
and health plan be put in place to identify workplace hazards, 
specify hazard controls and safe work practices. The BOP and 
UNICOR have deliberately conspired to restrain, interfere and 
coerce the institution safety and UNICOR staff from implementing 
procedures that are not item specific by OSHA or EPA, which good 
sound professional judgement is necessary in many cases to ensure 
a safe and healthy work environment for any routine or non 
routine work practices. 

The BOP and UNICOR Chief Executive Officer's pledge a safe and 
healthy environment for all employees and inmates. They also 
pledge to ensure prompt abatement of unsafe and unhealthful 
working conditions. The local safety staff documents, FOH and 
NIOSH reports demonstrates abuse of authority by BOP and UNICOR 
management. They repeatedly ignore and fail to adopt recommended 
occupational safety and health and environmental precautions by 
the local safety staff, outside contractor, FOH and NIOSH. The 
BOP and UNICOR should not be allowed to intimidate or coerce 
Institution Safety Staff into deciding between the enforcement of 
occupational health, safety and environmental regulatory 
standards and their career. 

~ 

3.1 UNICOR Safety and Health Practices and Procedures to Control 
Toxic Metals Exposure: 

The BOP provided FOH and NIOSH a respiratory protection 
supplement, dated October 20, 2004, which was three (3) years 
old. In 2007 all safety supplements were changed to written 
plans or programs, which upon request the local safety staff 
provided a current respiratory protection plan to FOH, dated 
January 27, 2009. All programs are mandated to be reviewed and 
updated annually. 

The local Safety Manager arrived FCI Tucson on February 5, 2006, 
which a respiratory program had not been in place for four (4) 
years. Then from October 27, 2006 thru July 17, 2008, the local 
safety staff continued several attempts to implement and enforce 
the respiratory program, which received resistance and lack of 
support by the local executive staff. 
(See Attachments October 27, 2006, April 1, 2008 and JUly 17, 2008) 

The institution staff had not been medically cleared, trained, or 
fit tested for over eight (8) years. The OSHA, CDC and Bureau 
tuberculosis program required our staff to be in a respiratory 
program. Also, the staff were never issued the N-95 mask when 
escorting suspect or confirmed tuberculosis cases. Again, 
executive were knowingly and wilfully aware the respiratory 
protections plan was in non-compliance with the OSHA hearing 
conservation standard. 3 



According to' Program Statement 6190.03, Infectious Disease 
Management, dated June 28, 2005, Tuberculosis, page 15, stated -
~Escort personnel, including contract guard services, clinical 
staff, and others in close contact with the inmate will wear a 
NIOSH approved respirator (N-95 or better). Prior to use of a 
respirator, staff will be medically cleared, fit-tested and 
trained in accordance with the current OSHA standard on 
respiratory protection." This includes our Lieutenants, SORT 
team, DCT team, BPT staff, and ISM staff. 
(See Respiratory Protection Plan dated January 27, 2009) 

UNICOR originally issued a paper nuisance dust masks with a 
single strp with protection factor of zero (0). In this case, 
issuing the OSHA Appendix D to our staff and inmates would be 
adequate. 

NIOSH stated, ~The employer is not required to do medical 
qualifications or fit testing or have a written respiratory 
protection program for voluntary use of dust masks (or for 
respirators whose only use would be for emergency escape)." I 
believe this statement is not totally accurate. The Self 
Containing Breathing Apparatuses (SCBA) is used for emergency 
rescue or escape. According to OSHA, a SCBA is a respirator, 
which requires an employer to do medical clearances, training, 
fit testing and have a written respiratory protection program. 

Once it was determined that low concentrations of hazardous 
metals and dust were detected in the UNICOR work areas, the local 
safety staff recommended a disposable N-95 (Model 8210) 
respirator with two straps and adjustable aluminum noise piece. 
The N-95 respirator was recommended by 3-M manufacture for the 
potential hazards in the UNICOR work environment, which has a 
much higher protection factor. Also, N-95 respirator does 
require a medical clearance, training and fit testing to be 
conducted prior to being worn by staff or inmate workers. The 
local safety staff recommended the N-95 respirator be made 
available to all staff and inmates on a voluntary basis, which 
has been supported by the UNICOR Associate Warden. This 
information has been implemented in the written respiratory 
protection plan since 2007 to present. 
(See Respiratory Protection Plan dated January 27, 2009) 

The Central Office, Recycling General Manager has already 
directed the FCI UNICOR staff not to implement a voluntary 
respiratory program for staff or inmates, which has been 
supported by FOH, NIOSH, Bill Collier and Associates and local 
safety staff. The BOP and UNICOR management continue to 
demonstrate their deliberate disregard to substantial 
occupational safety, health and environment laws, rule and 
regulations, which places the staff and inmate workers at risk 
without adequate safety precautions. Also, they have a clear 
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disregard that local safety staff having sufficient authority. to 
correct unsafe and unhealthy working conditions. 
(See Bill Coll!er report dated May 27, 2009) 

3.2 Other UNICOR and FCI Tucson Safety and Health Procedures: 

Again, the BOP provided FOH and NIOSH supplements that were three 
to five years old. All supplements, plans and programs were up 
to date when requested by FOH and NIOSH in 2007. It appears the 
BOP and UNICOR continue to attempt to conceal accurate available 
information, which questions their sincerity and conviction to 
provide a safe and healthy environment for all employees and 
inmates. Again, the hearing conservation program supplement, 
dated October 7, 2002, was five (5) years old. 
(See Bearing Conservation Program, dated April 22, 2009) 

The local Safety Manager arrived FCI Tucson on February 5, 2006, 
which a hearing conservation program had not been in place for 
four years. Then from November 17, 2006 thru Present, the local 
safety staff continued several attempts to implement and enforce 
the respiratory program, which received resistance and lack of 
support by the local executive staff. (See Attachments November 
17, 2006, August 7, 2007, September 5, 2007, Apri1 3, 2008, July 17, 
2008, and March 5, 2009) 

One Warden even e-mailed an Associate Warden, stating - ~I view 
this as a Complex-wide issue. Please ensure the proper follow-up 
occurs in a timely fashion. It has been one year and we are 
beginning to conduct audiometric tests on staff and will address 
audiometric testing for inmates in the future according to the 
executive staff. (See E-mail dated July 17, 2008) 

The institution staff and inmates had not received an audiometric 
test for eight (8) years. The OSHA noise level survey and Bureau 
policy alone hearing protection program required UNICOR inmates 
(Bailer etc.), range instructors, SORT, OCT and BPT staff to be 
in a hearing conservation program. Again, BOP management were 
knowingly and wilfully ~ware the institution was not in 
compliance with the OSHA hearing conservation program. 
(See Safety Weekly Charts dated May 28, 2009 and July 2, 2009) 

3.3 FCI Tucson Safety Department Concerns: 

The FOH report stated, "Cormnunications indicate that the FCI 
Tucson Safety Department is actively engaged to ensure hazard 
evaluation, communication, and control." Also, ~This open rear 
gate" safety item points to the need for BOP and UNICOR to list, 
track, address, accept or not accept, and close out 
recommendations from its safety and health staff, consultants, 
and others, including from the OIG investigation." 
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The BOP program statement 1600.09, occupational safety, 
environmental compliance and fire protection requires each 
institution to comply with most recent codes, standards, 
regulations, and Bureau policy, which applies to UNICOR as well. 

Program Statement 1600.09~ clearly delineates the BOP and UNICOR 
occupational safety, environmental compliance, and fire 
protection ownership, responsibilities, and corrective actions to 
be taken. The program statement identifies the institution 
Safety Manager and staff being the local authority having 
jurisdiction (AHJ) for the implementation and enforcement of the 
safety program. Then chief executive officer must ensure 
compliance with OSHA, EPA and NFPA requirements and state and 
local regulations and ensure prompt abatement of unsafe and 
unhealthful working conditions. The hazard assessment stated 
The Safety Department identifies and addresses hazards in the 
workplace for existing and new work procedures, projects, or 
exercises (mock drills, etc.) are reviewed by the Safety 
Department, which makes written recommendations to the chief 
executive officer. 
(See Program Statement 1600.09, chapter 1, page 1, section A, 
chapter 1, page 2, sections 4 & 6, chapter 1, page 3, section C, 
chapter 1, page 6, paraqraph 2, and chapter 2, page 1, section B) 

On environmental compliance the BOP requires all institutions, 
UNICOR facilities, and offices will implement these policies and 
procedures, and inmate programs and activities specific to their 
location and operations. 
(See Proqram Statement 1600.09, chapter 3, paqe 1, section A, 
paragraph 2) 

The UNICOR recycling web-site states - "In addition to UNICOR's 
restrictive no-landfill policy, of electrical components, the 
recycling business group complies with OSHA standards and each 
institution is staffed with a full-time Safety Manager." UNICOR 
does not have a full-time Safety Manager, unless they are 
acknowledging the BOP's institution local Safety Manager is 
responsible for inspecting them to ensure compliance with OSHA, 
EPA and other regulatory agency's, which the BOP and UNICOR would 
be responsible for correcting any deficiencies noted. 
(See Website Environmental Compliance Attachment dated July 8, 2009) 

The real concern is having the BOP and UNICOR address the 
recommendations in writing. Especially, when they are not 
willing to accept the recommendations of the local safety staff, 
consultants, and others, including the OIG investigation 
findings. Otherwise, the BOP and UNICOR will continue to place 
the local safety staff liable for non-compliance issues and hold 
them solely responsible for unsafe and unhealthy conditions 
causing injury or loss of life to staff or inmate workers. This 
would include Notice of Violation (NOV's) citations by OSHA or 
EPA as well. 
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3.4 Environmental Procedures: 

In the NIOSH report dated February 2009, recommended a daily and 
weekly cleaning of work areas by HEPA-vacuuming and wet mopping, 
which did not address any testing or disposal concerns. The 
local safety staff recommended that testing of the dust, debris, 
water, wet and dust mops with toxic metals for compliance with 
EPA regulations disposal practices, which was not mentioned in 
the report. This was discussed with FOH, UNICOR Associate Warden 
and the UNICOR Industrial Hygienist. Otherwise, UNICOR would of 
been pouring the water down the drains and disposed the other 
items in the general waste stream (landfills). 
(See E-mails dated February 27, 2009 and March 6, 2009) 

4.0 Field Investiqation and Honitorinq Results: 

I support the recommendations. 

4.1 Investiqation for Exposure to Toxic Metals: 

I support the recommendations. 

4.1.1 OSBA Bxposure MOnitoring for Toxic Metals and Other 
Find1ngs: 

UNICOR has contracted Bill Collier and Associates to conduct an 
Industrial Hygiene baseline survey for FCI Tucson. This survey 
was conducted March 25-27, 2009. The contractor conducted both 
personal exposure, area air levels and wipe samples. 

The following measurement and observations in the report are not 
accurate: 

1. UNICOR staff noted they cleaned the factory the week prior 
to the consultant conducting the industrial hygiene survey, 
which demonstrates why there is inconsistency with the 
survey results. 

2. These are the exhaust fans and air vents in the FCI Factory. 
There are only two, one on the east wall and one on the 
north wall. They are approximately 10 to 12 feet in the 
air. 
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Note: The Collier report stated - the prison factory has exhaust 
fans to pull air away from the working areas. Also, they use 
smoke tubes primarily to determine airflow direction. 

The institution safety staff recently was asked to 
comment on the Collier report dated May 27, 2009. 
safety staff will use smoke tubes to determine the 
air flow. Also, demonstrate our concerns with the 
as well. 

review and 
The local 
direction of 
Collier report 

A. Toxic metals are normally heavier then air, which the 
metals would float to the ground before floating 40 to 
50 feet in a horizontal or vertical direction towards 
the exhaust fan. 

B. If the Collier report is accurate, the inmate work 
stations along the south and north walls would be 
exposed to a higher saturation level of toxic metals in 
their breathing zone daily. 

C. The exhaust fans are not designed with a HEPA filtering 
system. 

D. Without a filtering system the toxic metals would be 
exhausted outside the factory into the environment. 

E. Would there being any EPA air pollution permits 
required for exhausting toxic metals into the 
environment? 

E. Would there be any EPA violation for saturating the 
outside dirt with toxic metals overtime? 

Note: The swamp coolers and diverters were turned off at the time 
the smoke tests were conducted. The red arrows indicated were 
the concentrations of smoke were released. Also, the 
demonstrates the direction or non movement of the smoke. The 
smoke remained still, which does not support the information in 
the Collier report. 
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3. This is one of the swamp coolers in the Fcr Factory_ They 
are station down the middle of the factory floor. They are 
approximately 10 feet from the floor. 

Note: The swamp coolers and diverters were turned on at the time 
the smoke test was conducted. The red arrows indicated were the 
concentrations of smoke were released. Also, demonstrates the 
direction or non movement of the smoke. The smoke made a 
hurricane or circular motion, but remain cent ly located. 
Again, this does not support the information in the Collier 
report. 

4. The Collier report identified this equipment as a air 
filtering system inside the Fcr Factory. They are stationed 
at the south and north end of the factoryo They are 
approximately 10 feet from the floor. 
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Note: These machines are not air filtering systems. They are 
air diverters that supply air and have a filter that protects the 
system from dust or debris. In the picture the smoke remains 
still and does not go horizontal or vertical to the diverters nor 
the exhaust fans on the north or south walls. 

5. This is one of the swamp coolers and portable fans used at 
the camp warehouse. There are two swamp coolers on the east 
wall and portable fans throughout the warehouse. 

Note: The roll up cargo doors are only opened when UNICOR is 
shipping or receiving ~roduct, which causes the toxic metal dust 
and debris to become alrborne. The FOH and Collier reports 
recommend HEPA vacuuming be utilized instead of dry sweeping to 
prevent toxic metals from becoming airborne. 

Also, the high cfm's from the swamp coolers and diverters were 
not addressed in the FOH and Collier reports. The high velocity 
of air flow from the swamp coolers and diverters will cause the 
toxic metals to become airborne continuously, which will subject 
staff and inmate workers to higher levels of toxic metals daily 
through inhalation, ingestion or absorption. 

4.1.2 UNZCOR Consultant Monitorinq Report for Toxic Meta1s: 

I support the recommendations. 
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4.1.3 Nlosa/DART Surface Wipe and Bulk Dust Sample Results: 

The reason for the differences with the surface testing in 2006 
(Contractor) and 2007 (FOH), UNICOR staff were instructed to stop 
work and clean the factory and warehouse areas the week prior to 
the industrial hygiene survey's being conduct. Again, the work 
stopped and additional cleaning was conduct prior to the surface 
testing in 2009 (Collier Report) survey's. 

'4.2 Investigation for Hoise Exposure: 

I support the recommendations. 

4.3 Beat Exposure and Repetitive Stress: 

I support the recommendations. 

4.3 Environmental Issues: 

I support the recommendations. 

s.o Conclusions: 

I have no comments. 

5.1 Heavy Metals Exposures: 

The UNICOR Industrial Hygienist reviews and comments on all 
consultant reports, including the June 20D6 report. This should 
be a serious concern for the BOP and UNICOR. This person is a 
former OSHA certified industrial hygienist. The Bureau's most 
competent industrial hygienist has been demoted to a worker's 
compensation coordinator. 

5.2 Noise, Beat, and Repetitive Stress Exposure: 

I have no comments. 

5.3 Safety and Health Programs, Plans, and Practices: 

The local safety staff supported the need for a voluntary 
respirator (dust mask) program for staff and inmate workers. 
Also, this is supported in the Collier and FOH reports. 

The FCI UNICOR staff have been instructed by the Central Office, 
UNICOR Recycling Division not to provide any type of respirator 
(dust mask), which conflicts with the local safety staff, FOH, 
and Collier recommendations. 
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5.4 Health and Safety Regulatory Compliance: 

The BOP and UNICOR were aware of the non-compliance issues 
addressed in this report for years, which they deliberately took 
no corrective action. Their current cooperation and actions are 
a deliberate misdirection. Once, the FOR, NIOSR, EPA, OIG and 
OSC complete their final reports and move on, the BOP and UNICOR 
will resort back to business as usual status. This includes 
restraint, interference, coercion, retaliation tactics towards 
safety staff, which places these staff in a very venerable 
position without any support. 

5.5 Environmental Compliance: 

The local safety staff have communicated with the BOP and UNICOR 
management concerning the source surface dust contamination is 
not from glass breaking, but is from contamination which has been 
released to the air and re-deposited on surfaces during routine 
e-waste disassembly of CPU's and CRT's and by accidental breakage 
during shipping, receiving and handling, which they have not 
support or taken any corrective action. 

6.0 Reoommendations: 

I have no comments. 

6.1 Heavy Metals Exposure: 

I support the recommendations. 

6.2 Noise, Heat, and Repetitive Stress Exposure: 

I support the recommendations. 

6.3 Safety and Health Program, Practioes, and Plans: 

Again, the BOP and UNICOR should implement a system to list, 
track, address, accept or not accept, and close out 
recommendations or deficiencies identified by it's health and 
safety staff, consultants, and others, including from the OIG 
investigation report. This will be very beneficial to the local 
safety staff and the affected department. 

BOP and UNICOR management need to clearly define who will be 
responsibility for taking actions for non-compliance issues 
between the BOP and UNICOR. Currently, when the BOP and UNICOR 
management discount necessary safety, health and environment 
recommendations or deficiencies by the local safety staff, they 
will direct the safety staff verbally to discontinue seeking 
corrective action or face disciplinary action. 
(See E-mails dated March 2, 2009 and May 27, 2009) 
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Otherwise, the BOP and UNICOR will continue to place the local 
safety staff liable for non-compliance issues and hold them 
solely responsible for unsafe and unhealthy conditions, which may 
cause injury or loss of life to staff or inmate workers. This 
would include Notice of Violation (NOV's) citations by OSHA or 
EPA as well. 

6.4 Health and Safety Regulations Compliance: 

FCI Tucson has began receiving and disassembling CRT's.- These 
shipments will be received from all vendors and other Bureau 
institutions. There has not been any new job hazard analysis 
conduct prior to the operation. This operations was implemented 
at the direction of the Central Office, UNICOR Recycling 
Division. By not conducting the job hazard analysis demonstrates 
the BOP and UNICOR management's business as usual approach and 
clear disregard for implementing the recommendations by local 
staff, consultants, and others (FOH & NIOSH), including the OIG 
investigation report. 

6.5 Environmental Compliance: 

I support the recommendations. 
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Ho~d: 

The institution submitted roof project requests to the Regional 
Facilities Administrator for eight (8) years or more, which the 
Regional Office refused to fund the needed roof replacements. 
The BOP should of provided six (6) consultant reports for mold 
related evaluations conducted through 2006 and 2008. There had 
not been any rain for a few months before or after the mold tests 
were taken. 

AES and the Central Office Safety Division, Industrial Hygienist, 
supported the local safety staff's concern that mold in the HVAC 
systems maybe causing a mold outbreak throughout the buildings. 
In most cases the mold could not be detected by a visual 
inspection. 

"I. The Central Office, Industrial Hygienist stated - "I 
believe the air conditioning units, trailer 
construction/insulation, and leaks have provided conditions 
where moisture condenses around the trailers and promotes 
mold growth. The remediation recommendations of cleanup and 
leak repair may not solve the whole problem, mold growth 
could reoccur.. HVAC timers may be necessary to allow 
building surfaces to dry out. Depending on the mold 
contamination within the walls, re-insulation may be needed 
and could also be good in preventing mold growth 
reoccurrence." The Industrial Hygienist was demoted to a 
workers compensation coordinator for this persons honesty 
concerning the increasingly mold concerns throughout the 
entire institution. This recommendations were never 
received by the local safety staff. 

2. The level of mold detected in the sample is quite high, 
and finding the source or exact locations and dimensions of 
the affected area will require further testing. This can be 
accomplished by sampling the air within the wall cavities, 
HVAC system, and by testing the roof's interior surfaces. 
Because elevated mold spores levels were not detected above 
the ceilings, but were detected in the air, the HVAC system 
is suspect. 
3. When mold exists in hidden areas of a structure, its 
growth is encouraged by high humidity and low or poor 
ventilation, which throws out the BOP's and NIOSH's theory 
that the mold growth was caused by leaking roofs only. 

4. Maintain the humidity below 60%, maintain adequate 
ventilation, allow for proper amount of make-up air from the 
outdoors, per standards, change air filters frequently, or 
as recommended by the manufacturer of t~e air handling 
systems.. (See E-mail dated Ootober 12, 2006 and MOld 
Reports dated September 27, 2006, Ootober 23, 2006, November 
6, 2006, July 3, 2008, July 30, 2008 and Ootober 6, 2008) 
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The staff became aware of mold in the trailers, health service 
and administration building as early as 1995 through 2005, and 
again on September 20, 2006. They reported noise bleeds, 
headaches, new/old asthma conditions, runny noise and eyes, 
respiratory conditions, skin and eye rashes, nausea, muscle 
aches and pains and fatigue. The staff reported that some of 
these symptoms developed within a couple of hours of entering the 
building daily. Also, many of the staff (FCI Warden, business 
office, safety and laundry staff etc.) reporting these health 
concerns were healthy normal people, without any preexisting 
medical conditions. 

The Regional Facilities Administrator committed a criminal 
offense when making a se statement under oath (Affidavit). 
The BOP contracted Applied EnviroSolutions, Inc. (AES) to conduct 
mold remediation and clean-up of the trailers on October 31, 
2006. (See Mold Report dated November 6, 2006) 

The serious unsafe and unhealthy conditions reported by AES 
concerning the east and west trailers were the real reasons the 
BOP decided to dispose of the trailers at the landfill. The BOP 
was aware of these third world horrific conditions for ten (10) 
to twelve (12) years. Also, the cost of the construction repairs 
to make the trailers habitable for staff to work and inmates to 
program (Correctional, Recreational, and Psychology etc.) was the 
other reason the trailers were disposed of at the landfill. 

1. AES conducted a visual inspection of the trailers on 
September 27, 2006. (See MOld Report dated September 27, 2006) I 
present the following findings for review: 

A. The East Trailer currently used as the Band; 
Exercise, and Arts and Crafts rooms, and an Office. The 
rooms had a detectable musty odor. The Band, Exercise 
and Arts & Crafts rooms had noticeable decay or rot of 
the paneling and inner wall structures, below and near 
the windows in their east and west walls. 

B. FCI personnel stated that the musty odor and black 
mold growth had been present on the east wall between 
the windows of the exercise room for some time. 

C. The floor with in the latrine located in the Arts 
and Crafts room had noticeable rot around the toilet to 
the extent that the toilet was no longer stable. 

D. The floor in front of the entry inside the Arts & 
Crafts room also has noticeable rot. 

E. The west annex building contains the officers 
station, lieutenants station and the psychology offices 
were in significantly better condition. However, stains 
were found around the windows of offices. Only bulk 
samples were taken from each location. 
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F. Discolored painted and textile surfaces throughout 
the west trailer. 

G. Visible and savior mold growth in the HVAC ducts. 

H. Portion of rotten paneling exposed with mold in 
the exercise room. The mold was found throughout 
walls. 

Again, the Regional Facilities Administrator committed a criminal 
offense when making a false statement under oath (Affidavit) 
concerning the full replacement of the Health Service (Medical) 
roof and especially the Fcr Administration Building (Business 
Office). The BOP provided the affidavit to NIOSH for review on 
September 30, 2008. 

1. Apportion of the Health Services (Medical) roof was 
replaced and completed on February 15, 2008. 
(See Asset Reoognition For dated May 9, 2008) 

2. The other portion of the Health Services (Medical) 
roof, along with the Administrative buildings (Business 
Office) roof was replaced and completed on January 12, 2009. 
(See Asset Recogniti.on Form dated January 16, 2009) 

The Business Office Controller expressed his concern about 
remediation of health services and the business office 
(administration building). (See E-mail dated January 30, 2007) 

The Administration building (business office) were tested a 
second time on October 13, 2006, which mold was found in the HVAC 
system, controller's office north wall and west window, and the 
financial program office south wall. 
(See Mold Report dated October 23, 2006) 
The Regional Office discounted the importance to fund the roof 
replacement of the Administration building for two (2) years, 
which they knowingly and wilfully kept staff in unhealthy work 
conditions. (See Mold Report dated July 3, 2008) Also, it took 
the Fcr Warden's Secretary making a formal unhealthy complaint of 
mold causing additional health issues, before additional mold 
testing was conducted. She identifies that the administration 
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building roof was leaking during the 2007 monsoon rains, which 
again demonstrates the roof had not been replaced. 
(See E-mail dated May 13, 2008) 

Besides the Wardens Secretary's reporting health concerns 
associated with mold exposure, the laundry supervisor, two inmate 
systems supervisors and safety staff reported health concerns as 
well. (See E-mails dated November 13 and December 3, 2008) 
AES conduct additional mold sampling that expanded from the 
administration building (business offices) to the administration 
building (warden's office, warden's reception area, file room, 
equipment room, and Ms. Haag's office), safety/facility building, 
commissary building, yucca officer station, palo verde wallboard, 
palo verde showers, hospital hallway, and carpentry shop) . 
Around this time the local safety staff became concerned with the 
mold being found institution-wide. Also, concerned with the 
reported staff health concerns associated with mold. The EPA has 
an Indoor Air Quality regulation concerning ~Sick Building 
Syndrome." The causes of sick building syndrome are biological -
bacteria, mold, pollen, and viruses are types of biological 
contaminants. 

The local safety manager on three occasions requested additional 
funding to conduct health and environmental risk assessments for 
the entire institution, which was sent to the Complex Warden, FeI 
Warden, Regional Director, Regional Safety Administrator, without 
any acknowledgment returned. 

1. Recommended a qualified mold remediation company 
conduct additional sampling for the assessment of indoor air 
quality and the possible presence of mold toxins in 
identified areas. 
(See Document dated September 18, 2008) 
2. Recommended the services of a qualified mold 
remediation company to conduct additional sampling for the 
assessment of indoor air quality and the possible presence 
of mold toxins in the ceiling, walls, and ventilation ducts 
throughout the institution areas. 
(See Document dated September 19, 2008) 
3. Requested consideration for a health and environmental 
risk assessment be conducted in all buildings at the FCl to 
determine the extent of mold exposure and in an attempt to 
ensure health risks are minimized. 
(See E-mail dated November 13, 2008) 
4. Also, requested additional funding to conduct a 
thorough health and environmental risk assessment of all 
buildings at FCl, Tucson, which will ensure compliance with 
OSHA's and EPA's occupational exposure, housekeeping and 
indoor air quality regulatory guidelines. 
(See E-mail dated November 22, 2008) 
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Warden Winn stated, "Mr. McFadden denied your request for funding 
to conduct a complete health risk assessment and the cleaning of 
the ventilation ducts." The Regional Safety Administrator 
supported Warden Winn's comments. He mentioned, they are afraid 
the mold concerns will affect all institutions Bureau-wide, ke 
the UNICOR Computer Recycling concerns have. 

NIOSH wrongly quoted the July 3, 2008, AES report. The reported 
explains the administration building previously had mold 
remediation performed, but seems that the leaking roofing was 
never completely repaired. The water subsequently permeated the 
roof and the ceiling tiles, which showed significant staining. 

Again, this demonstrates the administration building roof was not 
replaced as mentioned in the Regional Facilities Administrator's 
affidavit, let alone any repairs to the roof for over two (2) 
years. The report dated July 3, 2008, addresses the mold 
sampling conducted on June 26, 2008 and the report dated July 30, 
2008, addresses the mold sampling conducted on July 22, 2008. 

Ventilation: 

Again, the Agency has not been forthcoming with the ventilation 
information provided to NIOSH for review. The ventilation 
sampling is conducted in inmate rooms/cells, officer stations, 
and dining areas. The cells were designed to house one inmate. 
The Agency converted the them into to two and three inmate cells, 
which they have not been in non-compliance with the American 
Correctional Association Accreditation (ACA) process for years. 
If this was a mandatory ACA standard the Bureau of Prison would 
fail to obtain their ACA accreditation. The Agency intends to 
create additional three man cells, according to the Complex and 
FCI Wardens. 

The March 14, 2000 and February 6, 2002, National Environmental 
Balancing Bureau (NEBB)reports provide to NIOSH to review stated, 
"The air distribution systems have been tested and balanced and 
final adjustments have been made in accordance with NEBB 
procedural standards for testing - adjusting - balancing of 
environmental systems, the hydronic distribution systems have 
been tested and balanced and final adjustments have been made" 
for some housing units and food service. The NEBB reports don't 
identify maximum number of occupants for the spaces evaluated as 
well, which not mentioned in this report. The reports don't 
meet all other recommendations and more. 

'Again, the BOP provided balancing and adjusting certifications of 
the HVAC systems, not ventilation measurement for outdoor and 
recirculated air flow rates for inmate cells, office stations and 
food service dinning areas. This questions their sincerity and 
conviction to conduct an impartial and comprehensive 
investigation. 
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The SAIC Industrial Hygienist technical assistance review of the 
NEBB reports determined the mechanical performance of the system 
as compared to the design specifications. Furthermore, the 
reports did not include any sampling methodology or the specific 
areas tested. 

NlOSH suggested the SAlC report dated April 4, 2007, does not 
document the maximum number of occupants for the spaces 
evaluated, and the amount of outdoor air supplied to the HVAC 
systems or individuals cells was not provided. An assumption was 
used by the consultant that the HVAC systems provided 20% outdoor 
air, based on information provided by FCl Tucson representative. 

The 2007 and 2008 SAlC ventilation surveys were sent to Regional 
Safety Administrator for review to ensure they meet the ACA 
standard requirements, which he replied "These look good to me 
Leroy!", which again does not support the BOP and NlOSH 
responses. The 20% outdoor air was not an assumption by the 
contractor, but information provided to him by the HVAC and 
General Foreman, which are considered the subject matter experts 
at the local institution. 

Carbon Black: 

No comments. 

NIOSH Conclusion and Recommendations: 

Mold - I disagree with NlOSH assuming that mold exposure in 
otherwise healthy people does not put them at risk for sinusitis, 
new-onset asthma, or allergies. This why NlOSH and CDC needs to 
conduct further testing to determine health affects, which will 
allow OSHA and EPA to implement standards associated with mold. 

The AES reports and other research documents show the physical 
health effects of exposure to mold can vary from person to 
person, depending upon the amount and types of mold present, and 
one's sens ivity and general state of health. 

1. Amount: AES reports dated July 3, 2008 and July 30, 
2008, show the ambient air sample for the outside was 13 to 
1600 spores and sampling was 13 to 11000 spores on the 
inside of the buildings. Then bulks and wipes from the 
building material and ventilation ducts ranged from 2 to 
320,000 spores, which most the molds were 1000 times 
greater indoors then outdoor causing some concerns. 
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2. Amount, Type and Health Affect: 

A. Cladosporium - 51, 000 spores in Palo Verde 
Units Ventilation Duct Cover. Cladosporium common 
cause of respiratory problems, allergic reactions and 
can be an agent for hypersensitivity diseases. 

B. Penicillium/Aspergilllus - 80,000 spores in the 
Carpentry Shop Ventilation Duct Cover. 
Penicillium/Aspergilllus causes allergic reactions, 
hypersensitivity pneumonitis and variety of severe lung 
complications. Also, this mold is capable of producing 
mycotoxins. 

C. Chaetomium 290,000 spores in the Yucca Unit 
ling. Chaetomium is a fungus type that included 

approximately 80 different species. It is allergenic 
and an agent of onychomycoses (nasal infection), 
peritonitis, cutaneous lesions and potential agent 
fatal systemic mycoses. Chaetomium have been 
documented, brain abscess, peritonitis and cutaneous 

ions may also develop. 

D. Stachybotrys - 320,000 spores in the Palo Verde 
shower areas. Stachybotrys may cause one or more 
mycotoxins, low doses include rashes, mild neurotixon 
effects such as headaches, nausea, muscle aches and 
pains, and fatigue. The immune system may also be 
affected resulting in a decreased resistance to 
infections. (See Mo1d Reports dated September 27, 
2006, October 23, 2006, November 6, 2006, Ju1y 3, 2008, 
Ju1y 30, 2008 and October 6, 2008) 

It's clear why the initial repairs and replacements of the roof 
were ineffective in preventing additional water incursions. The 
Regional Facilities Administrator committed a criminal offense 
when making a false statement under oath (Affidavit). The 
Administrative building roof wasn't replaced until late 2008 
beginning 2009. The Regional Office neglected to provide 
adequate funding to maintain and replace several roof for ten 
(10) to twelve (12) years. The first roof replacement during 
this time was the health services roof in 2007, which many more 
are needing to be replaced. 

The Regional Facilities Administrator comment - all water 
intrusions must be repaired before cleaning mold-contaminated 
surfaces and removing mold contaminated materials to avoid a 
reoccurrence of mold does nbt exist in a Facility or Safety 
Program Statement. The local safety manager has recommended a 
mold maintenance plan or policy be implemented Bureau-wide, which 
the Regional and Central Offices have completely ignored. The 
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local facility and safety staff have had to develop local 

procedures with the information available on mold and have funded 
the testing, remediation and training cost out of our annual 
departmental budgets, without the support of the Regional and 
Central Offices. 

I agree that testing should be discontinued for visible mold on 
wall, ceiling, and hvac surfaces. Non visible conditions 
pertaining to indoor air quality does not always equate to mold, 
it could be other environmental conditions causing health issues 
for staff and inmates, which NIOSH or anyone can't put a price on 
a persons health or life. I believe we are being asked to put 
the institution and BOP in a liability situation. 

An institution safety committee is already established at the 
local level. In many occasions the communication and decisions 
concerning occupational health and safety implementation and 
corrective action is dictated solely by BOP management, instead 

a concessive decision by the committee based on law, rule or 
regulations or professional judgement. 

ventilation - The NEBB reports are clearly HVAC adjusting and 
balancing reports. The SAIC ventilation reports meet the ACA 
standard requirements. There is no Bureau or ACA standard 
requiring the additional information recommended by NIOSH, which 
can be easily implemented. 

Carbon Black - Support recommendation. 

In Conclusion to these reports: 

After reviewing the reports from the National Institute of 
Occupational Safety and ,Health (NIOSH) and Federal Occupational 
Health (FOH) , is clear the Bureau of sons (BOP) and Federal 
Prison Industries (UNICOR) continue to conspire and conceal 
accurate available information to them and others. These reports 
clearly identify the BOP's and UNICOR's abuse of authority and 
failure to comply with occupational safety and environmental 
recommendations by local safety staff, consultants, and others, 
including the FOH, NIOSH, and OIG. Also, they identify the BOP 
and UNICOR need to develop jurisdictional responsibilities when 
faced with safety and environmental concerns. 

The FOH report identifies the communication by the local safety 
safety staff was actively engaged with BOP and UNICOR management 
when conveying occupational health and safety control evaluations 
and needed measures. Despite the communication and stated policy 
the BOP and UNICOR recklessly, knowingly and wilfully ignored 
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local safety staff's recommendations concerning safety and 
environmental concerns, which potentially placed staff and 
inmates in unsafe and unhealthy working and living conditions. 

The FOH and NIOSH reports echos OSHA, an employer is still 
required to protect their employees from hazards even in the 
absence a speci OSHA regulatory standard, which BOP states 

when policy and regulations are not specific, he/she exercises 
professional. The BOP and UNICOR management discounted 
substantial safety and environmental dangers associated with 
computer recycling, mold and other safety concerns, which they 
continued to operate the factory and institution without adequate 
safety precautions. 
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UNICOR Online I Recycling I Recycling Process Page 1 of! 

What's Hot 

Earth Day 2009 Video 

Certified Facilities -
JSO·-900i;2000 Certificationandlor 
IAER Certification Achieved 

Events/Tradeshows 

There are no events at this time. 

Overview 

News 

Factory Contacts 

Program Contacts 

Why Recycle? 

Recycling Process 

Accepted Items & Materials 

Packaging Information 

Vendor Registration 

Environmental Compliance 

EPA Regulations 

Certification 

Permits 

Refurbished Item Directory 

National Capital Recycling Center 

Recycling Inquiry Form 

Cataiogs &. Publications 

Partnerships 

ACCEP1EO ITEMS &: MATERIALS 

Home» Recycling» Recycling Process 

Recycling Process 
UNICOR's processing methods begin with receiving, testing, and evaluating the equipment. 
Equipment is first assessed to determine whether it can be used for its original purpose. If reuse is 
not an option, all asset tags/property stickers are removed from the equipment. The equipment is 
then de-manufactured for recycling. To ensure that donors are notopen to liability, functioning 
equipment is cleaned, hard drives are wiped, and all drives are checked for media before the 
equipment is sold ioother companies or donatedjo local schools for reuse. 

UNICORensures security and integrity through traceability. All hard drives are cleaned in 
accordance with Department of Defense high-level security wiping procedures (5220.22M). 

Turning Scrap into a Commodity 
Nonfunctioning equipment is broken down into its component parts, which are segregated and sold 
toreprocessors. These commodities, in turn, are sold to carefully screened buyers who use the 
base materials in the manufacture of new prOducts. The recycling of these materials saves precious 
resources. 

• \{end.Qr Re-9i~ttrJlJjQn 
• Disassembly Procedures 
• M~~i~/D~~ SecJtOW 

Cusiomer Service Public Notices Privacy SiteMap 

http://unicor.gov/recyc1ing/process/?navlocation=RecyclingProcess 7/8/2009 



AMENDEP ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF CONSENT 

COr.1PANY 
Technologies Displays Americas LLC 

CalexicotCA 92231 

February 18, 2009 

QUANTITY 
144,000,000 Kilograms 

ThiS document will serve as the EPA Acknowledgement of Consent 
for TechnologiesDJsplaysA.medeas LLC,Ccllexico,CA 92231 
to eiq)Oft 144;OOOrO()OKiJograms OF 
CATHODE RAY TUBES UND5RGOING 
RECYCLING t()Tecltnol~i.DisplilYS MexicanaSA DE CV, Mexicali Baja California" 
MX. This CONSENT is YAUP for the 
period of January 1,2009 through December 31,2009. 

Please ,be advised that a 'copy of this' ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 
OF CONSENT mustaccornpany each shipment of used 
broken Cathode Ray Tubes undergoing recycling. 



MEMORANDUM TO ALL CONCERN 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: Pro::ecc 

u.s. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

h:dcral Corrct:liol1al Comple\ 
lU':S';'IL Anz('Il:l HS70(\ 

OCLobel' 2'/ f 2006 

j .... lanage:..-

PJ:°SJra.;n 

This memorandum is in reference to OSHA 19 0.134, OSHA 1910.1 9, 
and OSHA 910.100 Protection The Safety 
Department is required to provide training and fit-test on the 
SCBA, Gas Mask, and N-95 respirators. I will identify the 
following areas needing to be medical cleared, trained, and fit
tested:. 

1. 
3. 
5. 

Lieutenants 
Hospital 
Facilities 
Trust Fund/Warehouse 

2. 
4. 
6. 
8 

SORT/DCT Team 
ISM 
UNICOR 
Department Heads 

[vledical Ev"aluation Questionnaire (Attachment 1) 
wil~ need to be a:l your staff, reviewed, and medically 
clcdreci Heal t1: SeT"';ri.ces. Once I your staff have been medically 
leared, Health Services wil complete the Respirator Medical 

Clearance, and Fi= Testing 
(Attachment3) a:1d tc;rwarc'i this [.he 

Depar::::r:lent medical clearances 
scneduls 

,3nd;:i t.es~t=-:l-s.r. 

()S HP-.. I ~~cr.. I ~t:r::.ci J AC::·'I(~ ~ 

de ~ot ~esitate ~c 



nrtin' n!'the Sakty lkparttn<:lll 

MEMORANDUM TO ALL CONCERN 

FROM: ~croy A. Smit~ ~r'f 

SUBJECT: ?rot:c;ctiC~1 

U.s. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

F(:(h:ral Correctional Compkx 
I'UCSOIl. ArizomlX5701J 

II ~I 2008 

Sab:~t y r"lanager 

This memorandum is in reference to OSHA 1910. 34, OSHA 1910.139, 
and OSHA 1910.1001 Protection Program. The Safety 
Department is required to provide training and fit-testing on the 
SCBA i Gas Mask, and N-95 respirators. 

I will identi the following areas needing to be medical 
cleared t trained, and fit-tested to ensure compliance: 

1. Lieutenants 
3. Hospital 
5. Department Heads 
7. Trust Fund/Warehouse 
8. Facilities - confined 

2. SORT/DCT Team 
4. ISM 
6. UNICOR 

space, welding etc. 

S::aff C:" :nma::e.s to be medical cleared for the irst time 
;:teed comple~_e the i::l.ii::.al :r'espirator medical evaluation 
questionnaire (Attachment 1). Otherwise, please have your staff 
Dr inmates complete the annual medical form (Attachment #2). 
Please provide the medical exam forms to Health Service for 

Once your stat have been medically cleared, Health Services wil 
complece the Respirator Medical Clearance, Training and Fi t. 
Test i~ng Ac]-:no\\11edgment Form (Attachrnent3) alld :'()r~\~taL"d this two :--:~1E-; 

SQ~ety Department. 

~','l-:er:. tree :Jc;~}o".::·l.[EenL receives aT ~ n:splra".::.cry medical approva::" 
tron: Ec::cLl:.h Se::':'vices ( we '<,..'i CC.>':l:..ac each Departmen::: Head to sC~'1edu (~ 

a date and tiue Lo ete the training and fit Lesting. 
This w~J lance wit.h OSHA, ACA, JACHO , Co;:-rectional 
Services and prcgra~ review requiremencs. 

Tf you have any quest_ons, do noc hesi~:ate Lo let me kno~",. 

cc; Wardens, AWls Heads 



MEMORANDUM TO ALL CONCERN 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: l'eleCl 

C.S. Department of .Justice 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

h:dnaJ Cum:l;ll(lnal C>mpli.:\ 
j u;:"ln. ,\r;/(\n:1 S:'7P6 

Ttli.s memorandum reference to aSH)\. 1910 .134/ OSHp.~ 1910.139, 
910. Program. The Safe 
is and fit-test on the 

SCBA, Gas Mask, and N 95 respirators. 

I wi identi the following areas needing to be medical 
cleared, trained, and fit tested to ensure compliance: 

Lieutenants 
3. Health Services 
~. Department Heads 

Trust 

2. SORT/DCT/BPT Teams 
.:t. ISM 
6. UNICOR. 

Facilicies - confined spacer we etc. 

:neG.i(~al cleared ~or the f rst :imE 
Le ~he i2illa_ racor medical evaluation 

cJuestj,onnaire (Attachment 1) Other'ifrise, please have your st:aff 
inmates the annual medical form (Attachment #2). 

provide che medical exam arms to Health Service for 
.L'e\/leilfJ,l and 

"filll ensure 
;.:.~c~.:; and 

T= \/OU 

have been meriical:y cleared, Heal~h Services Wl_ 

racor Medical Clearance, 
Form (Attachment3) 

and Flt 
lh~ t.r:e ' 

rc CE-: :.: V(~ S T(: sp:: IT:e ~:l i a pcrC'la! 

=c~ta=- ea=~ ~epar_~en~ 2ead sc~eC~_e 

~~eS~)~.I-·i.1t- ar:ci t 
co:npl idncQ wi th OSHA, I ,TJ",CHO ( (::Ol.-~ect ~onal 

's program rev~ ew requ:: ;~~er1ents. 

ease do no:: besi::ate to J.et". me kr:.c~I,"'. 



\/,Cf) 

safety OfiiCe 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

U.S.Depa~entofJustice 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

Federal Correctional Complex 

Tucson. Arizona 85706 

January 27, 2009 

Annual Review and Certification of Complex 
Respiratory Pr-Otection Plan 

I certify., as primary reviewer of this safety plan, that no 
chang,es are required at this time. 



Federal Correctional Complex 
Tucson, Arizona 

RESPIRATORY PROTECTION PLAN 

The purpose of this program is to establish procedures regarding 
respirator protection for staff and inmates at the Federal 
Correctional Complex, Tucson, Arizona, who may work in any 
environment containing contaminants of dusts, fogs, fumes, mists, 
sprays and vapors. It is the policy of this institution to 
provide guidance to those work areas required to use respirators. 
All staff and inmates shall observe procedures outlined in this 
document. 

Bureauo'fPrison-sPro~rram Statement 1'6{}0 .09, ~Occupational Safcety 
and Environmental Health Manual", will be used as a reference in 
conjunction with this Plan. In addition, Occupational Safety and 
Health Administration Standards 1910.134 and 1910.139 should be 
used as a reference. 

A copy of this Plan has been provided to all Departments included 
in this Plan. 

I have reviewed and certify that the provisions of this Plan are 
in accordance with policy requirements. 

S.G. McClintock, Associate Warden Date 

Leroy afety Manager / Date 



RESPIRATORY PROHCTJ:ON 

1 . BACKGROtnm : 

Prolonged exposure to toxic materials can cause headaches, 
dizziness, nausea and/or respiratory problems and reduce 
employee productivity. Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus 
(SCBA) shall always be worn in cases involving smoke and 
other oxygen deficient and/or toxic atmospheres. 

A. In addition, paper type masks (those used for nuisance 
dusts and lor non-toxic type particlesonl-y) are neither 
approved nor authorized for use within the context of 
this directive. The thicker type disposable mask, such 
as the 8210 models by 3M, is authorized for use when 
working with certain dusts. 

B.. However l use of this type of mask is not authorized 
unless the user has been medically cleared and properly 
fit tested. 

2. GIBIIAL: 

In the control of occupational diseases caused by breathing 
air contaminated with -harmful dusts, fogs, fumes, mists and
vapors, the primary objective is to prevent atmospheric 
contamination. This shall be accomplished as far as 
-feasible by control measures such as confinement of 
operation, adequate ventilation, and substitution of fewer 
toxic materials. When effective controls are not feasible 
for operations, appropriate respirators shall be used in 
accordance with the following measures. 

A. The following staff have been placed in the Respiratory 
Protection Program: 

Clinical staff 
R&D staff 
D.C.T. and S.O.R.T. Members 
All Lieutenants and staff volunteers for SCBA's 

B. The following work activities have been identified as 
needing respiratory protection due to exposure at or 
above the permissible exposure limit (PEL) . 

1. Blasting/Paint/Sanding Booths 
2. Confined Entry Program - if above the exposure 

limit 
3. Use of Less than Lethal Munitions 
4. TB Escort Program 
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5. Emergency evacuation 

D. The institution will follow the guidelines outlined in 
Program Statement 6190.02, Infectious Disease 
Management for the TB Escort Program. 

1. The N-95 respirator will be worn by ALL personnel 
in the following conditions: A listing of staff 
involved in the .tuberculosis program will be 
provided to the appropriate Departments. 

a. Entering the room of a suspected or confirmed 
tuberculosis (TB) case. 

b. Transporting a suspected or confirmed (TB) 
case. 

c. Any contact with a suspect or confirmed (~B) 

case, which would include R&D out-processing 
staff, posts at local hospital, etc. 

d. 'The suspect or con-firmed lTB) pat-ient -will 
not be permitted to wear a respirator. 
He/She shall be issued and wear a standard 
'\Surgical Type Mask. # 

3 • SELF CONTAINED BREATHING APPARATUS 

A listing of staff who have been medically cleared, properly 
trained and fit tested for SCBA use will be provided to the 
Correctional Services Department. 

3M, 30-minute SCBAs are located in pairs in the following 
locations: 

A. AREA QUANTITY (SCBA) - USP 

Control Center --------- 2 
Lieutenants Office ----- 2 
Behind A-Unit ---------- 2 
Behind C-Unit ---------- 2 
BehindE-tJnit ---------- 2 

B . .AREA Q'O'A:N'lITY (SeRA) - I'CI 

Control Center --------- 2 
Middle of Compound ----- 4 

C. AREA QUANTITY (SCBA) - SPC 

Message Center --------- 2 

Safety Department ----- 2 
Betw~en R&D and SHU --- 2 
Behind B-Unit --------- 2 
Behind D-Unit 
Behind F-tJni t 

2 
2 

Special Housing --~---- 4 
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D.. These units are available to aid in the evacuation of 
staff and inmates during fire or smoke emergencies. 
These units will also provide the users with 
respirato~y protection while performing work in an 
atmosphere which could be dangerous to life and health. 

E. The buddy system shall be used when performing 
emergency evacuation. SCBAs must be used in pairs 
(two staff). Two back up staff will be suited up and 
available whenever SCBA units are used. 

F. SCBAs will be stored in pairs in wall mounted cabinets 
or cases depending on the location. The cabinets will 
be kept secured in areas with inmate access. A monthly 
inspection of each unit will be performed by the Safety 
Department. Each unit will receive hydrostatic testing 
in accordance with the manufacturers requirements or 
DOT regulations. 

4 • gnlCAL CLEARABg/IBCOlU) !'I'PING PROCBDtJRBS: 

Staff and inmates shall not work on any project requiring a 
respirator until they have been medically cleared and fit 
tested .. 

A. Appendix C to Section 1910.134: "OSHA Respirator 
Medical Evaluation Questionnaire" will be issued by the 
Safety Department to the Department Head/Detail 
Supervisor whose staff/inmate requires the use of 
respirators. (Attachment 1) 

B. Upon receipt of the Respirator Medical Evaluation 
Questionnaire the Health Services Department will 
schedule the staff and/or inmate for the appropriate 
evaluation if necessary. Upon completion of the 
Respirator Medical Evaluation Questionnaire, staff 
shall ensure the completed Questionnaire form is 
f'orw-ardecitc the Health Services Departmentforrevie,w. 
Upon completion of the evaluation, the Clinical 
Director approve/disapprove the use of a Respirator and 
£orward the results of the evaluation to the Safety 
Department via the Medical Approval Form. If the 
inmate cannot read then they shall be orally asked the 
questions by an authorized staff member who will then 
fi-ll out the questionnaire for them. 

c. The completed Respirator Medical Evaluation Form will 
be placed in the staff/inmate medical file in the 
Health Services Department for retention. 
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D. The Clinical Director will review the Medical 
Evaluation Questionnaire annually for staff involved in 
the TB Escort Program in accordance with CFR 1910.139. 

E. Once in receipt of the Medical Approval Form, the 
.Safety Department will then ensure that the staff or 
inmate is properly trained and fit tested. Once this 
test is completed, the Respirator Training and Fit 
Testing Acknowledgment Form will be filled out and 
placed on file in the Safety Office for retention. 

BQD: No staff or inmate sha~l be allowed/required to 
use a respirator until he/she has received medical 
clearance, training and fit testing_ 

5. FI~ TlSfXRG: 

A. Fit testing shall be conducted upon initial assignment 
to any job that may routinely require the use of 
respirators. (Attachment 3) 

B. All employees who wear respirators will be fit tested 
initially upon being cleared by the staff physician, 
and annually after that. (Attachment 2) 

C. Fit testing must be performed using the same make and 
model of respirator that the employee will be using on 
the job. 

D. Respirator users must perform a positive and negative 
fit check prior to each use. 

E. A qualitative fit test will be performed utilizing 
irritant smoke. 

F. Fit testing for SCBAs will be conducted using a 
negative pressure mode. 

G..Whenever an employee dons a respirator they shall 
perform a positive and negative pressure fit check to 
ensure that there is a good seal between their face and 
the respirator .. 

6. DADlING: 

A. All staff and/or inmates whose work involves the use of 
respirators, will receive training in the following 
areas at least annually: 
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B. The Safety Department will provide training to the 

respirator user and the detail supervisor responsible 
for supervising work details where the use of a 
re~pirator is necessary. At a minimum, this training 
will include the following: 

1. Nature of respiratory hazards. 

2. Engineering and administrative controls. 

3. Selection and limitations of respirators. 

4. Demonstrations and practice in how the respirator 
should be worn. 

5. How to make proper adjustments. 

6. How to determine proper fit. 

7. Selection and limitations of respirators. 

8. Proper wearing of respirators. 

9. Proper cleaning, maintenance, storage and 
inspection of respirators. 

7 . LIHITA',I!IQNS . OF RESPIRATORS: 

A. Air Purifying Respirators SHALL NOT be used in oxygen 
deficient environments (less than 19.5% oxygen). 

B. Proper fit with a tight fitting respirator cannot be 
achieved when there is any hair growth between the skin 
and the sealing surface of the face piece. 

C. Respirators used at FCC Tucson shall only be used to 
protect against contaminants that have obvious warning 
properties (odor, taste or dust) * Cartridges and/or 
pre-filtcers shall be replaced as needed and in 
accordance with manufacturers' recommendations. 

A. The employer shall provide each respirator user with a 
respirator that is clean" sanitary, and in good working 
order. The employer shall ensure that respirators are 
cleaned and disinfected using the procedures in 
Appendix B-2 of 1910.134, or procedures recommended by 
the manufacturer f provided such procedures are o,f 
equivalent effectiveness. The respirators shall be 
cleaned and disinfected att he following intervals: 
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B. Respirators issued for the exclusive use of an employee 

shall be cleaned and disinfected as often as necessary 
to be maintained in a sanitary condition. 

c. Respirators maintained for emergency use shall be 
cleaned and disinfected after each use; and respirators 
used in fit testing and training shall be cleaned and 
disinfected after each use. 

9. Storage: 

A. The employer shall ensure that respirators are stored 
as follows: 

1. All respirators shall be stored to protect them 
from damage, contamination, dust, sunlight, 
extreme temperatures, excessive moisture, and 
damaging chemicals, and they shall be packed or 
stored to prevent deformation of the facepiece and 
exhalation valve. 

10. INSPECTION: 

A. The employer shall ensure that respirators are 
inspected as follows: 

1. All respirators used in routine situations shall 
be inspected before each use and during cleaning; 

2. All respirators maintained for use in emergency 
situations shall be i-nspected at leas·t -monthly and 
in accordance with the manufacturer's 
recommendations, and shall be checked for proper 
function before and after each use. 

3. A check of respirator function., tightness of 
c,onnecti,ons"and. the conditi;onof th,e various 
parts including, but not limited to, the 
facepiece, head straps, valves, connecting tube, 
and cartridgeSJ canisters or filters; and a check 
of elastomeric parts for pliability and signs of 
deterioration. 

A. Filters, cartridges and/or canisters for use with 
respirators will be stored in a clean, dry, and 
sanitary environment to prevent exposure when not in 
use. The filter, cartridge and/or cannister will be 
inspected before each use and will be replaced at a 
minimum of annually for the fol~owing respirators: 
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B. Emergency Use Respirators (Gas Mask) for S.O.R.T. and 

D~C.T. 

c. Safety staff shall periodically inspect and evaluate 
the Respirator Program and complete a review of the 
program annually in accordance with CFR 1910.134 and 
1910.139. 
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P'EDEiUU. COItRBC-rIONAL COHPLBX 
TUCSOR, ARIZONA 

Attachment 1 

;PSllIATOR M'QICIL IYAL'OATIOH QUlSTIOlQJAl:RE CMANDATORYl 

TO TIl IMPLOYIB/DBTAIL SppBRYlSOa: Answer to questions in Section 1, and 
to question 9 in Section 2 of Part A, do not require a medial examination. 

TO ~TBB mJPIQIDlnoan: Can you read? (Circle one): Yes I 'No 

Your employer/detail supervisor must allow you to answer this 
questionnaire during normal working hours, or at a time and place that is 
convenient to you. To maintain your confidentiality, your employer or 
supervisor must not look at or review your answers, and your employer must 
tell you how to deliver or send thi's que'stionnaire to the health care 
professional who will review it. 

PARI-A IEC'IQN-l f~J): The following information must be provided. 
by'every employee/inmate who has been selected to use any type of 
respirator (PLBASB PRINT). 

1. Today'. date: __________________________ __ 

2. Your name: ______________________________ ~ 

3. Your age (to nearest year): 

4. Sex (circle one): Male / Female 

5. Your height: _____ ft. ______ in. 

6. Your wei.ght: _____ lbs .. 

7. Your job title: 

8. A phone number where you can be reached by the health care 
professional who review this questionnaire (include the area code) : 

Area Coda: ______ __ PhObe Number: ______________________ _ 

9. The best time to phone you at this number: 

10. Has your employer/detail supervisor told you how to contact the 
health care professional who will review this questionnaire 
(circle one): Yes / No 

11. Check the type of respirator you will use (you can check more than 
one category): 

a. N, R,or P <iispo'sable respirator, 
(fllter-mask, non-cartridge type only) 
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,other type (for example, half or full-face piece type, 
powered-air, purifying, supplied-air, self-contained 
breathing apparatus) . 

12. Have you worn a respirator (circle one): Yes / No If "yes, " 
what type (5): 

PART-A SBCTIQN-2 (MINDATORY): Questions 1 through 9 below must be answered 
by every employee/inmate who has been selected to use any type of 
respirator (PLEASB CIRCLE YES OR NO) . 

1. Do you currently smoke tobacco, or have you smoked tobacco in the 
last month: Yes / No 

2. Have you ever had any of the following conditions? 

a. Seizures (fits): Yes / No 
b. Diabetes (sugar disease): Yes I No 
c. Allergic reactions that interfere with your breathing: 

yes / No 
d. Claustrophobia (f€arof closed-in places)! Yes I No 
e. Trouble smelling odors: Yes / No 

.3". _Have you ,eve.r hadany.o.f the .following puLmonaxy or lung 
problems? 

a, Asbestosis; Yes / No 
b. Asthma: Yes / No 
c. Chronic bronchitis: Yes / No 
d. Emphysema: Yes I No 
e. Pneumonia: Yes / No 
f. Tuberculosis: Yes / No 
g. Silicosis: Yes / No 
h. Pneumothorax (collapsed lung) : 

Yes / No 
i. Lung cancer: Yes I No 
j . Broken ribs: Yes I No 
k. Any chest lnJuries or surgeries: Yes / No 
1. Any other lung problem that you've been told about: Yes / No 

4. Do you currently have any of the following symptoms of pulmonary 
or lung illness? 

a. Sho-rtne-ss o-f breath: Yes ! No 
b. Shortness of breath when walking fast on level ground or walking 
up a slight hill or incline: Yes / No 
c. Shortness of breath when walking with other people at an ordinary 
pace on level ground: Yes I No 
d. Have to stop for breath when walking at your own pace on level 
ground; Yes I l'Jo 
e. Shortness of breath when washing or dressing yourself: 

Yes / No 
f. Shortness of breath that interferes with your job: 

Yes / No 



RESPIRATORY PROTECTION 
g. Coughing that produces phlegm (thick sputum): 

Yes I No 
h. Coughing that wakes you early in the morning: 

Yes I No 
i. Coughing that occurs mostly when you are lying down: 

Yes I No 
j . Coughing up blood in the last month: 

Yes / No 
k. Wheezing: Yes / No 
1. Wheezing that interferes with your job: 

Yes I No 
m. Chest pain when you breathe deeply: 

Yes / No 
n. Any other symptoms that you think may be related to lung 
problems: Yes / No 

5. Have you ever had any of the following cardiova:s.cularor heart 
problems? 

a. Heart attack: Yes / No 
b. Stroke: Yes / No 
c. Angina: Yes / No 
d. Hea.rt f·ailure: Yes / No 
e. Swelling in your legs or feet (not caused by walking): 

Yes / No 
f~ Heart arrhythmia (heart beating irregularly): 

Yes / No 
g. High blood pressure: Yes / No 
h. Any other heart problem that you" ve been told about: 

Yes I ·No 

6. Have you ever had any of the following cardiovascular or heart 
symptoms? 

a. Frequent pain or tightness in your chest: 
Yes /NQ 

b. Pain or tightens in your chest during physical activity: 
Yes / No 

c. Pain or tightness in your .chest t.hat interferes with your job;: 
Yes / No 

d. In the past two years, have you noticed your heart skipping or 
missing a beat: Yes / No 
e. Heartburn on indigestion that is not related to eating: 

Yes / No 
f. Any other symptoms that you think may be related to heart of 
circulation problems: Yes / No 

7. Do you currently take medication for any of the following problems? 

a. Breathing or lung problems: 
Yes / No 

b. Heat trouble: Yes / No 
c. Blood pressure: Yes / No 
d. Seizures (fits) : Yes / No 
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8. If you've used a respirator, have you ever had any of the following 

problems'? {If you've never used a .respirator, check the following 
space and go to question 9): 

a N;ever used a respirator 

a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 

Eye irritation: 
Skin allergies or rashes: 
Anxiety: 
General weakness or fatigue: 

Yes / No 
Yes / No 
Yes / No 

Yes / No 
e. Any other problem that interferes with your use of a respirator: 

Yes / No 

9. Would you like to talk to the health care professional who will 
review this questionnaire about your answers to this questionnaire: 

Yes / No 

Questions 10 to 15 below must be answered by every employee/inmate who has 
been selected to use either a full-face piece respirator or a self
contained breathing apparatus (SCBA). For employees/inmates who have been 
selected to use other types of respirators, answering these questions is 
voluntary. 

10. Have you ever lost vision in either eye {temporarily or permanently}: 
Yes / No 

11. Do you currently have any of the following vision problems? 

a. Wear contact lenses: Yes / No 
b. Wear -gla~sse'5: 'Yees I N'O 
c .. Color blind: Yes / No 
d. Any other eye or vision problem: 

Yes I No 

12. Have you ever had an injury to your ears, including a broken ear 
drum! Yes / N.o 

13. Do you currently have any of the following hearing problems? 

a. Difficulty hearing: Yes / No 
b. Wear a hearing aid: Yes / No 
c. Any other hearing or ear problem: 

Yes / No 

14. Have you ever had a back injury: Yes / No 

15. Do you currently have any of the following musculoskeletal problems? 

a. Weakness in any of your arms, hands, legs, or feet: 
Yes / No 

b. Back pain: Yes / No 
c. Difficulty fully moving your arms and legs: 

Yes / No 
d. Pain or stiffness when you lean forward or backward at the waist: 
Yes I No 
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e. Difficulty fully moving your head up or down: 

Yes / No 
f. Difficulty fully moving your head side to side: 

Yes / No 
g. Difficulty bending at your knees: 

Yes / No 
h. Difficulty squatting to the ground: 

Yes / No 
1.. Climbing a flight of stairs or ladder carrying more than 25lbs: 

Yes / No 

j. Anyothe-r muscle or skeletal problem that interf-e-res -wi-th -usi.-ng a 
respirator: Yes / No 

MEDICAL DBPAR'IlCIiH'!'S USB ONLY: 

Approved __ _ Denial More Information Needed (Specify) 

RESTRICTION REMARKS:~ ________________________________________ __ 

PHYSICIANS SIGNATURE DATE 
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Attachment 2 

1'BD:a:~.,C~~otm.BX 
ANNUAL IMPWtII/DlIAD BBSPIBAroRY MBD:ICAL RlYIBIf FOlK 

Employee Name Job Title Department Detail 

In accordance with OSHA 1910.134 and the Bureau of Prisons Safety Manual, 
it is a requirement that all workers using a respirator be provided an 
annual user's medical status update and be reviewed by a medical 
physician. Upon medical clearance the Safety Department will provide 
fit-testing to all staff medically cleared and capable of wearing and 
using a respirator. 

Since your last medical status update have you had any of the following 
medical changes: 

A. 

B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 

Any difficulty fully moving your arms-, legs.l hands., feet, 

Difficulty bending at your knees. 
Any current lifting restrictions. 
Any facial scares. 
Any weight changes (i.e. lose or gain) .. 
Shortness of breathing while conducting daily activities. 
Any current lung problems or heart conditions. 
Any changes with your vision. 

or neck. 
Yes / No. 
Yes / No. 
Yes / No .. 
Yes I No. 
Yes / No. 
Yes / No. 
Yes / No. 
Yes / No. 

1. Review of your annual medical status update that you 
completed revealed that you have no medical condition 
restrictions and may be fit tested for respirator usage. 
(Does not require an employee signature). 

2. Review of your annual medical status -update that you 
completed revealed that you have a medical condition not 
compatible with respirator usage. (Does require an employee 
signature for denial). 

PHYSICIAN COMMENTS: ________________________________ ----------------------

Staff Members Signature Date 

Physicians Signature Date 
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cc: Staff Member Medical File 
Attachment 3 

FBD~W,C~OMPLEX 

RlS,mA'l'Q& .plCAL CT.!NW!CI« TJUWlDiG AND .. IT DITING ACItROWLIPCItRR FORM 
In accordance with OSHA 1910.134 and the Bureau of Prisons Safety. Manual, 
~rt~fe;t r~~~E:~~ln~h:.~e~~~r w~fi~e~~r~~in!s ac~~igt~a;~rw~ir~~~v~·~adu:ing a 
respirator. Before completing this fit-test form, you must complete a 
med~cal questionnaire and have it reviewed by a pnysician. 

DBPART.MlDtT/ JOB ASSIGliIMBIr.r 

Date 

Medical Clearance: 

OSHAR~~ieI g€o~oij~d~~glc~~ ~~~t~5X knait~gHn~o~gl~I9~O~~3~?e 
revia ~Eaf VO

E 
nave no me~1caI conM1¥~on res~r1ct~ons ana may oe 1 testea or fesp1rator usage. Tooes not reqU1re an emp oyee s~gna ure. . . 

2 R~view of vo~r medl'cal history §hat vou comoll~e~ in t~e OSHA eEP~rafor ed1ca ~~aluat~ond uest~onna1re ~ 0.134 h revea nat YOU ave a mea1ca~ can t~oo not como 1 Ie W~ 
§~~~~If.or usage. \Does reqU1re an emp~oyee s~gna ure for 

PHYSICIANS SIGNATURE Date 

o bapi.z:ator ~ 

~ Face 

Full Face 

SCBA 

Gas Mask 

HEPA Mask 

Other: 

Fit Check: 
Negative Pressure 

Positive Pressure 

Protocol: 

lrfanufacturar 

Irritant Fume: ______ ----

l(odel Number Si.ze "Pass ?ail. 

___ Pass 

___ Pass 

Saccharin: _______ _ 

___ Fail 

~ __ Fai~ 

Other: ___ _ 

Test Conducted By: __ --______________ __ Date: __ _ Retest Date: ____ __ 

Iraining: This certifies that I have received training in the use and 
propermaint.enance.of the ,above named respirator and have been info·rmed 
of my responsibility to wear the proper respiratory equipment. 
Signature: _________________________________ __ Date: ___________ __ 
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cc: Safety Office 



BC Bill Collier & Associates 

May 27,2009 

Ms. Kim Caraway 
Contract Specialist 
Interagency Solutions and Procurement Branch 
UNICOR 
400 First st. NW 
Washington, DC 20534 

Mr. Robert Tonetti 
General Manager 
Recycling Business Group 
UNICOR 
400 First St. NW 
Washington, DC 20534 

Re: Industrial Hygiene Report - FPI Tucson 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

On March 25-27,2009, an air monitoring and wipe sampling study was conducted by 
William C. CollIer, CIH to evaluate lead, cadmium and beryllium levels in the prison 
disassembly factory and at the camp. 

All measured lead, cadmium, and beryllium air levels were below the laboratory's 
detection limit and consequently well below the allowable OSHA limits. All lead, 
cadmium, and beryllium wipe samples reported surface concentrations below the 
laboratory's detection limit and were consequently well below OSHA and EPA guidance 
levels. 

Personal noise dosimetry was conducted on March 26 and 27,2009, to evaluate noise 
during various FPI Tucson operations. Ten personal exposure measurements were 
collected during this timeframe. Noise exposures ranged from approximately 10 to 205 
percent of the allowable OSHA limits. Four workers recorded noise exposures in excess 
of OSHA's Hearing Conservation Level (e.g. recorded a dose higher than fifty percent). 
Three of these four workers recorded a noise exposure in excess of OSHA's Permissible 
Exposure Limit (e.g. recorded a dose higher than one-hundred percent). 

Mariposa Office: 3882 Pinecrest Drive, Mariposa, CA 95338 
Phone: 209-742-6622, FAX 209-966-7149, e-mail: billcollier@sti.net 

Industrial Hygiene Survey - FPI Tucson 
March 2009 
Page 1 of 11 



INTRODUCTION 

William C. Collier, CIH, performed an industrial hygiene evaluation for UNICOR's 
Recycling Business Group at FPI Tucson during March 25-27, 2009. On March 25th a 
walk through of both the factory and the camp was performed to determine where air and 
wipe samplinr would be conducted. Evaluations of the prison and camp were conducted 
on March 26t and 2ih respectively between the hours of7:30 AM to approximately 3:00 
PM. 

The purposes of this evaluation were: 

a. To evaluate beryllium (Be), cadmium (Cd), and lead (Pb) air exposures during 
recycling operations. 

b. To evaluate beryllium (Be), cadmium (Cd), and lead (Pb) surface concentrations. 

c. To identify and describe work practices and controls for existing recycling 
operations and to determine the necessity of additional controls and/or work 
practices. 

d. To evaluate the use of personal protective equipment utilized during recycling 
operations. 

e. To evaluate the existing air ventilation systems. 

'f. To evaluate noise exposures during recycling operations. 

g. To observe work activities and to provide pertinent safety and health 
recommendations. 

The items will be addressed below in sections a-g of "Measurements and Observations." 

EVALUATION TECHNIQUES 

Surface wipe samples were collected using Ghost Wipes for metals to evaluate surface 
contamination. These wipe samples were collected in accordance with NIOSH 9100, 
using a plastic template with a 10 cm by 10 cm square opening in the center (100 cm2

). 

The template was held in place by hand to prevent movement during sampling and both 
sides of each wipe were firmly pressed with a scrubbing action against the various 
surfaces. Surface wipes were then placed in sealable vials for storage and shipment. The 
wipe samples were analyzed for metals according to NIOSH Method 7300. 

Air samples were collected using un-weighed 0.80 urn MCE filters and NIOSH Method 
7300. Air pumps were attached to the MCE filters via hoses. The air pumps were 
calibrated to run at or near 2.0 Liters per minute with a Bios Dry-Cell and run for as close 
as possible to a full shift. The individual filters were numbere~ and sent to a laboratory 
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for analysis. All samples taken in this study, both air and wipe samples, were analyzed 
by a laboratory (Schneider Laboratories, Richmond, VA) accredited by the AlHA. 

Two forms of noise survey instruments were used during this survey. Full shift noise 
dosimetry studies were conducted using calibrated Casella CEL-350 dosimeters while a 
calibrated Sper Sound Level Meter was used to instantaneously evaluate noise during the 
walkthrough. The noise dosimeters were attached to individuals determined to have 
potential for noise exposure at or above 85 dBA on an eight hour time weighted average 
(TWA) basis. 

Ventilation systems were evaluated with Krestel3000 velometer and smoke tubes. Face 
velocity readings were taken at several points, in a grid like manner, on both the inlet and 
exhaust grids and averaged to calculate volumetric flow. Smoke tubes were used 
primarily to determine airflow direction. 

MEASUREMENTS AND OBSERVATIONS 

a. All measured lead, cadmium, and beryllium personal air exposures were below 
the laboratory's detection limits and consequently well below allowable OSHA 
limits. (See Exhibit 1-2). 

b. All measured lead, cadmium, and beryllium surface levels were below the 
laboratory's detection limits and consequently well below OSHA's lead guidance 
level and EPA's recommended beryllium and cadmium Health Benchmark levels 
(Exhibit 3-6). 

c. It is evident that site personnel are extremely vigilant about cleaning up 
workstations quickly. 

Dry sweeping was observed to collect larger parts. Afterwards, the floors were 
then HEPA-vacuumed and mopped. Orderlies continued throughout the shift and 
kept the floors in a very clean condition. The workers at the various tear down 
stations frequently cleaned their areas. 

d. Other than some variability in the use of dust masks, no other PPE observations 
were noteworthy. 

e. The prison and the camp have swamp coolers for their air conditioning system. 
The prison factory has exhaust fans to pull air away from working areas. The 
Camp's large swamp cooler forces air out and through cargo doors on the front of 
the building. The airflow from the Factory's exhaust fans was measured at 1300 
cfin (east wall) and 1492 cfin (south wall). The swamp coolers were not running 
on the day of the evaluation. 

The factory has installed two air filter systems above the work area. The fan 
closest to the factory supervisor's office had airflow of 1132 cfm through the 
system. The other filter device was not operational and was reported to the 
factory manager. 
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Maximum ambient outdoor temperature for this study was 72°F, with 
corresponding maximum relative humidity of35%. Indoor temperatures in the 
work areas were not measured but were not considered greatly different than 
outdoor temperatures. 

f. Personal noise dosimetry was conducted on March 26 and 27, 2009, to evaluate 
noise during various FPI Tucson operations (See Exhibits 7-8). Ten personal 
exposure measurements were collected during this timeframe. Noise exposures 
ranged from approximately 10 to 205 percent of the allowable OSHA limits. Four 
workers recorded noise exposures in excess of OSHA's Hearing Conservation 
Level (e.g. recorded a dose higher than fifty percent). Three of these four workers 
recorded noise exposures in excess of OSHA's Permissible Exposure Limit (e.g. 
recorded a dose higher than one-hundred percent). 

Highest noise levels were recorded by the operator of the chisel gun in the copper 
recovery area. Bailers and the forklift truck operator also recorded noise levels 
above OSHA's Hearing Conservation Level. 

The measured noise differences between the two prison factory bailers were 
attributed to the blue bailer's operator spending more time moving materials in 
and out of the work area. 

g. Workplace recommendations: 

1. Continue REP A vacuuming and mopping of work surfaces. However, we 
would suggest that HEP A vacuuming be utilized instead of dry sweeping. 

2. We would suggest having several types of disposable dust masks (N-95 or 
better) for workers based on their personal preference. We would also 
suggest that Appendix D of29 CFR 1910.134 (OSHA's Respiratory 
Protection Standard) be provided to the workers voluntarily using dust 
masks. However, we would not make it mandatory to wear the masks at 
this point. . 

3. We recommend that all bailers, forklift operators, and copper recover 
workers be included in a Hearing Conservation Program consisting of 
program elements such as, but not limited to, annual training and 
audiometric testing. Please see 29 CFR 1910.95 for complete Hearing 
Conservation Requirements. 

We also suggest mandatory use of double hearing protection (plugs and 
muffs) for the copper chisel gun operator( s) while this operation is further 
evaluated to determine if noise controls can be implemented, and/or until 
measured noise levels fall below 90 dBA. In addition, we suggest that 
every worker within a 30-40 foot radius be required to wear hearing 
protection (ear plugs or ear muffs) while the copper chisel gun is running. 
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Additional, noise dosimetry would be useful to better determine which 
copper recovery workers to include in the Hearing Conservation Program. 

4. The speed of forklift trucks observed during this survey concerned us. We 
recommend that all drivers simply stop in areas where there is not an 
unobstructed view, honk their horns, and then proceed to the adjacent area. 
We also suggest that the existing forklift training program be evaluated 
against the training requirements set forth by OSHA in 29 CFR 1910.178. 

5. We suggest that these results be communicated within 15 days of receipt 
to the workers monitored. 

If you have any questions, or if you would like to further discuss this report please 
contact me at 209-742-6622. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

William C. Collier, CIH 
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A-5 

A-6 

A-7 

A-7 

EXHIBIT 1 

Personal Air Exposure Monitoring 
Site: FPI Tucson - Prison Factory Operations 

Dates: March 26, 2009 

Sample lost by orderly. finished 
shift with A-11, 6612-180 

Table 27. 23090-175 395 
Lead 

Bailer Operator (Yellow). 11726-
014 

Cadmium 

Beryllium 

Air concentration reported as mass of pollutant (in micrograms) per cubic meter of air (!-Ig/m3). 

NO NO 

NO 

NO NO 

NO NO 

NO NO 

NO NO 

50 (PEL); 
30 (AL) 

5 (PEL); 
2.5 (AL) 

2 (PEL) 

TWA = Time Weighted Average of pollutant levels measured in micrograms of pollutant per cubic meter of air (lJg/m3
) for the time sampled. 

8-hr TWA = Measured TWA averaged over 8-hours. 

OSHA Permissible Exposure Limit and/or Action Level (8-hr TWA) in units of IJg/m3
• 

Ir.nnr.p.ntr::ltinrl~ reported with an "ND" were less than the laboratory's detection limit for either lead (2.0 IJg), cadmium (0.4 !-Ig), or beryllium (0.4 IJg). 
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CA-1 

Exhibit 2 

Personal Air Exposure Monitoring 
Site: FPI Tucson - Camp Operations 

Dates: March 27, 2009 

Lead 

Cadmium 

Air concentration reported as mass of pollutant (in micrograms) per cubic meter of air (l-Ig/m3
). 

50 (PEL); 
30 (AL) 

5 (PEL); 
2.5 (AL) 

TWA = Time Weighted Average of pollutant levels measured in micrograms of pollutant per cubic meter of air (l-Ig/m3
) for the time sampled. 

8-hr TWA = Measured TWA averaged over 8-hours. 

OSHA Permissible Exposure Limit and/or Action Level (8-hr TWA) in units of IJg/m3
. 

Ir.nnr.~,ntr~~tinl'!:. reported with an "NO" were less than the laboratory's detection limit for either lead (2.0 I-Ig), cadmium (0.4 IJg). or beryllium (0.4 IJg). 
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EXHIBIT 3 

Lead Wipe Sampling 
Site: FPI Tucson - Prison Factory - Disassembly Operations 

Dates: March 26, 2009 

Measured lead surface concentration reported as mass of pollutant (in micrograms) per square foot of surface area (fe). 

A requires that surfaces be maintained as free as practicable of lead accumulations. However, OSHA uses a guidance level of 200 
for lead contamination in areas where workers have direct contact with lead-contaminated surfaces, such as working surfaces, 
etc. OSHA has no guidance or regulatory level for lead in areas, such as rafters. pipes and light fixtures, where there is no direct 
with the workers. 

rr'nl".:>ntlr~ti,nnco reported with an "NO" were less than the laboratory's detection limit for lead (10 J.,lg). 
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EXHIBIT 4 

Cadmium Wipe Sampling 
Site: FPI Tucson - Prison Factory - Disassembly Operations 

Dates: March 26, 2009 

Measured cadmium surface concentration reported as mass of pollutant (in micrograms) per square foot of surface area (ft2). 

requires that surfaces be maintained as free as practicable of cadmium accumulations. OSHA has not established a surface 
I,.n,nt""min,,,,til'\n guidance level for cadmium. 

EPA Health Benchmark cadmium guidance level developed for residential dust clean-up following the attacks on September 11, 2001, is 
~gltf. 

reported with an "ND'~ were less than the laboratory's detection limit for cadmium (4.0 ~g). 

EXHIBIT 5 
Beryllium Sampling 

Site: FPI Tucson - Prison Factory - Disassembly Operations 
Dates: March 26, 2009 

Measured beryllium surface concentration reported as mass of pollutant (in micrograms) per square foot of surface area (ft2). 

has not established a beryllium surface contamination limit or guidance level. 

EPA Health Benchmark beryllium guidance level developed for residential dust clean-up following the attacks on September 11, 2001, is 
~g/ff. 

Irrln,.,:>nh·",ti,,,nco reported with an "ND" were less than the laboratory's detection limit for beryllium (4.0 ~g). 
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EXHIBIT 6 

Lead, Cadmium and Beryllium Wipe Sampling Results 
Site: FPI Tucson - CamplWarehouse 

Da.tes: March 27, 2009 

Measured lead surface concentration reported as mass of pollutant (in micrograms) per square foot of surface area (ff). 

requires that surfaces be maintained as free as practicable of lead accumulations. However, OSHA uses a guidance level of 200 J,lg/fe for lead 
Il"'nlntl'llminll'ltil"ln in areas where workers have direct contact with lead-contaminated surfaces, such as working surfaces, floors, etc. OSHA has no 

or regulatory level for lead in areas, such as ratters, pipes and light fixtures. where there is no direct contact with the workers. 

SHA requires that surfaces be maintained as free as practicable of cadmium accumulations. OSHA has not established surface contamination 
Il:jUllUClllvC levels or limits for cadmium and beryllium. 

EPA Health Benchmark cadmium and beryllium guidance levels developed for residential dust clean-up following the attacks on September 11, 
, are 1441J9/ff and 291 1J9/fe respectively. 

lr.r,nl"Qntrations reported with an "<" were less than the laboratory's detection limit for either lead (10 J,lg), cadmium (4.0 I-Ig), or beryllium (4.0 J,lg). 
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307 

376 

EXHIBIT 7 

Personal Noise Exposure Monitoring 
Site: FPI Tucson - Prison Factory Operations 

Dates: March 26, 2009 

Table 1, Disassembly 
09114998 

3/26/09 

3/26/09 

356 

384 

32 84 

10 76 

Measulred noise exposure expressed as a percent of the OSHA PEL (90 dBA). A dose of 50% is in excess of OSHA's Hearing 
Ir.nn~""r\ll~tinn Level (85 dBA), while a dose greater than 100% exceeds OSHA's PEL. 

TWA (dBA) = Time Weighted Average of noise levels measured in dBA (decibels A-Weighted Scale) for the time sampled. 

8-HR TWA = Measured TWA averaged over 8-hours. 

EXHIBIT 8 

Personal Noise Exposure Monitoring 
Site: FPI Tucson - Camp Operations 

Dates: March 27, 2009 

Dose·= Measured noise exposure expressed as a percent of the OSHA PEL (90 dBA). A dose of 50% is in excess of OSHA's Hearing 
nservation Level (85 dBA), while a dose greater than 100% exceeds OSHA's PEL. 

TWA (dBA) = Time Weighted Average of noise levels measured in dBA (decibels A-Weighted Scale) for the time sampled. 

8-HR TWA = Measured TWA averaged over 8-hours. 
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Federal Correctional Complex 
Tucson, Arizona 

HEAlUNG CONSERVATION PROGRAM 

The purpose of the Hearing Conservation Program at FCC Tucson is 
to establish procedures for providing engineering and 
administrative controls to reduce noise in areas where levels are 
at or above an a-hour time-weighted average of 85 dBA. In areas 
where such controls are not feasible, a Hearing Conservation 
Program shall be implemented. 

Bureau of Prisons Program Statement 1600.09, "Occupational 
Safety, Environmental Compliance, and Fire Protection Manual", 
will be used as a reference in conjunction with this Plan. In 
addition, occupational Safety and Health Administration Standard 
29 eFR 1910.95 should be referenced. 

In addition, the applicable American Correctional Association 
4th Edition, Standard 4-4150. 

I have reviewed this Plan and certify that the prov~5~ons of this 
Plan are in accordance with policy requirements. 

S.G. McClintock, Date 

I 

Date 
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HEARING CONSERVATION PROGRAM 

DEFINITIONS 

A. Action level - An 8-hour time-weighted average of 85 
decibels measured on the A-scale, slow response, or 
equivalently, a dose of fifty percent. 

B. Audiogram - A chart, graph, or table resulting from an 
audiometric test showing an individual's hearing 
threshold levels as a function of frequency. 

c. Audiologist - A professional, specializing in the study 
and rehabilitation of hearing, who is certified by the 
American Speech-Language-Hearing Association or 
licensed by a state board of examiners. 

D. Baseline audiogram - The audiogram against which future 
audiograms are compared. 

E. Criterion sound level - A sound level of 90 decibels. 

F. Decibel (dB) - Unit of measurement of sound level. 

G. Hertz {Hz} - Unit of measurement of frequency, 
numerically equal to cycles per second. 

H. Medical pathology - A disorder or disease. For purposes 
of this regulation, a condition or disease affecting 
the ear, which should be treated by a physician 
specialist. 

I. Noise dose - The ratio, expressed as a percentage, of 
(1) the time integral, over a stated time or event, of 
the 0.6 power of the measured SLOW exponential time
averaged, squared A-weighted sound pressure and (2) the 
product of the criterion duration (8 hours) and the 0.6 
power of the squared sound pressure corresponding to 
the criterion sound level (90 dB). 

J. Noise dosimeter - An instrument that integrates a 
function of sound pressure over a period of time in 
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HEARiNG CONSERVATION PROGRAM 

such a manner that it directly indicates a noise dose. 

K. Otolaryngologist - A physician specializing in 
diagnosis and treatment of disorders of the ear, nose 
and throat. 

L. Representative exposure - Measurements of an employee's 
noise dose or 8-hour time-weighted average sound level 
that the employers deem to be representative of the 
exposures of other employees in the workplace. 

M. Sound level - Ten times the common l09arithm of the 
ratio of the square of the measured A-weighted sound 
pressure to the square of the standard reference 
pressure of 20 micropascals. ' 

N. Unit: decibels (dB). For use with this regulation, SLOW 
time response, in accordance with ANSI 51.4-1971 
(R1976), is required. 

o. Sound level meter - An instrument for the measurement 
of sound level. 

P. Time-weighted average sound level - That sound level, 
which if constant over an 8-hour exposure, would result 
in the same noise dose as is measured. 

2 • PROGRAM OVERVIEW 

Current OSHA Regulation, 29 CFR 1910.95, requires the 
establishment of a continuing, effective hearing conservation 
program when an area, operation, or procedure produces noise 
levels at 85 dBA and above. When noise levels exceed 90 dBA, the 
wearing of approved hearing protection is mandatory for all 
persons exposed. 

Protection against the effects of noise exposure shall be 
provided when the sound levels exceed those sted below when" 
measured on the A scale of a standard sound level meter at slow 
response. 
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BBARING CONSERVATION PROGRAM 

PERMISSIBLE NOISE EXPOSURES 

Duration per day, hours Sound Level (dBA) 

8 90 

6 92 

4 95 

3 97 

2 100 

1.5 102 

1 105 

'0.5 110 

0 .. 25 or less 115 

fllO~ll2t:IRBl: 

A. The Safety Department will perform annual noise level 
evaluations throughout the institution to determine 
which areas have noise levels at 85 dBA and above. 

1. Fixed locations having e~cessive noise levels 
shall be clearly designated by conspicuously 
posting signs requiring personal protective 
equipment (i.e., HIGH NOISE HAZARD - HEARING 
PROTECTION REQUIRED). 

2. Isolated operations or activities which produce 
over 90 dBA but are not an identified high noise 
area shall require personal protective equipment. 

3. The affected department head will be notified of 
the results of the survey and the needed action, 
if any. It is the responsibility of the 
department head to notify the Safety Department of 
any procedural or process changes which may affect 
the noise levels in his/her area. 

B. In areas where noise levels exceed 85 dBA, 
consideration must be given to reduce the exposures of 
staff and inmates through engineering and/or 
administrative controls: 
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HEARING CONSERVATION PROGRAM 

1. Engineering controls consist of: 

a. repairing or replacing worn machine parts 
which are generating the noise, 

b. replacing the process or machine with one 
which produces less noise, or 

c. isolating the process or machinery from 
workers with a sound absorbing medium which 
reduces the noise level below 85 dBA. 

2. Administrative controls consist of significantly 
limiting the exposure by controlling or 
manipulating the work schedule. 

When engineering or administrative controls cannot 
successfully reduce the exposures of staff and 
inmates to less than 85 dBA, a Hearing 
Conservation Program is mandatory. 

c. HEARING CONSERVaTION: 

1. Staff or inmate workers who are exposed to noise 
levels of 85 dBA or higher for an 8-hour work 
shift shall be included in the Hearing 
Conservation Program. This program will include a 
baseline audiogram, prior to assignment to a high 
noi~e level area, followed by annual retesting.in 
accordance with the current Bureau of Prisons 
Health Services Manual. 

2. Persons demonstrating a standard threshold shift 
of 10 dBA or more from a baseline average over 
2,000, 3,00b, or 4,000 Hz frequencies shall be 
removed from the high-noise area and reevaluated 
in 48 hours. 

If hearing returns to baseline after 48 hours, 
hearing protection is required if none has been 
used or it has been incorrectly used. Any 
individual found to have a hearing loss grea~er 
than 25 dB in the same frequencies shall be 
restricted from the high-noise area for three 
months. After three months, a determination shall 
be made about the work assignment.by the Clinical 
Director. 

3. Hearing protection shall be worn by staff and 
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BEARING CONSERVATION PROGRAM 

inmates utilizing equipment/machinery that 
produces high noise. The affected employee is 
typically only exposed to high noise levels in 
short time durations utilizing equipment / 
machinery. Listed below are examples of 
equipment/machinery that may require the use of 
hearing protection but would not require the user 
to be included in the Hearing Conservation 
Program, i.e., Lawn Mowers, Weed Eaters, Leaf 
Blowers, Jack Hammers, Air Tools, etc. 

4. gESPONSIBILI~Y AND BNlQRCEMENT: 

Supervisors will enforce the wearing of approved hearing 
protection in all affected work areas. Supervisors will 
take corrective action, to include disciplinary action, if 
necessary, for violators of this policy. Compliance with 
this Program will be monitored during inspections of the 
institution. 

5. BEQUIUD AUDIOMETRIC TESTING 

Staff using the firing range beyond annual requalification 
must enroll in the hearing conservation program according to 
Program Statement 1600.09 Occupational Safety Environmental 
Compliance, and Fire Protection. 

Firing Range Staff, SORT, and DCT have been identified 
a$ affected employees that need to be enrolled in the 
Hearing Conservation Proqram. 

All participants, instructors and observers of firearm 
training shall wear ear muffs and ear plugs during firing. 
Hearing protection at outdoor· ranges is required for all 
persons within 15 yards of the firing point. 

A sign shall be posted at the Firing Range alerting all 
instructors, participants, and observers of firearms 
training that hearing and eye protection is required. 

POWERHOUSE 

Employees working in these areas have been identified to be 
enrolled in the Hearing Conservation Program. 

6. TRAINING: 

All affected employees shall be trained. The following is a 
summary of the training requirements: 
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HEARING CONSERVATION PROGRAM 

The Safety Department shall provide annual training to those 
employees exposed to noise at or above an 8 - hour time 
weighted average of 85 decibels - or equivalently - a 50 % 
dose. 

The training shall be repeated annually, and updated to 
accurately reflect any changes in the program or work place 
exposures. 

The training shall include: 

1. The effects of noise on hearing 

2. The purpose of hearing protectors, including their use, 
limitations and care 

3. The purpose and procedures of audiometric testing 

7. AUDIOMETRIC TESTXNG: 

Audiometric testing shall be administered by a licensed or 
certified audiologist, otolaryngologist, other physician, or 
by an appropriately certified technician who is responsible 
to an audiologist, otolaryngologist or physician. 

Audiometric tests will be conducted for affected employees 
(SORT, DCT, Powerhouse) within 6 months of the employee 
being first exposed to the noise in that area, except when a 
test van is used to conduct audiometric testing. If a 
mobile van is used, affected employees will be testing 
within their first year of being exposed to the noise. 

Prior to the intital testing, employees will have at least 
14 hours without any workplace noise exposure. This may be 
accomplished by using hearing protection. The initial test 
will establish a baseline. 

Audiometric testing shall be repeated annually for 
affected employees. These audiograms are compared to the 
baseline to determine whether a standard threshold shift has 
occurred. 

If a comparison of the annual audiogram to the baseline 
audiogram indicates a standard threshold shift, the employee 
shall be informed of this fact in writing, within 21 days of 
the determination. 
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BEARING CONSERVATION PROGRAM 

Unless a physician determines that the standard threshold 
shift is not work related or aggravated by occupational 
noise exposure, the following steps are taken: 

Employees not using hearing protectors will be 
fitted with hearing protectors, trained in their use 
and care, and required to use them. 

Employees already using hearing protectors will be 
refitted and retrained in the use of hearing 
protectors and provided with hearing protectors 
offering greater attenuation if necessary. 

The employee will be referred for a clinical 
audiological evaluation or an otological 
examination, as appropriate, if additional testing 
is necessary or if the employer suspects that a 
medical pathology of the ear is caused or aggravated 
by the wearing of hearing protectors. 

The employee is informed of the need for an 
otological examination if a medical pathology of the 
ear that is unrelated to the use of hearing 
protectors is suspected. 

Audiometric testing shall be made available to all 
employees exposed at or above an 8 - hour time weighted 
average of 85 dBA or equivalently, a 50 % noise dose. 

Audiometric testing shall be funded by the Human 
Resources Department utilizing Project Code 485. 

8. PERSONaL PROTBCTIVE EQUIPMENT: 

Hearing protection shall be provided to staff and inmates 
identified in the Hearing Conservation Program at no 
cost. i.e., ear muffs, plugs, etc. 
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OffICe of The Safety Department 

u.s. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

Federal Co"ectional Complex 
Tucson. Arizona 85706 

November 17, 2006 

MEMORANDUM TO CHRISTOPHER LAMB, HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATOR 

FROM: Leroy A. Smith, Safety Manager 

SUBJECT: Hearing Conservation Program 

This memorandum is in reference to OSHA 1910.95 Hearing 
Conservation Program. This program requires a baseline audiogram 
prior to assignment to a high noise level area, followed by 
annual retesting. The following work areas have been identified 
for your review: 

1. UNICOR staff and inmates 
2. firearm instructors 
3. OCT team 
4. shop staff and inmates 
5. r shop staff and inmates 
6. staff and inmates 

These affected staff and inmates have been identified for the 
Hearing Conservation Program. The affected 5 need to 
provide a list of their staff and inmates to the Health Services 

to be scheduled for audiometric testing by November 
24, 2006. This will ensure compliance with Program Review, 
ACA, and JCAHO ines, which is paramount to the success of 
the hearing conservation program. 

The Sa requests an 1 sting of all current 
staff and inmates that have received their annual audiometric 
test for our official records. Also, the Safety Department 
requests an assurance memorandum that all affected staff and 
inmates have been notified of their audiometric test results. 



Please forward the written responses to the Safety Department no 
later than November 29, 2006. 

If I you any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate 
to let me know. 

cc: R. E. Chavez, Warden 
\rJ. Jones, AW Operations 
M. Szafir, AW Programs 
J. Sanchez, AW I&E 

Calcote, AW Admin. 
v • Barnhart, in 
C. Thygerson, Employee Services Manager 
M. McKissic, Facilities Manager 



u.s. Department of Justice 

Federa1 Bureau of Prisons 

Office of The Safety Deparlment Federal Correctional Complex 
Tucson, Arizona 85706 

August 07, 007 

MEMORANDUM TO CONNEE THYGERSON, EMPLOYEE SERVICES MANAGER 

JONATHAN BARNHART, CAPTAIN 

FROM: Leroy A. Smith, Comp1ex Safety Manager 

SUBJECT: Hearing Conservation Program 

After speaking with the Health Services Administrator, we agree 
that a baseline audio-gram should be conducted for all Firearm 
Instructors and OCT Team members. These staff will also receive 
annua retests. I ask that you provide a list of the affected 
staff to the Health Services Department, this will allow them to 
effectively schedule the staff for their audiometric testing. 

Once the staff have received their audiometric test, a list needs 
to be provided to the affected departments and the Safety 
Department to maintain as well. 

If you have any questions or concerns, 

cc: Ricardo E. Chavez, Complex Warden 
Louis W. Winn, Warden 
Keith Roy, Associate Warden 
Chris Lamb, Health Services Administrator 
Scott Sutton, Act Associate Warden 

let me know. 



From: 
To: 
Date: 
Subject: 

Christopher Lamb 
Smith, Leroy 
9/5/20073:59:38 PM 
Re: Hearing Conservation 

I have received nothing as of this date. 

»> Leroy Smith 9/5/2007 3:49:49 PM »> 
Hi Everyone, 

I need to know that everyone has submitted the names of all SORT, OCT. and Range Instructors to 
Health Services. These staff members will need to be scheduled to receive an audio-gram. If this has not 
taken place, please advise or please get with Mr. Lamb. 

Thanks. 

Leroy A Smith, Safety Manager 
FCC Tucson, Arizona 
520-663-5190 (Office) 
520-663-5189 (Fax) 

SENSITIVE/PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATION 
This e-mail is covered by the Electric Communication Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. 2510-2521 and is legally 
privileged. 
The information andlor documents with this transmission are confidential. The information is intended 
only for the 
use of the individual/entity named above. If you are not the intended recipient or recipients, you are 
hereby notified 
that any disclo~ure, copying, distribution of this communication, in any form, or the taking of any action in 
reliance upon 
its contents, is strictly prohibited. If you receive this message in error, please notify me immediately to 
make arrangements 
for its return to me. 
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u.s. Department of Justice 

Federa1 Bureau of Prisons 

Office of The Safety Department Federal Correctional Complex 
Tucson. Arizona 85706 

1 3, 2 

MEMORANDUM TO CONNEE THYGERSON, EMPLOYEE SERVICES ~AGER 

SUBJECT: 

JONATHAN BARNHART, CAPTAIN 

JAMES MARCHETTI, FACILITIES MANAGER 

ROQUE TAMARAY, ACTING HEALTH SERVICE 
ADMINISTRATOR 

Leroy A. Smith Jr., Complex Safety Manager 

Initia1 and Annua1 Audiometric Testing 

It has been brought to my attention that audiometric testing has 
not been conducted or scheduled for the Range Instructors, SORT, 
DCT and Welding Operators. We all agreed on' November 17, 2006 
and August 7, 2007, to have the audiometric testing performed on 
all affected staff and inmate workers. This audiometric testing 
will affect our upcoming ACA, JACHO and the Safety Departments 
Program Review. I have attached the Range and OCT Instructors 
istings to help expedite scheduling of the staff and inmate 

workers, which will ensure we meet and maintain compliance. 

I once again plea for everyone's support to provide Health 
Services additional staff or inmate workers names needing to have 
audiometric testing conducted, this will allow Health Services 
to effectively schedule staff and inmate workers 

If you have any questions or concerns, please let me know. 

cc: AW, Calcote 
AW, Beckwith 
AW, Hollembaek 



u.s. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Prisons 

Office of The Safety Department Federal COlT8ctional Complex 
Tucson, Arizona 85706 

July 17, 2008 

MEMORANDUM TO CONNEE THYGERSON, EMPLOYEE SERVICES 
MANAGER 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

JONATHAN BARNHART, CAPTAIN 

JAMES MARCHETTI, FACILITIES MANAGER 

GUY DRENNAN I HEALTH SERVICE 
ADMINISTRATOR 

Leroy A. Smith Jr., Complex Safety Manager 

Initial and Annual Audiometric Testing 

It has been brought to my attention that audiometric testing has 
not been conducted or scheduled for the Range Instructors, SORT, 
OCT and Welding Operators. We all agreed on November 17, 2006, 
August 7, 2007, and March 2008, to have the audiometric testing 
performed on all affected staff and inmate workers. Currently, 
we are non comp iant with the OSHA standards. A listing of all 
staff and inmate workers needs to be provided to Health Services. 
This will assist Health Services in effectively scheduling the 
necessary audiometric tests. 

A Ii of staff and inmates that receive the audiometric 
testing needs to be provided to Correctional Services, Employee 
Services, Facilities and Sa Again, I for everyone's 
needed support to the safety and health of our staff and inmate 
workers. 

f you have any questions or concerns, ease let me know. 

cc: Warden Apker, Warden Winn, AW, Calcote, AW, Beckwith 
AW, Hollembaek 



(3/5/2009) Leroy Smith - Audio-gram Testing 

From: 
To: 
cc: 
Subject: 

- ,~-'". -. --. ~~'-'- ,-. ._ .... , 

Leroy Smith 
Barnard, Mark; Barnhart, Jonathan; Cobb, Paul; Marchetti, Jamesj Mel... 
Beckwith, Daniel; Hollembaek, Stephanie; McClintock, Susan 
Audio-gram Testing 

The audio-gram testing will effect aU Range Instructors I SORT, OCT, UNICOR (Bailer Operators) and 
Facility Shops. I need to ask everyone to please provide a list of your staff and inmates needing to 
partidpate in the hearing program to Health Services by Monday, March 9, 2009. 

If there are any question or anything that I need to address, please advise. 

Page 1 , 
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From: 
To: 
Date: 
Subject: 

Louis Winn 
Beckwith, Daniel 
7/1712008 1:58:42 PM 
Fwd: Emailing: COMP~IANCE MEM04 

Dan: i view this as a Complex-wide issue. Please ensure the proper follow-up occurs in a timely fashion. 

»> Leroy Smith 7/17/2008 1:53 PM »> 
Please review the betow attachment concerning audiometric testing. If there are any questions, please 
advise. 

Leroy A. Smith, Safety Manager 
FCC Tucson. Arizona 
520-663-5190 (Office) 
520-663-5189 (Fax) 

SENSITIVEIPRIVILEGED COMMUNICATION 
This e-mail is covered by the Electric Communication Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. 2510-2521 and is legally 
privileged. 
The information andlor documents with this transmission are confidential. The infonnation is intended 
only for the 
use of the individual/entity named above. If you are not the Intended recipient or recipients. you are 
hereby notified 
that any disclosure, copying, distribution of this communication. in any form. or the taking of any action in 
reliance upon 
its contents. is strictly prohibited. If you receive this message in error, please notify me immediately to 
make arrangements 
for its return to me. 

cc: Apker, Craig; Smith. Leroy 



U.S. Department of Justice 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 

------------------

Program 
Statement 

OPI: 
NUMBER: 

DATE: 
SUBJECT: 

HSD/SAF 
P1600.09 
10/31/2007 
Occupational Safety, 
Environmental 
Compliance, and Fire 
Protection 

1 . PURPOSE- AND- SCOPE-. The purpose of this Manual is to: 

• Provide a safe and healthy environment for staff and inmates 
to work and live. 

• Provide oversight and examination of issues and develop 
strategies on the impact of occupational safety, 
environmental, and fire protection regulations affecting the 
Bureau. 

• Ensure that Federal institutions comply with current 
American Correctional Association (ACA) Standards, National 
Fire Protection Association (NFPA) National Fire Codes 
(NFC) , emphasizing NFPA 101, Life Safety Codes, 
environmental regulations, and Uniform Federal Accessability 
Standards. 

This revision is prompted by the many changes to laws, 
regulationsr and- st.andards since the 1999 edition~ 

The Manual is organized by subject. Many requirements are 
interrelated; staff are responsible for compliance with all of 
its provisions. 

2. PROGRAM OBJECTIVES. Expected results of this program are: 

a. Hazardous materials will be controlled. 

b. Unsafe or unhealthy conditions reported by staff or inmates 
will be examined and corrected when appropriate. 

c. Fire losses will be reduced through prevention and control 
strategies, evacuation planning, and maintenance OT fire 
suppression equipment. 

d. Work-related accidents and injuries will he investigated. 



Chapter 1. Administration 

P1600.09 
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.. 4t..- ,A. PURPOSE. The Federal ,Bureau of Prisons, through Jtssafety poUcy, aimsto-create 
7[ a safe, healthful environment for staff, inmates, and visitors. Each institution must 

comply with the most recent codes, standards, and regulations; the following 
are referenced in this pOOcy: 

• Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). 
• National Fire P,rotectloo ,Association{NFPA}~ 
• Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). 
• American Correctional Association (ACA). 
• Joint Commission: for the Accreditation of Health: Care: Organizations (JCAHO). 
• American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM). 
• American National Standards Institute (ANSI). 
• Factory ,Mutuat Engineering ,eorporation(FM}, 
• American Congress of Govemmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH). 

8-. RESPOHStBttJTtES 

1. Assistant Director. The Assistant Director, Health Services Division (HSD), is the 
designated Occupational Safety and Heatthoffictat for 1heBureau. 'Helshe manages 
the Bureau's Occupational Safety, Environmental Compliance, and Fire Protection 
Program, and is the "Authority Having Jurisdiction" (AHJ) for the Bureau, as defined in 
Natfonaf Fire Codes {NFC}. 

2. National Safety Administrator. The National Safety Administrator (NSA) reports to 
the Assistant Of rector, Health ServrcesDfVisron (RSO), on occupationaf safety, fire 
safety, and environmental health issues. He/she: 

• Consults with institution Safety'Managers when issues cannot be- resolved' at 
institution or regional levels. 

• Interprets policy to the Program Review Division. 
• Is the Bureau's primary technical resource for the 'Nationallncident 'Management 

System (NIMS), Incident Command System (leS), and emergency response 
procedures involving fires, natural disasters, chemical, biological, 
radiological/nuclear, and explosive incidents. 

• Develops and updates national policy in the areas of occupational safety, fire 
protection, and environmental regulations. 

3. Regional Safety Administrator. The Regional Safety Administrator (RSA) reports 
to' and advises the Regronal Dfrector on- occupationat safety, fire safety, and 
erwtr-onmentalheaUh issues. He/she: 

• Ensures the effectiveness and uniformity of safety programs in the region by 
monitoring program reviews and technical assistance visits at institutions. 
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• Monitors reports and data generated by institution safety personnel. 
• Provides guidance and technical supervision to institution safety personnel and 

helps resolve ,problems that cannot be resolved at the institution level. 
• Serves as the regional technical resource for the NIMS, ICS, and emergency 

response procedures involving fires, natural disasters, chenlical, biological, 
radiolo,gicallnuclear, and explosive incidents. 

#- 4. Safety Manager. The Safety Manager advises the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) 
on occupational safety, environmental compliance, and fire protection. He/she works at 
the department head level, and serves as the safety officer under the lCS and the 
institution's technical resource for the NIMS, ICS, and emergency response procedures 
involving fires, natural disasters, chemical, biological, radiologicaJ/nuclear, and 
explosive incidents. 

5. Safety Alternate. If an institution has only one full-time Safety Manager or designee, 
the CEO provides at least one full-time relief during the Safety Manager's absence. 
The Safety Manager provides training, for this ,position. The Safety Alternate is 
assigned full-time to the Safety Department until on-the-job training is complete. 

* 6~ Chief Executive Officers~ The CEO must 

• Commit top management support to injury/illness reduction, and personaHy 
monitor the effectiveness of the program. 

$. Ensure compliance with OS~ EPA, and NFPA requirements and state and 
local regulations. 

• Provide sufficient staffing to administer the Occupational Safety, Environmental 
,Compliance" and Fire Protection Program. 

• Ensure periodic inspections of workplaces by technically competent personnel. 
~ Ensure prompt abatement of unsafe or unhealthful working conditions. 

• Ensure that management information systems and records are kept accurately 
and posted annually for accidents, injuries, and illnesses. 

• Ensure that employees are not subject to restraint, interference, coercion, 
discrimination,. or reprisal for exerCising their rights under Executive Order 121_96~ 
29 CFR 1960, or for participating in the Bureau's Occupational Safety, 
Environmental Compliance, and Fire Protection Program. 

• Ensure that adequate occupational safety, environmental com_pliance~ and fire 
protection training is provided to management, supervisory, safety, and collateral 
duty safety personnel, as well as all other institution personnel. 

• Ensure partiCipation in the local Federal Safety and Health Council. 

7. Detail Supervisors. Detail Supervisors must: 

• Ensure safety -practices are followed and implement corrective actions .. 
• Train inmates in safe practices. 
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• Familiarize themselves with hazards in particular jobs or the physical 
surroundings of employees. 

• Institute training on accident prevention" fire ,prevention" and environmental 
compliance. Safety Managers, in cooperation with other department heads, 
ensure that training resources are available to detail supervisors. 

• Promptly and accurately report and record accidents", injuriest- illnesses,. and their 
causes to the Safety Department within 24 hours. 

8. Employees and Inmates. Em,ployees and inmates must: 

• Perform their duties in the safest possible manner. 
• Comply with OSHA, EPA, NFPA, and Bureau Occupational Safety, 

Environmental Compliance" and Fire Protection Standards" along with Federal, 
state, and local laws and regulations. 

• Immediately report hazards or unsafe acts to supervisors. 
• Re,port accidents, injuries" and illnesses to supervisors. 

-it' C. IMMINENT DANGER. When an Occupational Safety staff member determines 
conditions or practices in a place of employment could reasonably and immediately be 
expected to cause death or serious physical harm,. helshe must inform affected 
employees of the danger and shut down the work or process until the danger is 
eliminated. In addition, he/she must inform in writing the CEO, RSA, NSA, and the 
local Union ,president of the hazard and action. Reactivation of the work Of process 
depends on the Safety Manager's reinspection and written approval. 

The RSA and NSA review actions taken regarding imminent danger determinations. 
rhe Chief of the OSHA Area Office in which the institution is located is consulted if the 
RSA or NSA disagree with the Safety Manager's findings and actions concerning 
imminent danger. 

D. TRAINING 

1<~< Safety Staff_ Safety staff (including alternates) complete the following courses 
within 18 months from the date this policy is issued or their date of apPOintment to a 
safety position: 

• Introduction to Occupational Safety, Environmental Compliance, and Fire 
Protection Training Program. 

• EnvironmentaJ compliance training8 , as specified in Chapter 3. Safety staff also 
receive environmental refresher training annually. 

• Fire protection and emergency response training! as specified in Chapter 4. 
Safety staff also receive annual refresher training in fire protection and 
emergency responses. 

• Employee Compensation procedures and forms. 
• Training for trainers. 
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Log entries contain: date, time, code/reference/file number, location of condition, brief 
description, classification (imminent danger, serious, or other), and date and nature of 
action taken. 

f The Safety Manager conducts an inspection upon notification of imminent danger 
conditions, within 8 hours for potentially serious conditions, and 3 working days for 
other than serious conditions. 

A written summary is provided to the employee or inmate upon request. Distribution of 
the employee report is per the Master Agreement. 

The Bureau Occupational Safety and Environmental Health Program poster is 
displayed in a conspicuous location frequented by employees and inmates. The poster 
details the Bureau program and how to file a report. 

H. ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION. Work ... related accidents and injuries are investigated 
and documented by the detail supervisor and the Safety Department. Documentation 
of property damage accidents is retained in the Safety Department for three years. 

In instances of serious injury, dismemberment, or fatal injury, the CEO promptly 
appoints a board of investigation to determine the undenying conditions responsible for 
the accident, for the soJe purpose of identifying. corrective actions to prevent future 
reoccurrences. 

In the event of a disaster, the Regional Director may appOint a team to conduct an 
investigation. Outside experts may be included. 

A Board of Inquiry may be apPOinted by the Bureau Director when an external 
investigation is thought appropriate. 

Reporting inmate injuries is covered in Section K, 

I. REPORTS 

1. Serious Accidents/Incidents/Fires. Within 8 hours after a serious 
accident/incident/fires of the following types, the Safety Manager notifies the RSA by 
telephone and e .. mail of the circumstances, individuals involved, actions taken, fatalities 
and injuries, and extent of property damajJe: 

• Occupational accident that is fatal or involves loss of a bodity function or an 
appendage. 

• Occupational accident that results in hospitalization of three or more persons. 
• Occupational illness that results in death. 



Chapter 2. Occupational Safety 

This chapter mirrors the layout of the OSHA regulations. 

A. OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY 
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1. Standards. While other publications help in managing the occupational safety 
program, OSHA regulations are the governing authority. Note that provisions in this 
policy may be more restrictive than OSHA minimum standards. Health hazards 
discussed in this section concern environmental conditions in the workplace that may 
cause illness or death. If the scope of a problem is beyond the expertise of the Safety 
Department, OSHA has responsibility (Executive Order 12196) to provide services and 
guidance to Federal agencies in development and implementation of occupational 
safety and health programs. 

2. NIOSH. The National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) 
evaluates hazards resulting 'from exposure to chemical substances only, while OSHA 
assists with evaluation of physical agents (noise, heat, etc.). 

3. Hazard Control Methods. Occupational hazards must be assessed. If hazards 
cannot be "substituted out" (Le., use of a less flammable solvent), then administrative 
(reduced exposure through scheduling) and engineering controls (Le., ventilation) are 
implemented where feasible. The last line of defense for workers is the use of personal 
protective equipment. 

B. HAZARD ASSESSMENT. The Safety Department identifies and addresses 
hazards in the workplace. Existing and new work procedures, projects, or exercises 
(mock drills, etc.) are reviewed by the Safety Department, which makes written 
recommendations to the CEO. 

Before purchase of any chemical, orders are approved by the Safety Manager. Hazard 
assessments include identi'fication of equipment requiring safety guards. 

C. WALKING-WORKING SURFACES (FLOORS, STAIRS, ETC.) 

1. Floors. Floors, aisles, and passages are per 29 CFR 1910 Subpart D. 

2. Loading Docks. Loading docks 4 feet or more in height have guardrails and signs 
posted designating the use of wheel chocks or mechanical means to secure trucks or 
trailers to the loading dock. 

Note: The NFPA Life Safety Code requires a guardrail on any section of the loading 
dock that is part of a required exit, when dock height is 30 inches or more. 
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A. POUCIES AND PROCEDURES. The Bureau promotes energy conservation,. 
reducing solid waste, recycling waste materials, using environmentally friendly products, 
and educating inmates and staff regarding the need to protect the environment. 

To assume a proactive role as an agency recognized for environmental awareness, 
specific policies, procedures, programs and activities must be implemented by the 
Bureau. Institutions, UNICOR facilities and offices will implement these policies and 
procedures, and initiate programs and activities specific to their location and operations. 

An Environmental Regulations Technical Reference Manual (TRM) has been developed 
to address management processes associated with environmental compliance. The 
manual outlines regulatory requirements in Executive Orders and environmental 
regulations. 

A summary report! outlining discrepancies noted during annual environmental 
inspections, is developed by the Safety Manager and provided to each CEO. 

B. PLUMBING AND DRINKING WATER 

1. Plumbing. Design, construction, and maintenance of an institution plumbing 
system meet nationally recognized plumbing codes. Renovations also meet plumbing 
code requirements. 

Approved backflow prevention devices or assemblies are installed in the potable water 
supply to prevent pollution or contamination from cross-connections. These are tested 
and maintained in good working. condition by the FaciUties Department. 

Backflow prevention assemblies are tested by a certified tester at installation, repair, or 
rerocation, and at least annually thereafter. Inspection is documented using a 8tate
approved form or the form provided by NFPA 25. 

Annuatly, the Safety Manager inspects backflow assemblies to ensure each has been 
tested by a certi'fied tester. 

2. Drinking Water. Institutions that receive drinking water 'from a public or private 
utility collect water samples only if required by a state or local regulatory agency. 
Institutions required to provide water samples collect at least the minimum number. A 
state-certified laboratory performs the analysis; Safety staff collect the samples. 

Institutions receiving drinking water from a Bureau-owned or -operated source comply 
with Federal, state, and local standards. They develop a written program approved by 
the Warden, including: 
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What's Hot 

;;. Earth Day 2009 Video 

Certified Facilities ~ 
IS0-9001 :2000 Certification and/or 
JAER Certification Achieved 

Events/Tradeshows 

There are no events at this time. 

Overview 

News 

factory Contacts 

Program Contacts 

Why Recycle? 

Recycling Process 

Accepted Items & Materials 

Packaging Information 

Vendor Registration 

Environmental Compliance 

EPA Regulations 

Certification 

Permits 

Refurbished Item Directory 

National Capital Recycling Center 

Recycling Inquiry form 

Catalogs & Publications 

Pa rtnersh ips 

ACCEPTED ITEMS & MATERIALS 

Home» Recycling» Pledge to Protect 

Environmental Compliance 
UNICOR's goal is to be a responsible steward of the environment by ensuring our recycling 
operations meet all national standards. UNICOR factories are regulated by the same agencies that 
regulate commercial e~ycling facilities. 

In addition to UNICOR's restrictive no..Jandfill policy, of electrical components, the Recycling 
Business Group complies with OSHA standards and each institution is staffed with a full-time 
Safety Manager. UNICOR locations are fully permitted, where required, by state EPA regulations. 

Certifications 
• Texarkana, !SQ::.9_QQt:~.Q.OO Certifi~.d, !AI;B C~!1m!!.cJ 
• Marianna, IS~ __ 9001:2000 Certifi~ct, IAER Certified 
• Tucson. l~Q.::~Jt1:ZQ.!lCLC.~jtiJitJ:t. !AE~C~rti1ijtg 
• Atwater, !s(Hf!J.Q.1;2.QfUt~~difiect.. IAER Certified 
• Elkton, !$_(:H~.Q.Oi~Q.Q.O~~eJ1j~d. 
• Lewisburg, I$Q~~Q01;..4Q.Q.Q~Jtrnfi~., IA(;R C-'rtif~ct. 
• Ft. Dix. !$Q.::9'oQ1:~QOI!Ce!1jfle.cJ, !A(;lU~~J1i1Lett 
• OIG Review of Operations 

UNICOR recycling computers and electronics while giving 
individuals another chance. 
UNICOR's recycling program gives approximately 1,200 federal inmates an opportunity to 
voluntarily participate in a worK program. While developing job skills, these inmates improve their 
self-wOrth and prepare for release. Inmates use their earnings to pay victim restitution and Court
ordered fines, as well as family and child support obligatiOns. 

Teaching Essential Skills 
The Recycling Business Group provides essential training to its inmate workers. This valuable 
training includes hazardous materials handling, identification and segregation of electronic 
components, proper operation of equipment, electroniCS assessment, and the opportunity to obtain 
their GED and A+ Certification. This employment prepares inmates to be productive individuals 
upon release and provides them the opportunity to participate in reducing the amount of e~waste in 
public landfills. 

Demonstrating Compliance 
UNICOR has engaged professional, Independent organizations to conduct third-party inspections and 
verify environmental compliance efforts. UNICOR factories have undergone intensive technical reviews 
of their ability to perform effective, responsible recycling activities, including safety procedures, and 
materials handling and disposition. 

Medical Test/Monitoring 

• Staff and Inmates 
• Blood and Urine 
• Lead, Cadmium, Barilium, Barium 
• AirlWipe Test 

3rd Party Inspections 

• Safety Manager 
• DTSC (Department of Toxic Substance Control), CA 
• N.J.DEPA 
• PA DEPA 
• OSHA 
• DoD 
• Customer Inspections/Reviews 
• Bureau of Prisons Program RevlewsJlnspections 

• IAER 
Training 

• OSHA 
• DeMiI 
• Monthly Health & Safety Traning 
• ISO Training 
• Pre-Industrial Training (ReCYCling) Staff /Inmates 

Customer Service Public Notices Privacy 8iteMap 

http://unicor.gov/recycling/protect.cfin ?navlocation= EnvironmentalCompliance 7/8/2009 
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(3/6/2009) Leroy Smith - ~NIC~_~_~a~pling ___________ _ 

From: 
To: 
Subject: 

Leroy Smith 
McClintock, Susan 
UNICOR Sampling 

Per our conversation, I am providing an update to the bulk sampling being conducted in UNICOR. The 
action to take bUlk samples is based off the recommendations in the UNICOR NIOSH report, which the 
bulk sampling of the material is supported by the UNICOR Industrial Hygienist. 

1. The UNICOR staff were reluctant to take the Bulk samples. 
2. The HEPA filter were replaced and the old filters thrown away in the general waste stream. 
3. The saturated Mop Heads were thrown away in the general waste stream. 
4. The saturated Dust mops were thrown away in the general waste stream. 

As a pro-active measure the safety department collected the samples from the generated dirty mop water 
and the dust from HEPA vacuums. The new HEPA filters, Mop Heads and Dust Mops had only been in 
place for a couple of days, which would not give a true result of the current operation. It is 
recommended that these items be used in normal operations until which time they need to be replaced. 
It is recommended that all dirty water, dust, mop heads, dust mops and hepa filters be stored properly 
until testing can be conducted to determine the toxiCity for disposal requirements. Any further disposal 
into the waste stream should be prohibited. 

Page 1 --_._---_ .. __ .... -_._,,-



(3/6/2009) Leroy Smith - Re: Sample Taking 

From: 
To: 
CC: 
Date: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Leroy Smith 
Ornstein, Jeff 
Sanchez, Jose; Sanchez, Jose 
2/27/2009 10:19 AM 
Re: Sample Taking 
Leroy Smith. vcf 

VI/hat about the dust that is accumulated in the HEPA Vacuums? Did the UNICOR Industrial Hygienist 
provide any feedback concerning the PPE requirements when handling the HEPA filter and the Dust? Did 
the UNICOR Hygienist provide any feedback concerning the I\JIOSH report and their recommendations? If 
so, please provide me a copy for my review as welL 

Thanks 

A. Smith, Safety Manager 
FCC Arizona 
520-663-5190 (Office) 
520-663-5189 (Fax) 

SEJ6ITIVE/PRIVILEGED COfvlMUNICA110N 
This e-mail is covered by the Electric Communication Privacy Act, 18 U.s.c. 2510-2521 and is legally 
privileged. 
The information andior documents with this transmission are confidential. The information is intended 
only for the 
use of the individual/entity named above. If you are not the intended recipient or recipients, you are 
hereby notified 
that any disclosure, copying, distribution of this communication/ in any form, or the taking of any action in 
reliance upon 
its contents, is strictly prohibited. If you receive this message in error, please notify me immediately to 
make arrangements 
for its return to me. 

»> Jeff Ornstein 2/27/2009 9:31 AM »> 
Leroy .. 

We have contacted Schneider laboratories of Richmond, Virginia to do the RCRA metals TCLP scan. 

We are requesting your presents as a third party to come over to UNICOR and take the samples as 
requested by the company. Company as requested in order to do the testing a litter of the water that 
needs to be testing, HEPA filter! and a dust mop. I would like to take the samples today if possjble in 
order to expedite the process. The results 1,...,Iill take five days to process from the day they received the 
samples. 

Your cooperation in this matter is appreCiated. 

Jeff Ornstein, Recycling Techniciani ISO fv1anagement Representative 
FCC-Tucson 
UNICOR-Federal Prison Industries 
8901 S. Wilmot Road 

Arizona 85706 
Office: 520-574-7100 ext. 7177 
Fax: 520-574-0606 
E-mail 

Page 1 
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j3!6/2009) L~~()y_~~i~_~~~d: Re: SCimpl,e Takin,g ____ ~ __ , ___ . __ .~ __ ~ 

From: 
To: 
Date: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Jose Sanchez 
Krupinski, Dale 
2/27/2009 10:44 AM 
Fwd: Re: Sample Taking 
Re: Sample Taking 

Please assist in responding to Mr. Smith questions??? Call me 520 574-7110 

Jose L. Sanchez, Jr. 
A.W. (I & E) 
FCC Tucson 

Office (520) 574-7110 
Cell (520) 818-4208 
jsanchez@central.unicor.gov 

Page 1 



(3/612009) Leroy Smith - Re: Fwd: Rear Gate Procedure 

From: Leroy Smith 
To: Krupinski, Dale; Sanchez, Jose 
CC: 
Date: 

Barnhart, Jonathan; brlaw@hotmaiLcom; Clements, John; cmcmullen@osc. ... 
3/2/2009 8:37 AM 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Re: Fwd: Rear Gate Procedure 
Leroy Smith.vet 

,A.s previously discussed the OSHA and other wipe sampling reports did identify hazardous metals present 
in the trailers, gaylord boxes and other areas in the factory. These samples were below the action and 
permissible level according to the OSHA standards, which means a full blown program does not have to 
be implemented. I have been the Safety Manager since August of 2006, which I have expressed my 
concerns of awareness training r hygiene procedures, ppe requirements to control the low concentrations 
of the tlazardous metals exposure to our staff, which still may cause liver, kidney, respiratory health 
concerns to our staff over a longer period of time according to OSHA. It has been well documented 
through analytical data gather through previous operations at other institutions and most recently NIOSH 

that training should be' provided to staff concerning the hazards that exist with the handling, 
transporting and dismanteling of Computer Unit Processors (CPUs) and Cathode Rey Tubes (CRTs). This 
training has never been discussed or presented to the Safety Department for review during the past three 
years. This training was initial supposed to be developed by UNICOR, which UNICOR Central Officer 
never followed through. l"lost recent the NIOSH report identified hazardous metals in the factory and 
other areas! which the results would have identified other areas throughout the Factory if the ceiling and 
rafters were not cleaned prior to the testing. This does not support the most recent alA report 
concerning this matter as well. The Safety Department will continue to take the pro~active to ensure 
UNICOR meets their program goals. 

Thanks. 

Leroy A. Smith, Safety Manager 
FCC Tucson, Arizona 
520~663M5190 (Office) 
520~663-5189 (Fax) 

SENSrnVE/PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATION 
This e-mail is covered by Ule Electric Communication Privacy Act, 18 U.S.c. 2510-2521 and is legally 
privileged. 
The information and/or documents with this transmission are confidential. The information is intended 
only for the 
use of the individual/entity named above. If you are not the intended recipient or recipients, you are 
hereby notified 
that any disclosure, copying, distribution of this communication, in any form, or the taking of any action in 
reliance upon 
its contents, is strictly prohibited. If you receive this message in error, please notify me immediately to 
make arrangements 
for its return to me. 

Jose Sanchez 
Gentlemen, 

3:08 Ptv1 > >:> 

in r"lay 2008, we put together a rear gate procedure for the correctional staff that oversee 
the rear gate. The procedure did not get implemented due to Mr. Cuestes memo. I would like for both of 
you to revievv and add any comments to Rear Gate Procedure ... This procedure is been created as a 
precaution. Per Mr. Cuestes,(Retire Safety Manager) memo dated May 19, 2006, "at present time no 
hazards have bee identified per OSHA site inspection and air sampling test with negative results. 
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Fwd: Re: Metals and noise anatysis - FPI Tucsofi - Yahoo! Mail 

Fwd: Re~ Metals and noise analysis - FPI Tucson 
From: "Leroy Smith" <Iasmith@bop.gov> 

To: leroy2741@yahoo.com 

Re: Metals and noise analysis - FPI Tucson.eml (4KB), Leroy Smith.vcf (219b) 

Leroy A. Smith, Safety Manager 
FCC Tucson, Arizona 
520-663-5190 (Office) 
520-663-5189 (Fax) 

SENSITIVE/PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATION 

Page lof3 

Monday, July 6, 2009 1:00 PM 

This e-mail is covered by the Electric Communication Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. 2510-2521 and is legally 
privileged. 
The information and/or documents with this transmission are confidential. The information is intended only for 
the 
use of the individual/entity named above. If you are not the intended reCipient or recipients, you are hereby 
notified 
that any disdosurerCOPY~ distribution of this communication.- in any form.,..or the taking, of any actkm in 
reliance upon 
its contents, is strictly prohibited. If you receive this message in error, please notify me immediately to make 
arrangements 
for its return to me. 

Forwarded Message: Re: Metals and noise analysis - FPI Tucson 

Re: Metals and noise analysis - FPI Tucson 
Wednesday, May 27, 20094:07 PM 

From: "Leroy Smith" <Iasmith@bop.gov> 

To: "Dale Krupinski" <dkrupins@central.unicor.gov> 

Cc: "Esther White" <exWhite@bop.gov>, "Jonathan Barnhart" <jlbarnhart@bop.gov>, 
"Jose Sanchez" <j2sanchez@bop.gov>, "John Clements" <jdclements@bop.gov>, 
"Robert Tonetti" <rtonetti@central.unicor.gov> 
Leroy Smith.vcf (21gb) 

What type of PPE are you talking about that OSHA would not require to be 
provided to our staff? They crawl over and around gaylord boxes, which 
rsahazard within it's self (Le. gloves or safety glasses etc). What 
prOC-edUfes are you talking -about . that wOtfld 1lOt -be -requir-e<i ,to -be -put -in 
place? Every report l have read mention proper hygiene procedures and 
handling etc. A respirator may not be required, but it should be made 
available if the staff member req uests one to protect them from low 
exposure of the nazardousmeta1s over an long. period of time. You have 
manyinst~tut1ons that are below the -lead, -cadmium,andberyUium OSHA 
limits and UNICOR still provides staff and inmates a respirator as 
additional protection for long term exposure. 

There is not a red flag, but there are measures that need to be 
implemented to protect our staff at the rear gate. Lets discuss 

http://us.mc384.mail.yahoo.comlmc/showMessage?sMid=O&filterBy=&midlndex=O&mid= ... 7/6/2009 



Fwd: Re: Metals and noise analysis - FPI Tucson - Yahoo! Mail 

further. 

Thanks. 

Leroy A. Smith, Safety Manager 
FCC Tucson, Amana 
520.a63-5190 (Off IDe} 
520-663-5189 (Fax) 

SENS1TIVEIPR(VtLEGED COMMUNtCA TION 
Tnis-e-matlis covered by the Bectfic 'Communication Privacy Act, 18 
U.S.C.2510-2521 and js legalJy privjJeged. 
The information and/or documents with this transmission are 
confidential. The information is intended only for the 
use of the individuaf/entity named above. ff you are not tile intended 
recipient ,or recipients, you are ,herebynotif4ed 
that any disclosure, copying, distribution of this communication, in 
any form, or the taking of any action in reliance upon 
its contents, is strictly prohibited. If you receive this message in 
error, please notify me immediately to make arrangements 
for jts return tome. 

»> Dale Krupinski 5/27/2009 3:01 PM »> 

Mr. Smith: 

In response to your inquiry, I have attached Mr. Collier's FPI Tucson 
industrial hygiene report for your information. 

Please note that aU measured lead, cadmium, and berylUum air/surface 
levels for both UNICOR and rear gate operations were below the 
laboratory's detection limit and consequently well below the allowable 
OSHA limits. Given the measured levels, OSHA would not require a 
procedure or personalproteetiveequipment 'for the rear gate. 

Feel free to utilize this information as part of your documentation 
pertaining to Section F of PS 1600.9 and OSHA 29 CFR 1910.132(d) ( 
btlp:/Iosha.gov/pls/oshaweb/owadisp.show documenJ1JLtable=S~ANDARDS&p id=9_L77 
)for your rear ,gate employees. In addition, you ,may also want to 
consider providing hand wipes (such as Hygenall) or hand soap (such a 
D-Lead) for your rear gate employees. 

Pfease free to contact me shoukf- you have dffflctrlties operring the 
above hyperlinks. 

Regards, 

Dale Krupinski, CIH, CSP 
Industrial Hygienist 
UNICOR 
Phone: (303)980-231-6 

Page 2 of3 
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Fwd: Re: Metals and noise analysis - FPI Tucson ... Yahoo! Mail Page 3 of3 

Fax: (303) 763-2526 
e-mail: dkrupins@central.unicor.gov 

http://us.mc384.mail.yahoo.comlmc/showMessage?sMid=0&filterBy=&midIndex=O&mid=... 7/6/2009 



From: 
To: 
Date: 
Subject: 

Matthew R. Korbelak 
Clements, John 
10/12/20068:08:34 AM 
Mold Notes 

I've reviewed the memo from Tucson and the report on the mold sampling/assessment you sent in 
your email. rve also spoken with a facilities staff member from Tucson and tried to contact 
AES, Inc. 

I believe the air conditioning units, trailer coristructionlinsulation~ and leaks have provided 
conditions where moisture condenses around the trailers and promotes mold growth. The 
remediation recommendations of cleanup and leak repair may not solve the whole problem -
mold growth could reoccur. HVAC timers may be necessary to allow building surfaces to dry 
out. Depending on the mold contamination within the walls. re-insulation may be needed and 
could also be good in preventing mold growth reoccurance. 

It would be very helpful to see photographs of the mold in the trailers as well as to speak with the 
Environmental Technician that did the sampling. 

It may be more cost effective to replace the trailers than to remediate them. 



Environmental: 

Servic es: 

MonitorinG 

Archaeology 

Hydrugeology 

Decontaminal ion 

Leaking UST 

L8(]() 

en) if DC 1 or: 

Tucson 

7012E.3idSt. 

Tvcson, A.l 85710 

Tel: (520) 575-71 

November 6, 2006 

Mr. Leroy Smith 
Federal Bureau of Prisons. Fel Tucson 
8901 S. Wilmot Rd. 
Tucson. AZ 85706 

Re: Equipment Clean up Report 

Dear Mr. Smith: 

Main Office 

325 

'empe, A1 85282 

~el: (480) 839·7000 

Mailing Address 

?O cox 2a085 

iempe, AZ 85285 

Per your request on October 31, 2006 Applied EnviroSolutions. Inc. (AES) provided a 
mold consulting and a cleaning crew to the Federal Correctional Institute (Fel) facility 
located at 8901 S. Wilmot Rd. Tucson~ AZ. The purpose of this project was to conduct 
cleaning and disinfection of the office equipment in the East Trailer, West Trailer, Dental 
Exam Room, Medical Records Room, and Mr. Paul Madrid's Office. All of the 
equipment in the above areas were cleaned and disinfected per industry standards and 
then removed outside. 

AES crew completed all the work per our October 23 rd contract except the areas that were 
not accessible during the cleaning days. These areas were the following: 

r 480) 8?O-5(I]O 

1. The Arts & Crafts Room in the East Trailer contained personal effects of both 
the Fel staff and Prisoners. Per OUf agreement, these equipment were disinfected 
however. it waf) not removed from the room. 

2. Items that were mounted to walls or noors were not removed. They were: 

a. A wall-mounted cabinet in the Band Room 

h. Tool Rack in the Arts and Crafts Room closet 

c. Shelving in the Exercise Room closet 

d. Bookshelves in the Psychology Office closet. 

3. The Dental Exam Room had a few equipment that required to be disassembled. 
Per your suggestion. the equipment were disinfected but not removed from the 
room. 

';VW'N,oeSGz.com Cld:nin;~roesOZ.C(JtT' 



Page2 
Letter to Mr. Smith 
November 6, 2006 

Also. Psychology Rooms A, B, and C contained large amounts of printed materials. The 
materials were treated with a fungicide and removed from the offices. One set of 
bookshelves were tixed to the wall in the storage room and were not removed. The 
television in room A was disinfected but was not removed as it was tlxed to the wall. 

However. there were three closets that were not previously inspected by AES and we had 
to provide extra services. These areas included the storage closets in the Exercise Room, 
in the Arts and Crafts Room, and in the Psychology Room A. These closets contained 
large amounts of supplies and printed materials. Per our discussion with your staff. we 
agreed to utilize an airborne fungicide. The areas were professionally disinfected. 

Should you have any questions regarding this repoI4 please do not hesitate to contact me 
or Mr. Martin Godusi at 520-575-7100 or at 480-839-7000. Thank you. 

~~)!)LI 

"
-

Robert House, Jr. / 
Environmental Sam ling Specialist 
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September 27. 2006 

Mr. Leroy Smith 
Bureau of Prisons, FCl Tucson 
8901 S. Wilmot Rd. 
Tucso~ AZ 85706 

Re: Mold Survey and Sampling 

Dear Mr. Leroy Smith, 

Main Office 

325 E. Southern Ave., IllS 

T-ernpe, AZ SS:282 

leI: (..460) 839-7000 

Tucson Office 

7012 E. 3fd St. 

Tucson, Al 65710 

Teol: (5201 575-7100 

Per your request, on September 27.2006 Applied EnviroSolutions Inc. (AES) 
staff conducted limited, mold sampling'at the Bureau ofPrisoos facility located 
at the 8901 S. Wilmot Road in Tucso~ AZ. AES staff took twenty-eight total 
samples including seventeen bulk samples and eleven air cassette samples from 
.the areas requested~ Please see attached floor plan for location of samples taken. 
The purpose of this sampling was to identify mold in the specified locations of 
the prison. Below are results of the visual inspections and laboratory analysis of 
the samples. 

I. Visual Iaspeetions 

On September 27, 2006 ABS statI:conducted a visual survey and sampling of 
the above structures. The Annex Building consists of East Trailer and West 
Trailer. The East Trailer currently used as the Band, Ex.ercise, and Arts and 
Crafts rooms, and an. Office. The rooms had a detectable musty odor. The Band. 
Exercise and Arts & Crafts rooms had noticeable decay or rot of the paneling 
and inner wall st:ruetmes, below and near the windows in their east and west 
walls. FCI personnel stated that the musty odor and black mold growth had been 
present on the east wall between the windows of the exercise room for some 
time. The floor within the latrine located in the Arts and Crafts room bad 
noticeable rot around-the toilet to the extent that the toilet was no longer stable. 
The floor in front of the entry inside the Arts & Crafts room also has noticeable 
rot. Please see figures 1 & 2 for your reference. It seems that stonn water 
soaked in through the roof and windows allo\\ring moisture to become trapped 
within the walls and floors of the building. 

fox (480) 820·5030 W\N'VV .oe$oz.c~m odmin~oesoz,com " Toll Free (SCO) 478-7611 



FROM :Applied EnviroSolutl~'S, Inc. FAX NO. :480 820 5030 Oct. 05 2006 07:26PM P3 

The West Annex Building contains the Officers Station, Lieutenants Station-and the 
Psychology offices were in significantly better condition. However, stains were found 
around the windows of offices. Only bulk samples were taken from each location. 
Additionally:> one sample was collected from the cabinets located in the lieutenant's 
office: In the-psychology office stain was fOWld and sampled front around the windows. 
No bulk samples were collected fronl the inner office or the carpet in the Psychology 
office. 

Additional samples were taken from the Medical Records Office ceiling~ Dental Office 
ceiling~ and the showers located in Palo Verde and Mesquite Housing Units and finally 
Mr. Paul Madrid's office ceiling. The Fer staff member that provided access to this 
office stated that "'the ceiling is always wet" as is the floor directly beneath this 
location. Other locations were visually inspected within the reception building; 
however, no further suspect material was found. 

During the visual inspectio~ the inspector observed the following issues: 

1 Floor buckling (rotten wood) in the East Trailer and Psychology office 
2 Wet carpeting and ceiling tiles in the' Psychology office, Medical Records 

Office, Dental Office and the Office of Mr. Paul Madrid. 
3 Musty odor in the East Trailer 
4 Portion of rotten paneling exposed with mold in the Exercise Room. 
S Ceiling tile stains in Medical, Dental and Paul Madrid's Offices 
6 Discolotedpainted & textured surfaces throughout West Trailer. 

II. Sample Analysis 

One Air Cassette sample was taken from ambient air outside of East Trailer for 
comparison and ten others were taken from inside the rooms. Please see attached floor 
plan for your sample locations. Bulk samples were also collected from floor, paneling, 
dry wail, floor tiles, grout and ceiling tiles. The samples collected from the buildings 
were transported to Fiberquant Analytical Services. a certified laboratory, for further 
analysis. 

The analytical.results showed that levels of Aspergillus I Penicilliunl" was higher in 
most indoor samples compared to the ambient air. The following types of spores had 
bigher indoor levels than were present in the ambient air: Aspergillus I Penicillium 
Ascospore, Trichodennat Paecilomyces~ and Torula. Please see the attached Table 1 for 
the analytical results of each sample. A few of the wall check samples (FCI-06"()7~ 09~ 
10 and 14) were not analyzed because accurate counts of mold spores could not be 
determined due to heavy loading from inside the walL However these samples showed 
a large amount of various nlold types on thenl. Tables 1 & 2 show the results of the air 
and bulk samples analysis. Our color definition of Blue means moldis more than the 

2 
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ambient ail' but less than twice the ambient air value,. moderate (yellow) means 
. anything more than twice as much as the ambient air sample e~g. (FCI-06-03), 
Significant (Red) is for mold when it is ten times as much as the ambient air sample. 

Important air samples were: 

FCI-06-01 was taken inside the Band room. Analysis found a moderate amoWlt 
of AspergiHuslPenicilliwn. 

FCI .. 06-01 was a wall check taken from within the West wall of the Band 
Room. Analysis found a significant amount AspergillusIPenicilliunl. 

FCJ-06-03 was taken from the outside and is the reference air sample by which 
the remainders of the air samples are compared with. 

FCI-06-04 was . taken from within the East wall of the Band Room. Analysis 
found a significant amount of AspergillusIPenicillium. 

FCI-f)6...12 was taken from within the Arts & Crafts Room. Analysis found a 
moderate amount of Basidiospores. 

FCI-06-18 was taken from the Office adjoining the Arts & Crafts Room. 
Analysis found a moderate amount of AspergillusIPenicillium. 

FCI-06-19 was taken from within the West WaIl in Office adjoining the Arts & 
Crafts Room~ Analysis found a significant amount of AspergilluslPenicilliwn. 

The collected bulk samples also contained various fonns of mold. The types of mold 
with a significant presence in the samples are Bipolaris I Drechslera, Stachybotrys I 
Memnoniella and Alternaria which are-known human pathogens. Other species of mold 
were identified in the bulk samples please reter to table 2 for the analytical results of 
the bulk samples. 

FCI-06-OS was collected from Band Room West Wall. Analysis fOlU1d a 
significant amount of Torula mold spores. 

FCI-06-06 was collected from Exercise Room East Wall. Analysis tound a 
moderate amount of Ulocladium mold spores. 

FCI-86-08 was collected from Exercise Room flooring. Analysis fOWld a Trace 
amount of Bipolarisl Drechslera mold spores. 

FC)-06-11 was collected from Exercise Room NW comer flooring. Analysis 
found no mold spores. 

3 
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FCI-(}()-13· was collected from Arts & Crafts Room flooring. Analysis fOWld a 
small runount of Mycelial Fragments. 

FCI-06-1S was collected from Arts &, Crafts Room, West Window. Analysis 
found no UloId spores. 

FCI-06-16 was collected from Arts & Craft Room ceiling S. WalL Analysis 
tound a Trace amount of Bipolaris/ Drechslera mold spores. 

~"CI-06 ... 17 was collected fronlthe Bathroom flooring in the Arts & Crafts 
Room. Analysis found a small amount of miscellaneous mold spores. 

FCI...()6.20 was collected from the officers station East Window. Analysis found 
no mold spores. 

FCI-06-21 was collected from the lieutenant's station East Window. Analysis 
found a significant amoWlt of Stachybotrys mold spores 

FCI-86-22 was collected from the lieutenant's station cabinet door. Analysis 
found a significant amount AspergillusIPenicillium. 

FCI-Q6-23 was collected from the Psychology Main Room .East Window. 
Analysis found a significant amount of Stachybottys mold spores 

FCI.o6w14 was collected from. the Medical Records Room ceiling. Analysis 
found a significant amount of BipolarislDrechslera spores. 

FCI-06-15 was collected frODl the Dental Office Ceiling. Analysis found no 
mold spores. 

FCI-06-16 was collected from the showers Palo Verde Housing Unit. Analysis 
found no mold spores. 

FCI-06-27 was colleeted from the showers Mesquite Housing Unit. Analysis 
fOlIDd no mold spores. 

FCI-06-28 was collected. from the Office of Mr. Paul Madrid. Analysis found 
small amounts of Alternaria and Ulocladium mold spores and Mycelial 
Fragments. 

ill. Mold Characteristics 

4 
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10 general. exposures to molds can cause allergic reactions~ infections and even toxic 
(poisonous) effects depending on pre-existing health SiruatiODSJ length of exposure and 
amount of molds in the environment. Species such as Cladosporiwn and Alternaria are 
common outdoor molds that can induce allergies and asthma; however, most people are 
not particularly affected. 

Species such as Aspergillus" Penicillium and BipolarislDreschlera are capable of 
producing nlycotoxins, which can cause a variety of health effects to human such as 
Type I allergies (hay fever, asthma) and Type III Hypersensitivity Pneumonitis. Please 
check US EPA websites (http://www.epagov/rnoldl and 
http://\V\\'W.epa.gov/iag/molds) tor more infonnation about characteristics of molds. 

IV. ConelusioDs and Recommendations 

AES staff collected eleven Air Cassette samples and seventeen bulk samples in the 
buildings as shown on the attached maps. The worst area of the mold seems to be the 
East Trailer in the Annex Buildings. TIle main problem appears to be the East and West 
walls of the Trailer. Moistw'e for the mold has penetrated the roof and windows, by the 
rain and remained trapped within the walls of the Trailer. This moisture within the 
walls of the structure allowed mold to grow over time. 

The West trailer in the Annex Buildings appeared to be wlnemble around the windows 
to rain water leakage. 

The laboratory results and visual inspection of the buildings showed evidence of mold 
growth inside therefore, AES recommends the following measures: 

1. The· East Trailer, in the Armex Building, showed dangerous molds in 
significant quantities. These molds were due to water leaks from the windows 
and the roof in all rooms. Physical damage to the trailer walls and floor seem 
significant and need to be repaired in order to stop further water leaks and future 
mold growth. However, if the cost of all these repairs for this old trailer is too 
high, then FeI may save money by demolishing the trailer. AES recommends 
that all items in the rooms in this Trailer be professionally cleaned (remediated) 
before tbey are relocated to a new location. 

2. Bulk samples from the west Trdiler showed Stachybotrys in significant 
amounts. The samples were from the Psychology Office and Middle Office 
collected from the window sills. It appears that these mold growth was caused 
by leaks from the windows. AES recommends repairing the leaks and 
professionally cleaning the affected areas. 

5 



FROM :Applied EnviroSolutionS. Inc. FAX NO. :480 820 5030 Oct. 05 2006 07: 29PM P7 

Another bulk. sample was taken from inside the cabinet door in the Lt" s Office. 
There were Cladosporium type spores that can cause allergies and intensify 
asthma. This cabinet door is adjacent to the HV AC return vent and we are 
suspecting that the mold growth may have been caused by condensation from 
the vent. AES recommends cleaning the cabinet and air duct by a protessional 
contractor. 

3. Regarding the Medical Records Room, AES staff discovered 
BipolarisJDrechslera mold spores from the bulk sample taken from the ceiling 
tile. This mold type is an allergenic and may cause hay fever and astluna. AES 
recommends repairing the leaks from the roof and cleaning the affected areas in 
the crawl space above the ceiling. 

4. Mr. Paul Madrid's Office had leaks from above the ceiling tile at the center 
of his office. lbis leak from the roof had caused some mold growth (Samp)e 
FCI-06-28). AES recommends repairing the leak on the ceiling then crawl space 
above the ceiling be professionally cleaned. 

5. AES reconunends, additional bulk sampling of the rooms with leaks, air 
sampling of the rooms in the West Trailer, the Medical Records Rooms and Mr. 
Madrid~s Office. In order to save money, FeI may :first repair the above leaks, 
clean the molds and then request for the sampling. 

6. Request a professional contractor to conduct post-abatement sampling to 
provide status of mold abatement effectiveness. 

Please note that the growth rate of mold is a function of time, temperature and nloisture. 
Therefore,. the amount of molds can increase, unless it is ceased immediately by proper 
abatement procedures. AES is a qualified professional contractor to conduct mold 
related services including abatement-. If you have any questions regarding this repo~ 
please do not hesitate to contact AES at (480) 839-7000. 

Thank you. 

s~~ 
RobertD. ~:~;r.·r 
Environmental Technician 
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SamplIng Map for Annex (East and West Trailer Units) 
...-___ --.------ c .. ·_ 
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FROM :Rpplied EnviroSolutions, Inc. 

Table 1 

AIR SAMPLES 
TABLE 1 

Sample NllDIber FCI..()6"()3 
AU" 

(Type) Cassette 

Outdoor 
Saolple Location Ambient AIr" 

sample 

Type of Spores (Countslm 3) 

AJtemaria 13 
Arthrinium 
A$cospores 140 
Aspergillus I Penicillium 71 
Basidiospores 1600 
Sipolarts I Orechslera 67 
Cadosporium-
Botrytls 
Chaetomium 27 
Cladosporium 1100 
Cercospora 
Curvularia 27 
I~icoccum 
Fusarium 
Memnoniella 
Nigrospora 
Oidium I Peronospora 
Paecilomyces 110 
Pithomyces 
Trichoderma 
SmutsIMyxomycetes 53 
Stach.L ... Memnoniella 
S -nia 
Stemphylium 
Tetraptoa 
Torula 
Ulocladium 
Miscellaneous 
Mycelial Fragments 
Undassifted Conidia 

Note for Air-Cassette Samples: 
Red and Bold: Signif'lCailtly High 
YeUow and Bold: Moderate 

WC = Wall Check 

FAX NO. : 480 820 5030 Oct. 05 2006 07:29PM P9 

FCI-06· FCI..()6.. FCI-06· Fel-OS-
FCI-06-02 FCI-06"() 1 04 12 18 19 

Air Air AIr A1T Air Air 
Cassette Cassette Cassette Cassette Cassette Casserw 

WCBaadRm laduorBand we East Atts&Crafts 
Me A&C Office 

Weslwall Room wall Rm 
Room we West 

Adj.Offk:e Wall 

i (Countsim3) (Countslm1
) . (CounlSlm~~ I (Cowu:sInll (Cowrtslml ) (C()untslm~) CountsfmJ) 

210 
1,800 140 2400 190 1400 

360 1200 190 360 280 
13 13 13 

13 13 
480 240 71 

2., 13 

290 DO S(}O 

11000 
40 27 40 27 27 
13 13 

,-

40 

13 27 360 S800 



FROM :Applied EnviroSoluttonSt Inc. FAX NO. :480 820 5030 Oct. 05 2006 07:30PM P10 

Table 2 

BULK SAMPLES 
TABLE 1 

Sample Number FCI~-05 FCI-OG-06 FCI-06-08 FCI-06-11 FCI-06-13 FCI..Q6·15 
Bulk Bulk Bulk Bulk Bulk Bulk 

(Type) Sample Sample Sample Sample sample Sample 

Band 
Exercise Exercise NW 

Arts&Craft Art&Craft 
Sample Location Room Room- Room Corner Room West 

East Wall Flooring Bulk WestWalJ 
Paneling WestW Flooring 

Flooring window 

Tvpe of SOQres 1000/0 1000/0 Trace 00/0 5% 0% 
Alternaria 
Arthrinium 
Ascospores 
Aspergillus I Penicillium 
Basfdiospores 
Bipolaris I Drechslera 100 
CadOSPOrium 
Botrytis 
Chaetomium 
Cladosporium 
Cercospora 
Curvuiaria 
Epicoccum 
Fusarium 
Memnoniella 
Nigrospora 
Oidium I Peronospara 
PaeciJomyces 
Pithomyces 
Rusts 
Smuts I Myxomycetes 
stachyUuu Y'" I Memnonielfa 
Spegazzinia 
Stemphylium 
Tetraploa 
Torula 98 
Ulociadium tOO 
Miscellaneous 2 

Mycelial Fragments 100 
Unclassified Conidia 



FROM :Applied EnviroSolutions, Inc. FRX NO. :4808205030 Oct. £15 2006 07: 30PM Pi1 

Table 2 

BULK SAMPLES 
TABLEt 

Sample Number FCI-06-16 FCI"()&'17 FCI-06~20 FCI:.06-21 FCI:..06,22 FCI...06-Z3 
Bulk Bulk Bulk Bulk Bulk Bulk 

(Tvpe) Sample Sample SampJe Sample Sample Sample 

Arts&Craft Flooring 
Officer's 

Lfs Office U's Room Pysch 

Sample Locatioa Ceiling S. From 
Station East Cabinet 

Main 
East RoomE. Wall Latrine 

Window 
Window Door 

Window 
Type or Spores Trnce 10% 0% 6004> lOOOA 600;0 
Altemaria trace 
Arthrinium 
Asco~~res 
Aspergillus I PeniCillium 
Basidiospores 
Bipofaris I Drechslera 
Cadosporium 
iBotrytis 
Chaetomium 
Cladosporium 100 
Cercospora 
CUfVularia 
·Epicoceum 
Fusarium 
Memnoniella 
Nigrospora 
Oidium I Peronospora 
PaeciJomyces 
Pithomyces 
Rusts 
Smuts I Myxomycetes 
Stachybotrysl MemnonieBa 100 100 
Spegazzinia 
Stemphylium 
Tetraploa 
Torula 
Ulodadium 
Miscellaneous 100 100 
Mycelial Fragments 
Unclassified COnidia 
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Table 2 

BULK SAMPLES 
TABLEt 

Sample Number FCI-06-24 FCI"()6-25 FCI-06-26 FCI..()6-27 FCI-06-28 
Bulk BuJk Bulk Bulk Bulk: 

(Type) . Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample 
Medical 

Dental Showers-
Showers-

Paul 
Sample Locaooo Records Palo Madrid 

Room Ceiling 
Verde 

Mesquite 
Office 

Tvpe of Suores Trace 00/0 00/0 0% % % 
Alternaria 25 
Arthrinium 
Ascospores 
A~nbrnillus I Penicillium 
BasidiosPOres 
BipofariS-' OrechsJera 100 
Cadosporium 
!Botrvtis 
Chaetomfum 
C urn 

Curvutaria 
Epieoccum 
Fusarium 
Memrioniella 
tf ra 
Oidium I PeronosOora 
PaeciJomyces 
Pithomyces 
Rusts 
Smuts I Myxomycetes 
Stachvbotrys I Memnonietla 
S 

.. 
nts 

Slemphyfium 
Tetraploa 
Torula 
Uiocladium 40 
Miscellaneous 3S 
Mycelial FraQments 
UncJassifiedConidia 



Leroy Smit~ - Re: Mold CI~~f'l:~p~ 

From: 
To: 
Date: 
Subject: 

Thanks Leroy. 

John Byler 
Smith, Leroy 
1/30/2007 3:18:28 PM 
Re: Mold Clean-Up 

»> Leroy Smith 1/30/2007 3: 12 PM »> 
John, 

I agree that if the roofs are not completely repaired to prevent the leaks. we will have the same problem in 
the future. We also need to look at the immediate health concerns as well. I think this needs to be 
discussed with everyone of concern and a decision made jointly. 

Thanks. 

»> John Byler 1/30/2007 10:55 AM »> 
To All Concerned, 

Recently we received a Request for Purchase (PR) and Statement of Work from Safety to clean up the 
mold in the Business Office. FC! Medical, and Cholla Unit. 

The estimate given to us on the PR is $7.200. After speaking with one of the vendors, it appears this 
estimate is on the low side . 

. ft.. Here is my concern... with the snow last week, the roof in the Business Office is still leaking. I confirmed 
1\ the roof in Medical is also still leaking. With the rain we received today and are forecast to receive 

tomorrow, I'm sure these roofs will leak again. Are we sure we want to spend a minimum of $7.200 to 
clean up mold that will soon reappear? The vendor expressed the same concern. In my humble opinion, 
this seems like a waste of money. 

If you still want the mold cleaned up without repairing the roofs. we will continue to process the Request 
for Purchase. I am not trying to make things difficult. I just want to make sure everyone has all the facts 
before this decision is made. 

Please let me know how you want me to proceed. 

Thank you 
John 

---
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Asset Recognition Form 
(Notification of Asset Put ia Use I SubstantiaUy Completed) 

Institution: FCC Tucson 

Project: 6GE Replace Roofing Surface ~ Medical 
(Number) (Name) 

Property Description: Remove and Replace Roofing Surface - Medical 
(Irlmprovement, indudeSRPMS Rerenmce) 

Type of Property 

Building 

X Building Improvement 

Other Structure 

Oth Structure Improvement 

Major Equipment 

Leasehold Improvement 

Date Real Property Put In Use I Substantially Completed: Feb 15,2008 

Estimated Capitalized Value: $93,896.57 

If an Improvement to existing property: 

SRPMS Reference 

Did Improvement Increase the Useful Life of Original Property? vesc:f!!'J 
If Yes. estimated # of years: 

If No, will Improvement's Useful Life correspond with the Original Property's Life? @ No 

lfNo, estimated Useful Life ofImprovcment? N/A years 

If ut ao Improvement to existing property: 

Square Footage: Nt A 

Submitted by: Date: 

To be completed by the Financial Management Office JV #: 
~--------------

Date: 

----------------
I) Amount Previously Recognized: 0.00 

2) Amount Recognized for the above listed Property 93.896.57 

3) Total Amount Recognized to Date: 93.896.57 ( 1 +2) 

Entries to Transfer & Recognize the amount of Capitalized Real PrQperty (line 4) 

TC S020 Fund: 2Q 

TC SOlS Fund: 02 

Approved by: 

Suffix: 11 ActClass: RCN: NA 
-----------------

Suffix: !! ActClass: RCN: NA 

~.Administrator Date: 

93,896.57 

93.896.57 



Asset Recognition Form 
(Notification of Asset I>ut in Usc I Substuntiall)' Completed) 

Institution: FCC Tucson 

Projc'l'I : 6U}: .,'-lJ ......... Roof TVledical / Administration 

Properiy D-:Sl...TjPli~}JL i5uilding;\ - Administration 

Type of Propl'rf:\' 

BIJilrilll!, Olh;;'!' Structure 

13uildlllg Improvemcnt (Hil StrU(lUr:..: ImpnHcmclli I.ca.,('bold I mprovell1ent 

-;:(!- I)~th~ nt~'11 I)roperty Put In Usc / Substantially Completed: .'t:.'f-_J_a_ll_I_2 __ ,_2_0_0_9 __ 

Estimated C;lpitalizcd Value: $177,e7 1.14- ~ 3 I? 4'. S '7 
(5ii!) J 

If an Improvement to existing property: 

SRPMS Rdercnn: 

Did Improvemellt Increase the Useful Life of Original Property? No 

I f Yes, estimated /I of y~ars: 

JfNo, will Improvement's Useful Life correspond with the Original Property's Life? Yes 

If No, estimated Useful Life ofJmprovcment? N & years 

If not an Improvement to existing property: 

Squ<lr~: Footal:Cc: 10,430 

Suhmillcd by: 

Tn be completed by the -Financial J\lanagcmcnt Offic(' 

1 A_l1wunt Previously Recognized: 

2) Amount Rcco~nized for the above listed Pn)pcl"t} 

'fotui Amount Recognized to Dale: 

Date: 

.IV;t; 

S~U.174.57 ...,/' 

(I i 2) 

Fnlries to Transtcr & Recognize the amount (lj' Capitalized Real Property (line ... ) 

TC 5112U Fund: .6'1 Sullix: n 
rc 5015 hmd: 02 Ac!Cla~s: RCN: NA 

Approved by: 
. 6~."""oll'" Date: 

OI,'I'2i2008 

s.~, 17,1.57 

::;3.1 (.I_57 



Environmental: 

Ser\/ic E~S: 

Testing 

!vlonitoring 

rlydloqeo!ogy 

Decontominotion 

Leo!dng UST 

Ris~~ JI..ssessmenl 

T:Gin;ng 

'so 14000 SUPPCT 

!.J;old 

C()ntractor: 

1 SD~68 

Mailing Address 

PC) Box 28085 

Tempe. A.Z 8528.5 

October 23,2006 

Mr. Leroy Smith 
En vironmental and Safety Manager 
Bureau of Prisons, Fe} 'fucson 
8901 S. Wilmot Road 
Tucson~ AZ 85706 

Rc: Second Mold Survey and Sampling 

Dear Mr. Leroy Smith. 

Main Office 

325 E. Southern Iwe .. :# 115 

'! ernpe. Al 85282 

Tel: (480) 839-700C 

Tucson Office 

701 E. 3rd S1. 

Tucson. AZ 8571 C 

(520) 575-71 

Per your request, on October 13,2006 Applied EnviroSoiutions Inc. (AES)staff 
conducted limited mold sampling at the Bureau of Prisons Facility located at the 
8901 S. Wilmot Road in Tucson, AZ. AES staff collected a total of thirty 
samples including seventeen bulk samples and thirteen air cassette samples 
from the areas requested. Please see attached floor plan for location of samples 
taken~ The purpose of this sampling was to identifY mold in the specified 
locations of the prison. Below are results of the visual inspections and 
laboratory analysis of the samples. 

I. Visual Inspections and Sampling 

On October l3, 2006 AES staff, conducted a visual survey of the above location. 
During the visual inspection, the inspector observed the following issues: 

1. In the Psychology Offices, the Doctor's offices (shown as oflice A 
and office B) contained visible mold growth in the HVAC ducts and 
the windows. Office A, had a large (approx 4ft diameter.) weak spot 
in the floor that could be rotten. Please see attached West Trailer 
floor plan for your reference. 

2. The Psychology OUice A has several large stains in the carpet from 
the apparent roof leaks. 

3. The Medical Office entry has a strong musty smell near the patient 
waiting area. It appears that the crawl space above the drop ceiling is 
utilized as the air return for the HV AC system; therefore any nloId 

Fox i 480) 820-5030 'NNw.oesaz.con·, Toll F~ee (800) 478-76: 



outbreak iil the building could potentially spread throughout the 
building. 

4. At the time of the inspection the Business Offices were having the 
carpeting replaced so that most of the cove base (baseboard trim) 
was removed. Because of this there were three areas of visible mold 
growth exposed and identified. The offIces of the Controller and 
Financial Progralns~ and Mr. Paul Madrid~ s previous of lice. 

The West TraBer consists of the Lieutenants Offices (called Compound. 
Records Room and LieutenantsOftices) and the Psychology Oflices (three main 
offices and the two Doctor~soffices). See attached floor plan with sampling 
locations. Air cassette and bulk samples were collected from the walls and 
otlices including those not previously inspected in the Psychology Offices. 

Samples were also collected from the MedicallDental Building. Air cassettes 
were collected from the Medical Records room and the Dental Exam room. 
Additional Bulk samples were collected from the Clinical Director's Office~ the 
examination room directly across from the Director's office and the HVAC 
ducts in the hallways of the Medical/Dental Building. Although there was no 
apparent visible signs of mold growth; there was however a strong musty odor 
in the Patient Waiting Room which could indicate mold growth. 

Finall y, the Business Offices were sampled due to high mold counts previously 
sampled (see mold sampling report of 9/27/06) from Mr. Paul Madrid's office. 
Samples were collected from Ms. Avery~s Office, the Office of the Controller. 
the Financial Programs office, and the HVAC duct above the hallway. For more 
information, please see list of air and bulk samples in Table 1 and Table 2, 
respectively. 

II. Sample Analyses 

One Air Cassette sample was taken irom the ambient air outside of the West 
Trailer for comparison and twelve additional samples were collected from 
inside rooms. Please see attached West Trailer's floor plan for your sample 
locations. 

Bulk samples were also collected from floor. dry wall. and the BY AC ducts. 
Please see attached tloor plan for your reference. 

The samples collected from the structures were transported to Fiberquant 
Analytical Services, a certified laboratory~ for further analysis. 
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The follow-ing types of spores had higher indoor levels than in the ambient air: 
Aspergillus I Penicillium, Smuts/Myxomycetes, and Torula. Please seethe 
attached Table 1 for the analytical results of each sample. A few of the samples 
(FCI-06-02-9 & 26) were no detect tor any of the comnlon forms of nloid. 

Our color detinition of blue (for moderate) means mold is about twice the value 
of ambient air. Red color (for signifIcant) means amount of mold is about ten 
times as much as the ambient air sample. 

Important air samples were: 

FCI-06-02-1 was taken from the outside and is the reference air sample 
by which the remainders of the air samples are compared with . 

. FCI-06-02-13 was collected from inside air in the Doctor's office B. 
Analysis found a moderate amount of Aspergillus/Penicillium. 

FCI-06-02-14 was collected from a wall check in the Doctor's oUke B. 
Analysis found a significant amount Aspergillus/Penicillium. 

The collected bulk samples also contained various forms of mold. The types of 
mold with a significant presence in the samples are Bipolaris / Drechslera, 
Stachybotrys / Memnoniella and Alternaria which are known human pathogens. 
When Alternaria and Cladosporium are present together they are a significant 
allergen. Other species of mold were identified in the bulk samples. Please refer 
to Table 2. for the location and analytical results of the bulk samples. 

FCI-06-02-5 was collected from the Lieutenants Office in side HVAC 
duct. Analysis found a moderate amount of Cladosporium and Alternaria 
mold spores. 

FCI-06-02-20 was collected from the HVAC in the Medical Records 
Office. Analysis found a moderate amount of Alternaria and 
Aspergillus/Penicillium mold spores. 

FCI-06-02-23 was collected from the HV AC in the Dental Hallway. 
Analysis found a significant amount of Alternaria mold spores. 

FCI-06-02-24 was collected from the HV AC of the Clinic Director 
Oft ice. Analysis found significant Aspergillus/Penicillium mold spores. 

FCI-06-02;.27 was collected from the HVAC in the Business Ofiices. 
Analysis found a moderate amount of Aspergillus/Penicillium and 
Chaetomium Inoid spores. 
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FCI-06-02-29 was collected from the base board of the Controller~s 
Office north wall, West Window. Analysis found significant 
Stachybotrys mold spores. 

FCI-06-02-30 was collected from Financial Programs Office. South 
Wall. Analysis found moderate amounts of Aspergillus/Penicillium. 
Stachybotrys. Alternaria and Ulocladium mold spores. 

III. Mold Characteristics 

In generaL exposures to molds can cause allergic reactions. infections and even 
toxic (poisonous) eilecls depending on pre-existing health situations, length of 
exposure and amount of molds in the environment. Species such as 
Cladosporium and Alternaria are common outdoor molds that can induce 
allergies and asthrna~ however, most people are not particularly affected. 

Species such as Aspergillus, Penicillium and Bipolaris/Dreschlera are capable 
of producing mycotoxins, which can cause a variety of health effects to human 
such as Type I allergies (hay fever, asthma) and Type III Hypersensitivity 
Pneumonitis. Please check US EPA websites (hnp:l!\\Iww.epa.gov!moldl and 
http://wvvw.epa.govliaq/molds) for more information about characteristics of 
molds. 

IV. Conclusions and Recommendations 

AES staff collected thirteen Air Cassette samples and seventeen bulk samples in 
the buildings as shown on the attached maps. 

Samples were collected throughout the west trailer including the two doctor~s 
offices at the north end of the psychology unit which were previously not 
inspected. Bulk sampling particularly from the HV AC ducts shows active 
growth of mold spores. This is important because HV AC system can spread the 
spores throughout the trailer. 

The Medical and Dental Building were also inspected and the Bulk samples 
collected showed active growth in several areas of the HVAC ducts. 

The Business Offices were inspected again and due to the renovation occurring 
on the day of sampling obvious mold growth was uncovered behind the cove 
base (trim) in several offices. 

Based on the laboratory results and visual inspection of the buildings, There 
were evidence of mold growth inside areas. Therefore. AES reconlmends the 
following measures to be considered: 
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1. Bulk samples from the West Trailer showed active mold spores. The 
samples were collected from the Lieutenant's Office and the Doctor's Otlices 
[rmn the HVAC. Analysis of the air samples collected from the Doctor's 
Offices showed significant levels of Aspergillus/Penicillium mold spores. 
Therefore~ AES recommends cleaning the oilkes and the HV AC ducting by a 
professional contractor. 

2. Regarding the Medical Records room in the Medical/Dental Building. AES 
staff discovered significant mold growth in the HV AC duct specifically 
Alternaria and Aspergillus/Penicillium types of molds. Both of these mold types 
are an allergenic and may cause hay fever and asthma. There is a strong musty 
odor in the waiting room near the Medical Records romn that crawl space 
should be further investigated. AES recomlncnds repairing any leaks from the 
foof. inspecting and cleaning the affected areas in the crawl space above the 
ceiling in this building. 

3. Mr. Madrid"s otlice in the Business 0t11ces building had leaks. This was 
probably started from above the ceiling tile and showed on the floor at the 
center. This leak that may originally started from the roof had caused some 
mold growth. AES recommends first repairing the leak(s), second inspecting the 
crawl space above the ceiling, and third cleaning all the mold professionally. 

Additionally at the Business Oftice building, controllers and Financial Programs 
otlices had Stachybotrys and Aspergil1us/Penicillium types of molds. These 
mo1ds were caused trom leaks due to the nearby windows. AES recommends 
repairing the leaks and having the entire office area professionally cleaned. 

4. AES recommends further investigation to detennine the source of the mold 
growth in the Medical/Dental building. In order to save money, FCI may tirst 
repair the above leaks, clean the molds and then request final air sampling. 

5. Request a professional contractor to conduct post repair/abatement sampling 
to provide status of mold abatement effectiveness. 

Please note that the growth rate of mold is a function of time. temperature and 
nl0isture. Therefore. the amount of molds can increase. unless it is ceased 
immediately by proper abatement procedures. AES is a qualified professional 
contrdctor to conduct mold related services including abatement. If you have 
any questions regarding this report. please do not hesitate to contact AES at 
(480) 839-7000. Thank you. 

Sincerely . 
.. ~'J~ /~h! 
~Qli...4i 

Robert D. House Jr.if 
Environmental Sampling Specialist 
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Table 1 

AIR SAMPLES 
FCI-06- FCI-06- FCI-06-02- FCI-06- FCI-OS-

Sample Number 02-1 02-2 3 02-4 02--6 
Air Air Air Air Air 

(Type,; Cassette Cassette Cassette Cassette Cassette 

Wall 
Outdoor 

Air Casselte. Wall Check. Check,S.W Compound 
Sample Location Ambient Air 

U's Office U's Office indow U's Officer's Air 
Sample 

Office 

Tvpe of Spores (Counts/m JI (Counts/m3
) (Counts/m3j 

(Countsim3
) (Countslm3

) 

Alternaria 
Arthrinium 
IAscospores 
Aspergillus / Penicillium 
Basidiospores 
Bipolarisl Drechsiera 1 1 
Cadosporium 
Botrytis 
Chaetomium 
Cladosporium 18 7 
Cercospora 
Curvularia 
Epicoccum 
Fusarium 
Memnoniella 
Nigrospora 
Oidium / Peronospora 
Paecilomyces 
Pithomyces 
Trichoderma 
Smuts/Myxomycetes I 2 1 2 
Stachybotrys/Memnoniella 
Spegazzinia 
Stemphylium 
Tetraploa 
Torula 1 
Ulocladium 
Miscellaneous I 
Mycelial Fragments I 3 8 4 2 
Unclassified Conidia 

Note for Air-Cassette Samples: 
Red and Bold means indoor spore count is greater than ambient air spore count 
Blue and Bald indoor spore count is greater than half of the ambient air spore count. 
but less than and equal to ambient air spore count 
.. I ndactes samples that were not analyzed due to excessive debris 

Page 1 of 3 

FCI-OS- FCI-OS-
02-7 02-8 
Air Air 

Cassette Cassette 
Wafl 

Check Air 

Window, Casseue. 
Psycholog Psych Office 

y 

(Countslm3
) (Counts/m3i 

1 
9 



Table 1 

AIR SAMPLES 
TABLEl 

FCI-06- FCI-06- FCI-06-02- FCI-06- FCI-06- FCI-06-
Sample Number 02-9 02-11 12 02-13 02-14 02-19 

Air Air Air . Air Air 
Air 

(Type) 
Cassette Cassette Cassette Cassette Cassette 

Cassett 
e 

Psych 
Psych Psych Psych Psych Air 

Sample Location we Office A Office A Office B Office B Medical 
Air WC Air WC Records 

Type of Spoa'es (Counts/m3 (Counts/m3 (Counts/mJ
) Counls/m- Counts/m- Counts/m 

~Iternaria 
~rthrinium 
~scospores 
~spergillus I Penicillium 8 18 
Basidiospores 
Bipolaris I Drechslera 2 
Cadosporium 
Botrytis 
Chaetomium I 
Cladosporium 14 
Cercospora 
Curvularia 1 I 
Epicoccum 
Fusarium 
lMemnonielia 
Nigrospora 
Oidium / Peronospora 
Paecilomy'ces 
Pithomyces 
Rusts 
Smuts/Myxomycetes 2 
Stachybotrys/Memnoniella' 
Spegazzinia I 
Stemphylium 
Tetraploa 
Torula 
Ulocladium 
Miscellaneous 
Mycelial Fragments 

.., 
:2 6 .) 

Unclassified Conidia 

Note for Air-Cassette Samples: 
Red and Bold means indoor spore count is greater than ambient air spore count 
Blue and Bold indoor spore count is greater than half of the ambient air spore count, 
but less than and equal to ambient air spore count 
* Indactes samples that were not analyzed due to excessive debris 
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FCI-06- FCI-06-
02-21 02-25 

Air Air 
Cassette Cassette 

Dental 
Madrid 

Room Air 
Office 

Air 

Counts/m- Counts.lm' , 

1 

1 

I 
7 2 



Table 1 

AIR SAMPLES 
TABLE I 

FCI~06- FCI-06-
Sample Number 02-26 02-28 

Air Air 
(Type) Cassette Cassette 

Sample Location 
Madrid 

A very Otficc 
Office we 

Tvpe of Spores (Couillsiml) (CoUnlslm1
) 

!Alternaria 
Arthrinium 
Ascospores 
IAspergilius I Penicillium 
Basidiospores 
Bipolaris I Drechslera I 
Cadosporium 
fBotrytis 
Chaetomium 
Cladosporium 
Cercospora 
CUNularia 
Epicoccum 
Fusarium 
Memnoniella 
Nigrospora 
Oidium I Peronospora 
Paecilomyces 
Pithomyces 
Trichoderma 
Smuts/Myxomycetes 
Stachybotrvs/Memnoniella 
Spegazzinia 
Stemphylium 
Tetraploa 
Torula 
Ulocladium 
Miscellaneous 
Mycelial Fragments 
Unclassified Conidia 

Note for Air-Cassette Samples: 
Red and Bold means indoor spore count is greater than ambient air spore count 
Blue and Bold indoor spore count is greater than half of the ambient air spore count, 
but less than and equal to ambient air spore count 
* Indactes samples that were not analyzed due to excessive debris 

Page 3 of 3 



Table 2 

BULK SAMPLES 
FCI-06- FCI-06· FCI-06- FCI-06- FCI-06:- FCI-06-

Sample Number 02-05 02-10 02-15 02-16 02-17 02-18 
Bulk Bulk Bulk Bulk Bulk Bulk 

(Type) Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample 

U's Office 
Psych,N. Psych,N. Swab Swab 

Sample Location HVAC Pysch, Office Office Window HVAC 
Floor Bulk HVAC HVAC Sill,S. Return. 

Swab 
Swab Swab Office N. Office 

Type of Spores % % %l % % % 
~Iternaria 9 trace 
~rthrinium 
~scospores 99 
Aspergillus I Penicillium 
Basidiospores 1 
Bipolaris I Drechslera 1 
Cadosporium 
Botrytis 
Chaetomium 1 
Cladosporium 90 99 100 98 
Cercospora 
Curvularia 
Epicoccum 
Fusarium 
Memnoniella 
Nigrospora 
Oidium I Peronospora 
Paecilomyces 
Pithomyces 
Rusts 
Smuts I Myxomycetes 
Stachybotrys I Memnoniella 
Spegazzinia 
Stemphylium 
rretraploa 
!Torula 
Ustilago 2 
Ulocladium 
Miscellaneous 
Mycelial Fragments 
Unclassified Conidia 
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BULK SAMPlES-
FCI-OS- FCI-06- FCI-06- FCI-06- _ FCI-06- FCI-06-

Sample Number 02-20 02-22 02-23 02-24 02-27 02-29 
Bulk Bulk Bulk Bulk Bulk Bulk 

(Type) Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample 
HVAC 

HVAC HVAC 
Swab HVAC HVAC Controller 

Sample Lotation Medical 
Dental 

Hall, 
Clinic 

Business Office, 
Exam Director 

Records 
Room 

Dental 
Office 

Office Wall base 
Room 

Type of Spores % % % % % % 
~Itemaria 50 )00 tra~e 

~rthrinium 

~scospores 

Aspergillus I Penicillium SO 100 40 
Basidiospores 
Bipolaris I Drechslera 
Cadosporium 
Botrytis 
Chaetomium 60 
Cladosporium 
Cercospora 
CUfVularia 
Epicoccum 
Fusarium 
Memnoniella 
Nigrospora 
Oidium I Peronospora 
Paecilomyces 
Pithomyces 
Rusts 
Smuts I Myxomycetes 
Stachybotrys I Memnoniella 100 
Spegazzinia 
Stemphylium 
Tetraploa 
Torula 
Ustilago 
Ulocladium 
Miscellaneous 
Mycelial Fragments 
Unclassified Conidia 
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Table 2 

BULK SAMPLES 

FCI-06-
Sample Number 02-30 

Bulk Bulk Bulk Bulk Bulk 
(Type) Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample 

Financial 
Sample Location Office, 

Floor 
Type of Spores %, 

Alternaria 40 
Arthrinium 
Ascospores 
Aspergillus I Penicillium 10 
Basidiospores 
Bipolaris I Drechslera 
Cadosporium 
Botrytis 
Chaetomium 
Cladosporium 
Cercospora 
Curvularia 
Epicoccum 
Fusarium 
lMemnonielia 
Nigrospora 
Oidium I Peronospora 
Paecilomyces 
Pithomyces 
Rusts 
Smuts I Myxomycetes 
Stachybotrys I Memnoniella 10 
Spegazzinia 
Stemphylium 
[Tetraploa 
[Torula 
Ustilago 
Uloc1adium 40 
Miscellaneous 
Mycelial Fragments 
Unclassified Conidia 

Page 3 of 3 



Environmenfof: 
Monogement 

Planning 

lmpoclSlolemenf 

Vulnttrobilty 
Health & $ofe1y 

Servk-es: 
Permitting 

CompHonce 

enf~. 

Modeling 
Tf;tSting 

MonHoring 

ArchaeologIcal 

BiologiCal 

DecontaminatiOn 

1U$t AsseS'SmlOnt 
Training 

150"4000 Support 
~Air.~ 

"sbestO$ 
lead 
Motd 

Site: 

Assessment 
Testing 

Clean Up 

Licensed 
Contractor~ 

t5026S 

199996 

Mr. Paul Cobb 

Tucson 

7012 E. 3td Sf. 

Tuclon. At ·85710 
Tel: (520J 515-7100 

8901 S. Wilmot Road 
TucsOn, AZ 85706 

Re: Mold Samplina 

Main Office 

325 E. Sout .. n Ave •• '115 
lempe. Al 86282 

rei: (480J 839-1000 

MaiIlng Address 

po- &ox-,.28O&S. 

r eml>e. A.l 85285 

On June 26, 2008, Applied BnviroSoluliOJlS, Inc. (ABS) conducted sampling for 
$rhome mold spoteS &om the /tdminjstlation Baitding1lttlle1lbove refereuced 
location. Testing was conducted.as a JaJUlt of CODCCmS arising from significant 
water leaks -from the roof. This buildiDg has previously bad mold nmediadon 
~ hut seems that 1he Iealdn&I'OOt'iaI wu-uevereompletd1 tepahed. 11Je 
water subsequently permeated the roof aDd 1he ceilina tiles, which showed 
significant staining. 

Air samples were taken from above the caliDa iD the unoccupied Warden's office, 
the baduwm immediately adjacent to the Warden's otIiee, a COQfereace room 
between two otlices and above the ceil,., !uthe ............ equipMeBt 
room. A bulk sample was also taken from a water stained ceiliaa tile in the file 
room. Following indoor sampling, ID outdoor air sample was taken from the east 
side of tho struc1:t.U:e as a "refaenee" I8Dlple for COJIlPIrison.purposes. 

AuJ,tIeal ....... 

Tb&t samples· weretraosported to a certified laboratory fOr analysis, and the rcsuItioa 
lab report is attached. The report shows the comparative results for both indoor and 
outdoor molcl aamples. Please note that elevated levels of Penicillum Aspergillus 
'WeI'e tbund in 1I8Ulplenumbcr 3. w1idl was taken In tbc confercmce room betweeD 
two admirJistrative oftiees. A total 01300 spores ofPeDicW.ium AspcqiIlus fimaus 
were found in sample number 3, which translates to 1.330 spores per cubic meter of 
iadoor air. For cempaftlOD, the-oatsidartOlatspore count forPeniCilIum AspergillUs 
was 31. or 138 spores per eublc meter of air. Penioinum Asperaillus is a common 
black. mold, which grows in damp and dark areas. 

While tb.em are no state or federal numerical standalds for 1l101d in Arizona, the 
comparisons or ratios of the iDdoor air sample to the outdoor air sample are usd.Ul 
in in.terpraiDa the results. When the indoor mold counts exoeed the outdoor mold· 
eouats, it can generally be assumed that there is mold growth somewhere in the 
structure. 

"fox c..ao) 820-5030 1 WWW.CJesoz.com odmlnOoesoz.com Toll Free (800) 478-7611 



.. ' 

AES collected air cassette samples and reviewed the Iabora'to.;yaaalytical results. 'llle;resu.lts
indicate that tbele are elevated levels of mold within the structuJ:e. Elevated levels ofPeniclllmn 
Aspergillus were foUDd in sample number 3, which was taken in the conference room between 
two administrative offices. The level of mold detected in the sample is qUite hisb. and findirwthe 
source or exaet locatioDs and. dimensions ortbe atrected an:as will requb:e fiIrtber testing. 

This can be accompliabed by sampling the air within the wall cavities. HV AC system, and by 
tesdngthe·roof's interior surtaces. Because elevated mold spore levels 'Wele not detected abcwe 
the ceilinp, but were detected in the air, the HV AC system is suspect. When mold exists in 
hidden ate8B of a 1ItnlOt\JM, its growth is 01lC01.II'apd by high humidity and low or poor 
ventilation. 

However, it is highly recollllllended that the roof leaks be located and repaired prior to any 
remediatioasetivities. Failure to do so wilt tCSUItill1ileprobabte return oftbe moIcf srowth. 

The physical health effects of ex.po8\In' to mold can vary tiom person to person, depending upon 
GDe'&seasitivity ancloae' ...... atatc ofhealth. 

Mold of tis' type visibly appears as black spots. Please see W)YW.ep8.,goy/molstJ and 
www,,(lSHA mY webJitcaforfudber iJlfbnneMn ....... moki"_ itsefrects_ healt1taad 
building materials. 

If you have any questions re.aardiDJ.this nsport,.resempuD& J'CIDf'djatjon. or any other indoor air 
quality related services, please do oot hesitate to contact AES at (480) 839·7000. 

Sincerely, 

)J,p.iJ~ 
Steve Olson 



07..02 .. 2008: FCI·TUS-oa 

SPORE TRAP REPORT: NON-VLULE MEtHODOt.oG\' 

~bPaK 
IS01 West Knudsen Drive, Phoenixt A,Z &S027 

(800) 65J-4IO~ Fax (623) 780-769$ www.emJah.com 

• Altemeria • Aacoapo,... • Ba':ldiDlporee 0 Cladosporium • Other brown • PenicitUumlAspergjDu8 types m Pfthomycei 
• Sm., Pericon181 Myxomycetes 
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07-02-2008: FCI-tLJS.08 

SPORE TRAP REPORT: NON-VIABLE ME1lIODOLOGY 

DfLIIbpAk 
1501 W~ Knudsen Drive. Phoenix. At B5027 

(800)651-4802 Fax(623)18O-769S www.emlab.com 

• AscospOres • BasidiospOres II BipolarisJOreehsler. group 0 Cladosporium • Other brown • PenlcilliunVAspergillul types 
• Smull. Periconia, Myxomycete. 
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3: MoId-! (see co~rn.nt A) 

BMLab JD: 431731 ... 2 



EMLaIJP&K 
IS01 West Knudsen Drive, Pb.oeoix, AZ 85027 

(800) 651-4802 Fax (623) 780-769S www.emlab.com 
CIieD.t AppJied-BnviroSolutioDa, Ine. Date ofSamptiDg: 06 .. 27 .. 2008 
ClO: Steve Olson Date of Receipt 06-30-2008 ~ 
I.e: FCI ... WS..()8 Dateoflleport: 07.(J2 ... 2008 _ telfl'" 

3PORK TRAP RBPORT-:NON-VJABLE METIIODOLOGY ~~ 
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EMLabPAK 
.1501 W-est Kaudsea Drive:t" Phoenix, AZ ti027-

(800) 651-4802 Pax (623) 780-7695 www.emJab.com 
CliODt: Applied BuviroSolutions, .Inc. Dato of8ampHng: 06--27-2008 
ClO: Steve Olson Date ofReceipl: 06 .. ]0-2008 
,I.e: PCl .. TUS...e8 Date ofReport: 07~ .. 2008 

SPORE TRAP REPORT: NON-VIABLE METIIODOLOGY 
Locatiou: 3: 

Mold-3 
I QmtIl'tllltS (ICC below) A 
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EMLabPAK 
lS01 West Koudseo Drive, Phoenix, AZ 85027 

{iOO)-Sl~ Pu(-623)1IO-769S www.emJab.com 
Client: Applied EDviroSolut.i.tms, Inc. Date ofSampJiog: 06-27-2008 
C/O: Steve Olsoa Dato ofR.cceipt: 06-30-2008 . 
Re: FCl-TUS-08 Date ofRcport:.01~2008 
DIREct MICROSCOPIC ltXAMINATlON REPORT 
(WotMount) 

~ Miscellaneous MOLD GROWTH: ~seea Gther General 
.. Spores·P.tesent· with underlying mycelial aodIor Commenlstt Impression 

Description ... suuctureat 
Lab m.versiOl¢: 1929468·1: Bulk"'o 4: MoJd.4 

1-==1 Tile lVClYII=w 11+ A~ apecieII MiIUmal mold 
arowdl 



Leroy Smith - Mold Concerns in Fel Warden's Office area 

From: 
To: 
Date: 
Subject: 

Ellyn Wickliffe 
James Marchetti; Leroy Smith 
5/13/2008 1 :12:11 PM 
Mold Concerns in Fel Warden's Office area 

At the onset of last summer's monsoon season, the leaky roof poured rain into Warden Chavez' Fel office 
in many areas. Facflities staff patched the roof and replaced the stained ceiling tiles. 

However, since approximately last September, f have noticed a smell in that office that I liken to "fresh cut 
grass." I've complained about this more vocaUy recently since my allergies and asthma have been 
aggravated and seem worse at work than at home. My eyes sometimes burn when I enter that office. so 
for th(~ last week or so, I've kept that office door closed when no one is in there. 

f was unable to find information about it thiS smell might really be mold so I called Arizona Mold 
Detection Services (203.6616). The gentleman indicated this is a mold smell. 

I shared this information with Warden Winn and he told me to have you gentlemen check into it. Due to 
the leaky roof, I know mold was eradicated from the Business Office area in the last year or so. 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. 
-Ellyn 

cc: Ellyn Wickliffe 

Page 



C:\DOCUME-1\TCN3409\LOCALS-1\Temp\GW}00001,TMP 

\'1nil Envdopl' PrOllCrtics (4H29F61 B.27C : 107 :45412) 

Sub,;ect: 
Creation Ilat<.' 
Fl"om: 

Created B~: 

l{ccipi('nt!oi 
IXlp.gU\ 

1\101d C'oncerns in Fel \\;arden's Office area 
)'JJi200X 1:12:11 P\l 
t llyn \V i(;kl i ffe 

!·\Vickl i fl\:'>/tibup.go\ 

TCN-,\Di'v11.TC~DO\t I' 
T(,N3409 (I.ero) Smith) 
TCN52S7 (.lames f'vlarchCl[i") 

TCt\70Rt) CC (l·:Hyn \\,il:klifk) 

Post Oftict' 
'rCNt\[)\ll.TC1\DO\11 

H.outt.' 
hlp.gU\ 

Files 
~v1ESSA(iI~. 

Size 
1525 

Date & Time 
5/13/1008 1 :11:/1 PM 

Options 
Expiration Date: 
Priority: 
Repl~'Requested: 

RetUJ"r1 Notification: 

Concealed Suuject: 
SCCllrit~': 

5/28/200X 
Standard 
No 
None 

Nl) 

Standard 

Junk 'tail HandJing Evuluation Results 
Vkssagc is H{)t eligible ll)f Junk 1\1ail handling 
r'vks~age is from an inlL'rt1i.lj SCHlieI' 

.Junk Mail settings when this message ,''us delivered 
Junk \.'Iail handling disabled h: Lser 
Junk List is not C'llabk~d 
Junk iVluil using personal address bonb is l10t enabled 
Block l.is[ is not enabled 
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From: 
To: 
Dale: 
Subject: 

Robert HoIlembaek 
Smith, Leroy 
11/13/2008 8:56 AM 
Yucca North Laundry Room 

Mr. Smith, for the past nIne months working in the Laundry Room in Yucca North, I have noticed water 
on the floor and water dripping from the ceiling. The facilities dept have been in there on occasions fIXing 
the ceilings for water damage, mostly In preparation for ACA. I have contacted the fadlity dept today, Mr 
Haag and they said they would take a look at it and try to fix it. The reason I am contacting you Is I am 
concerned that there might possibly be mold up in the ceHing. I work in there approxImately 4 hrs a 
week and I noticed I leave with headaches and sometimes a cough. I also noticed that the Inmates are 
sneezing and coughing while working over there. If you could Investigate this matter it would be greatly 
appreciated. Thanks. Bob. 



Mail Envelope Properties (49lBEBB4.B63: 247 : 46648) 

Subject: 
Creation Date 
From: 

CreatedDy: 

Reeipients 

Yucca North Laundry Room 
11113/2008 8:56:20 AM 
Robert Hollembaek 

.rhollembaek@bop.gov 

bop.gov 
TCNADMl.TCNDOMl 
TCN3409 (Leroy Smith) 

postomee 
TCNADMl.TCNDOMl 

Route 

Files 
MESSAGE 

Size 
1071 

Date & Time 
1111312008 8:56:20 AM 

Options 
Expiration Date: 
Priority: 
Reply Requested: 
Return Notifieation: 

Concealed Subject: 
Security: 

None 
Standard 
No 
None 

No 
Standard 

Junk Mail Handling EvaluatioD Results 
Message is not eligible for Junk Mail handling 
Message is from an internal sender 

Junk Mail settings when this message was delivered 
Junk Mail handling disabled by User 
Junk List is not enabled 
Junk Mail using personal address books is not enabled 
Junk iCal Mail using personal address books is not enabled 
Block List is not enabled 



From: 
To: 
CC: 
Date: 
Subject: 

I agree. 

Susan McClintock 
Smith, Leroy 
Cobb, Paul; Marchetti, James; Moriarty, MIchael; Serrato, Barbara; w~ 
12/3/2008 12:46 PM 
Re: Fa R&D 

Susan G. McClintock 
Associate Warden 
FCC Tucson 
8901 S. Wilmot Road 
Tucson, AZ 85756 
520-574-7112 

»> leroy SmIth 12/3/2008 9:03 AM »> 
n is my remmmendation that we conduct an outside and Inside indoor air quality sample and wipe 
samples of the air vents throughout ISM as well. 

If there are any quesUons, please advise. 

leroy A. Smith, Safety Manager 
FCC Tucson, Arizona 
520--663-5190 (Offlce) 
520-663-5189 (Fax) 

SENSmvE/PRMLEGED COMMUNICATION 
This e-mail rs covered by the Electric Communication Privacy Act., 18 U.S.C. 2510-2521 and is legally 
privileged. 

.... ,.t ........ ·.· ..... ):'.~e~ 

The information and/or documents with thIS transmission are confidential. The infonnation fs intended 
only for the 
use of the lndMduaJ!entlty named above. If you are not the intended recipient or recip.ient:s, you are 
hereby notified . 
that any disclosure, copying, distribution of this commUnication, in any form, or the taking of any action in 
reliance upon 
its contents, is strictly prohibited. If you receive this message in error, please notify me Immecftately to . 
make arrangements 
for ,its return to me. 

»> Lora Molinar 12/2/2008 6:50 PM »> 
Hello Mr. smith, 

A while back Mr. Southern in R&D had amtacted you about the possible health issues here in R&D.. Most 
times while working in here (evening shift) I feel sick, get headaches, and feel cold symptoms. Once I 
leave this offtce, symptoms seem to dear up after an hour or so. You had the filters changed out a 
couple of months ago and might have cleared up the air for a few weeks only. Is there anything further 
that can be checked out. I'm only speaking for myself, but I know some of my co-workers feer the same 
way. Thank you. 

lora R. Motinar 
Inmate Systems Officer 
Federal Correctional Complex 



Mail Envelope Properties (49358370.BIF: 177: 45562) 

Subject: 
Creation Date 
From: 

Created By: 

Recipients 

FCIR&D 
12/2120086:50:25 PM 
Lora Molinar 

Imolinar@bop.gov 

bop.gov 
TCNADMt.TCNDOMl 

TCN3409 (Leroy Smith) 
. TCN9562 CC (Barbara Serrato) 

Post Office 
TCNADMl.TCNDOMl 

Route 

Files 
MESSAGE 

Size 
1228 

Date & Time 
12/2/2008 6:50:25 PM 

Options 
Expiration Date: 
Priority: . 
Reply Requested: 
Return Notiftcation: 

Concealed Subject: 
Security: 

None 
Standard 
No 
None 

No 
Standard 

Junk Mail Hudliag Evaluation Results 
Message is not eligibJe for Junk Mail handling 
Message is from an internal sender 

Junk Mail settings when this message was delivered 
Junk Mail handling disabled by User 
Junk List is not enabled 
Junk Mail using personal address books is not enabled 
Junk ieal Mail using personal address books is not enabled 
Block List is not enabled 



Mail Envelope Properties (49364B7C.B3A : 217 : 45988) 

Subject: 
Creation Date 
From: 

Re: FCIR&D 
12/3/2008 9:03:56 AM 
Leroy Smith 

Created By: lasmith@bop.gov 

Recipients 
bop.gov 

TCNADMl.TCNDOMl 
AM 

TCN1219 CC (Louis Winn) 
AM 

TCN2774 CC (Michael Moriarty) 
AM 

AM 

PM 
TCN3075 (Susan McClintock) 

PM 

PM 
TCNS205 CC (paul Cobb) 

AM 
TCNS251 ce· (James Marchetti) 

AM 

AM 

PM 
TCN9562 ce (Barbara Serrato) 

AM 

Post Oftiee 
TCNADMI.TCNDOMI 

Files 
MESSAGE 
Leroy Smith. vcf 

Options 
Auto Delete: 

Size 
2888 
208 

No 

Amon Date & Time 

Delivered 12/3/2008 9:04:07 

Opened 121312008 9:04:38 

Opened 1213/2008 10:44:32 

Deleted 121312008 10:53:12 

Emptied 12/3/2008 1 :05:59 

Opened 1213/2008 12:46:06 

Replied 12/312008 12:46:56 

Opened 121312008 9:49:21 

. Opened 12/3/2008 11 :50:33 

Forwarded 12/3/2008 11:51:32 

Deleted 12/3/20083:21:07 

Opened 1213/20089:43:06 

Delivered Route 
12/3120089:04:07 AM bop. gOY 

Date & Time 
1213/2008 9:03:56 AM 
1213/20089:03:56 AM 



EnvironmentClI: 
Management 

Planning 

Impact Statement 

Vulnerability 

Health & Safety 

Services: 
Permitting 

Compliance 

Enforcement 

Modeling 

Testing 

Monitoring 

Archaeological 

Biological 

Decontamination 

Risk Assessment 

Troining 

150-14000 Support 

Indoor Air Quality 
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Tel: (520) 575~7100 

Mr. Jim Marchetti 
Facilities Manager 
Federal Coneetions-.Institutioo 
8901 S. Wilmot Road 
Tucson, AZ 85706 

Re: Mold Sampling 

MaJoOffice 

325 E. Soufhetn Ave .• tl115 

Tempe. Al 85282 

Tel: (480) 839-7000 

MoOing, Address, 

PO Box 28085 

Tempe. AZ 85285 

On June 26, 2008 Applied EnviroSolutioos, Inc. (AES) took air samples for mold 
,spores, due t&mtmer'eus water~leaks Hom the roof At tDat time, the highest 
concentration of mold spores was found to be in the air in the office areas. As a 
result, on July 22, 20OS, AES conducted additional sampling, but concentrated 
e.ffortsen ,theaif' handling systems. AES took seven samples for airborne mold 
spores and took ten swab samples from the ventilation diffusers. Samples were 
taken at the Administration Building, the Commissary and the two Safety offices. 
Airsamples'andswab sampfes were taken from the ventilation diffusers in the 
unoccupied Warden's office, Warden Winn's office and the Warden's reception 
area. Sampling was also performed in the file room, the equ~ment room and in Ms.
Haag"cs office. After testing In the Administration Building, testing was performed 
in the two offices in the Safety Building and in the Commissary. The samples were 
then transported to a certified laboratory for analysis, and the resulting lab IqKlIiS 
are attacbed~ 

Sampfmg Results and Re.:ommendatioDS 

AES reviewed the laboratory analytical results" which.indialte the preseneeof some 
level and type of mold in all of the air ventilators tested. Please see the table below 
for the sampling results. The types of mold identified were Penicillum Aspergillus, 
Cladoporium! Basidiospores, AltemaiaJCurvu-lal!~ Smuts and Asoospores. 

The sampling results of June 26,. 2008 were compared to ambient mold 
concentrations and proved th3.t there wasmold growth in the bu.iIding. The·pmpose 
of the sampling conducted on July 22, 2008 was to evaluate the mold 
concentrations in the air handling system, and were therefore not compared to the 
outside ambient air. 

Fox {480J 820-5030 www.oesoz.com odmin@oeSOl.CQm loB Free (SOO) 478·U,11 



The wipe sample showed very high numbers of Cladosporium spores in the retum air vent in the 
southern most Safety Office. The wipe samples also detected yeast and bacterial growth in the 
AdministrationBuilding ventilation system·aud yeast gJowth in the Commissary. 

The number of fungal spores found at each sample location were as follows: 

SAMPLE LOCATION SPORES PER WIPE SPORES PER AIR 
SAMPLE SAMPLE 

Vacant Warden's office air 
vent 77 4 

Warden's reception area air 
vent 77 75 

Warden Witm's offiee1lir 
vent Yeast 144 

SUpply room air vent 221 aruf bacteria liS 

File room air vent 77 and bacteria 93 

Ms. Haag's office air. vent 538 No air sample taken 

Commissary air vent one 774 and yeast 564 

Conuni~~vent~o 154 No--air ., tak-en 

Safety office one air vent 11,000 417 

Safety office two air vent 300 No air sample taken 

AES recommends that all the related ventilation systems be thoroughly cleaned by a professional 
mold remediation company. Following that, it is also recommended that confirmatory testing be 
conducted to ensure that the cleaning was eff~ve. 

Pleased be advised that the routine maintenance and duct cleaning perfonned by HV AC 
companies may not be adequate to elimioate-the.mo1d.oompletely. Ifrequested, AESean 
recommend a reputable mold remediation company and oversee the cleaning activities. 

The physical hea1tlt effects of exposure to mold ean vary from- person to person, depending upon 
the amount and types of mold present, and one's sensitivity and general state of health. There are 
no state or federal numerical standards for mold in Arizona 



Please see \V\\tw.epa.gov/moldl and www.OSHA.gov web sites for further infonnation regarding 
mold and its effects on health and building materials. 

If you have any questions regarding this report, resampling, remediation or any other indoor air 
quality related services, please do not hesitate to contact AES at (480) 839-7000. 

Sincerely, 

.... J /1.) 
,....~ . 

Steve Olson 
Project Manager 



Client~ Applied EnviroSolutions, Inc. 
C/O: alp Martin Godusi 
Re: PCI-TIJS-1-08; FeI Mold 

----~.,- - ..,..-............ - .. ~.=- - .. = .. _.- -_._.; - -

'Location: 1: 
Vacant Office 

Comm~nts.fsee below) None 
Sample type Swab sample 
Lab m.;Versiont: 1969365·1 
Backgr()und debris .( 1-4+) 2+ 
Samole size 1 swab 
ReportU1.Q; unit 1 swab 
Detectic:)n limit/uQit 40 

Courtt Count/sample: Counl'llinit 
Hwhal fraJll1Knts <40 <40 
TOTAL FUNGAL SPORES I 77 71 
Alternaria 1 . 77 77, 
Arthrini~ 
AscoSJ)otes 
Aurcoba!iidium 
Basidiosnores 
BioolarisiDtechstera. froup 
Botrytis 
CbaetomlUln 
CladosPOrium 
Curwlarla 
Epicocc:ul'l1 
Fusarium 
Myrotn«-ium 
Niwospora 
Other broWn 
Other colorless 
Penicilliuinl AsperltiUus types 
PithomyC~s 

Rusts 
Smuts. Periconi~ Myxomycetes 
StaclwbotrYs 
Stemphyhum 
Torula 
Uloctadium 
ZY20n"lYc~es 

% Count 
nla 
100 1 
100 

1 

Commenu:A) Yeast ObselVed. B) Bacteria Observed. Yeast Observed. 
t A DVersiol)" greater than 1 indic~tes amcmded data. 

EMLabP&I( .. 
1 SO 1 West Knudsen Drive, Phoenix, AZ 85021 

(800) 651-4802 Fax (623) 780-7695 wvvw.emlab.coIll 
Date of Sampling: 07 .. 22-2008 
Date of Receipt: 07 .. 23-2008 
Date of Report: 07-25 .. 2008 

2: 3: 4! 
Sec. Office WSOffice SUJ)t)J.y Diffuser 

None A B 
Swabs8male Swab $ample Sw.bsample 
1969366~1 1969367-1 1969368-1 

2+ 2+ 2+ 
1 swab 1 sWab i swab 
1 swab t sWab 1 swab 

40 4j) 40 
O>un\faample Co\mtluDit % Count '~t!.lmple , Countlunit % Cm.ll1t Count/UlTlPIe Count/unit % 

<40 <40 nia <40 <40 nJa <40' <40 nla 
J7 71 100 <40 <40 100 3 221 221 too 

.1 

2 150 ISO 66 

I 77 77 34 

17 77 100 

EMLab 10: 446971, P4ge 1 of3 



Client: Applied RnviroSoiutions, Inc. 
C/O: alp Martin Qodusi 
Re: FeI", TUS-7 -08; FeI Mold 

~-- -- -_ .. _-- ~. ,_ .. - .-::.-:.- _ .. -: - - ... ~.- ........ --

Location~ $: 
File Oiffu£er 

Comment$ (see beloW) C 
:'Sample tYPe Swab $ample 
Lab ID-V~rsiont: 1969369-1 
,BackgroUhd debrisH -4+} 2+ 
I Sample si~ 1 swab 
l ReportinJ;unit 1 swab 
Detection limit/unit 41) 

Count 'cQuntlsam~ Countlunit' 
Hwbal fralments <40 <40 
I,TOTAL FtrNGAL SPORES 1 77 77 
Alternaria 
Arthrinium 
Ascospores 
AUreobasidium 
JmidiosPotes 
):IioolarislDtecbsiera atoUD 
~trYtis 
.;..L iUi1l 
CladomoriUm 
Curvularia 
t1)icQCCUl1l 
fusarium 
Myrotbeciutn 
Nisuosoou , 
I Other brown 
Other colorl~s 
Penicilliuml/upergiltus .typ.cs 
. Pithomyces 
. lusts 
Smuts PciWonia., MyxOntycetes 1 77 11 
l.Stachvbotry. 
i $tempbyliwb 
Torula 
I Uloc::la4ium, 
ZVl!omyeett;,. 
CtnlJlDeDts~C) Bacteria Observed. A) Yeas* Observe4. 
: A "Version" greater than t indicates amended data. 

% equat 
nla 
100 1 

1 

t 

j 

1 

1 

100 

EMLabP&K 
1501 West Krl~dsen Drive, Phoen~ AZ' 85027 

(800) 6S1-48()2 Fax (623) 78()"7695 www.emlab.com 
Date of Sampling: 07 .. ~2-2008 
Date of Receipt: 07-23l"2008 
Date ~fRepott: 07-25-l008 

6: 7: 8: 
Ms. H Offiet_ Comissarv In ComissatY~ Diffuser 

None A Npne 
S\\i-absample Swab SalTl1)le Swab sample 

1969371)-1 , 1969371-1 1969372-1 
3+ 2+ 2+ 

1 swab 1 swa~, 1 tWab 
I swab 1 swab 1 Swab 

40 40 40 
Countl~lc Counrfuuit 'AI, Count CQlmtisample Count/unit % Count CQuntJsamp~ Count/unit % 

<40: <40 nla <40 <40 fila <40 <40 nla 
538 Si8 100 10 774 774 ioo 2 154 -'- 154 100 
17 71 14 . 

77' 71 141 1 77 77 10 

230' 230 43 8 ,620 620 80 1 77 77 501 

I 

17 71 14 

77 71 14 1 77 17 jo 1 77 77 SO 

I 

i 
-'-~ 

! 

EMLab 10: 4i6911 , Page: 2013 



Client: Applied EnviroStllutions, Inc. 
C/O: alp Martin Godusi 
Re: FCI-TUS .. 7 -08; FeI Mold 

...,.- ... - - .. r. --

LocatiQn: 

CommcIJnts (see ~low) 
Sample type 
Lab ID~Versiont: 
Background debri$ (l-4+) 
SamPle size 
Reporting unit 
Detection limitJunit 

Count 
Hwhal fraJlments ' 17 
TOTAL FUNGAL SPORES 146 
Alternaria 
Arthrinibm 
Asco$PQres 
Aureobasidium 
BasidiotDores 
BioolariSlDtechsler~ grOUll 
Botrvtis' 
Chaetomium 
CladosDorium 145 
Curvularia 
Epicocc~m 
Fusarium 
M'Ytothecium 
NitD'OlDora 
Otherbtown 
Other CQlorless 
Penici11i\Ul'll A~eooJlus. types I 
Pithomyees 
Rusts 
Smuts PericoDia M.yxomyeete~ 
StKhyb9f.rys 
Stempbylium 
Torula 
Utocladium 
ZVlIOmycetes 
Comm¢D.ts: 

-

l A "VeRjionft greater than t indi~ates amen~ed data. 

- . --=== 
9: 

Safety,One 
None 

, Swab~ple 
1969373·1 

2+ 
1 sWab 
1 sWab 

4Cl 
Count/sample 

1,3tJQ 
11 on 

llt flOO 

71 

EMLabP&K . 
1501 West Knudsen prive, Ph"enix, ~ 85027 

(800) 651-4802 Fax (623) 780 .. 7695 www.emlab.com 
Da~ ofSamp,ling: 01-22-2008 
Date ofRece.tpt: 07-23-2008 
Da~ of Report: 07 ... 25 ... 2008 

10: 
SafeJyTwo 

None 
Swab S81Ul'le 

1969374 .. '1 
2+ 

1 swab 
1 swab 

4{) 
CoUnthmit % Count Couhtlsamt?~ Count/unit % 

1.300 nla <40 <4Q n/a 
I i.077 100 4 300 300 tOO 

I 

11.000 99 2 150 150 SO 

77 1 2. 150 150 SO 

EMLab [I): 446971. Page 3 of 3 
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u.s. Department tlf.Jutiee. 

Federal Bureau of Pr~.ons 

FedeIaI~Compfex 
Tucson, Arizona 86106 

September 18, 2008 

MBMORAtmUH troll aoBBR~ MCrAnDEN', 

i'ROM: 

WBSTBRN ItI:GIONAL DIRBCTOR 

LOUIS W. WlNN JR. I 1INU)EN 

(:;-.t.~~ 
~~fetY Mana~~d 
Occupational and Indoor Air Quality 
Assessments - Work Area (Mold) 

The purpose of this memorandum is to clarify additional air, wipe 
and bulk sampling in the Facility shop areas, Health Services and 
Yucca Unit. The sampling should be conducted to determine the 
type and level of mold toxins, with the current mold remediation 
projects. Any delay can cause mold growth to increase over time. 

Wipe samples were conducted to evaluate the mold concentrations 
in the Business, Commissary and Safety/Facility air ventilation 
ducts. The wipe samples showed evidence of Cladosporium and 
Basidiospores, Alternaia, Curvularia, Smuts and Ascospores., When 
Cladosporium and Alternaia are present together they can be 
significant allergen. 

It is recommended that we request the services of a qualified 
mold remediation company to conduct additional sampling for the 
assessment of indoor air quality and the possible presence of 
mold toxins in identified areas. The additional sampling will 
verify if mold is present, what type of mold and how it must be 
dealt with if the sampling results are positive. 

If you have any questions, please contact me. 
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u.s. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Pri.sons 

OffICe of the Safety Department Federal Correctional Complex 
Tucson, Arizona 85706 

September 19, 2008 

MEMORANDUM FOR CRAIG APRER, COMPLEX WARDEN 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

LOUIS W. WINN JR., WARDEN 

/s/ 
Leroy A. Smith Jr., 
FCC Safety Manager 

occupational and Indoor Air Quality 
Assessments - Work Area (Mold) 

As of September 18, 2008, there have been three new areas where a 
mold toxin substance has been identified: 

Yucca Unit Officers (North) ceiling -

The whole has been sealed off with 6mil poly and duct taped to 
the ceiling to help minimize any potential mold spores becoming 
airborne until further sampling can be conducted to determine the 
type and level of mold toxins present. 

Palo Verde Unit Bathroom walls and ceiling -



Sections of the drywall for the ceiling and wall areas have been 
removed and replaced recently, which mold growth appears not to 
be isolated in one location. No additional drywall should be 
removed and replaced until additional sampling is conducted to 
determine the type and level of mold toxins present. 

Carpenter Foreman's ceiling -

The mold toxin growth has developed around the ventilation duct 
and right support wall area. Additional sampling needs to be 
conducted to determine the type and level of mold toxins present. 

There has been an increase of mold toxin growth throughout the 
FCI buildings in the past three months. The mold growth has not 
been isolated to small surface areas# but severe growth has been 
identified in lings and in between the wal The mold 
growth has been developing over time and any continued delay will 
cause further mold growth, which in time can potent ly affect 
the health our staff and inmates. 

It is recommended that we request the services 
mold remediation company to conduct additional 
assessment indoor air quality and the poss 
mold toxins the ceiling, walls and ventilat 
throughout institution areas. The addit 

a qualified 
sampling for the 

presence of 
ducts 
sampling will 

verify if mold is present, what type of mold and 
dealt with if the sampling results are positive. 

how must be 

If you any questions, please contact me. 

cc: AW, zar 
AW, Beckwith 
FM, Marchetti 
Robert McFadden, Western Regional 
Dave Clements, Regional Safety Administrator 

Union 



From= leroy Smith 
To: Apker, Craig; Winn, Louis 
CC: Barnard, Mark; Cements, John; Cobb, Paul; Garcia, Kevin; Hoitembaek ... 
SUbject: Fwd: Yucca North Laundry Room 
Attachments: Yucca North Laundry Room 

I received notification of possible unhealthy working conditions In the Yucca North laundry room. Based 
off the information received the air, wipe and bulk sampling should be conducted as soon as possible to 
determine the extent of possible airborne contaminates affecting the staff and inmate workers. Also, I 
stili request consideration that a health and environmental rfsk assessments be concluded in all buildings 
at the FCI to detennine the extent of mold exposure and In an attempt to ensure health risks are 
minimized. This area should be temporally dosed until appropriate sampling can be conducted to 
determine the level of exposure, which appears to be causing staff and Inmate workers health Issues. 

If there are any questions, please do not hesItate to let me know .. 



From: 
To: 
Date: 
SUbject: 

Thanks 

louisWinn 
leroy Smith 
10/1912008 9: 15 AM 
Re:Mold 

--Original Message-
From: Leroy Smith 
Cc: Jos;as Salazar <jnsalazar@bop.gov> 
To: Louis Winn <twinn@bop.gov> 
Ce: Esther White <exWhiteObop.gov> 
Cc: Craig Apker <capkerObop.gov> 
To: James Marchetti <jmarchettiGbop.gov> 
Cc: David Clifford <DCJifford@bop.gov> 
Cc~ Daniel Beckwith <dbeckwith@bop.gov> 
Cc: Mark Barnard <MBamard@bop.gov> 
Cc: John Clements <jdctements@bop.gov> 

Sent: 10/18120082:17:27 PM 
Subject: Re: Mold 

Warden. Winn 

It is my understanding that we have attempted to repair a roof that needs to be replaced. Until we have a 
good rain day we will not know if all teaks have been repaired. I believe we have not conducted any mold 
abatement in the Commissary or Yucca Unit We just received the mold analytical data on Yucca Unit, 
Palo Verde. Health Services and Carpentry Shop areas, which the bulk sample results were off the chart. 
We can't forget about the roof repairs, abatement and cleaning of the mold In the Facility and Safety 
Department areas, which had the highest concentrations of mold until the recent test results were 
received yesterday. Many of theM areas will require the removal of the dry waf! (Ceiling and Wall)~ 
insulation, ceiling tiles. Then the ceilings, walls, floors and office equipment will need to be properly 
cleaned to help prevent additional mold growth. These areas will need to be sealed off during the 
abatement and cleaning process. Once the removal and cleaning has been completed additional 
personal air sampling will need to be conducted for staff and inmate workers, outside and inside air 
sampling will need to be conducted and wipe sampling up in the ceiling. vents walls and equipment will 
.need to be to ensure the mold abatement proces$ was successful. We will need to ensure staff and 
inmate workers are provided proper Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), which may require medical 
clearance and fit testing. Also, a mold deaning solution will need to be purchased and applied for proper 
cleaning, which will require the Safety Department to review and approve the type of chemical being 
purchased to ensure we comply with the new EMS program. 

J am requesting that additional funding be provided to conduct a thorough Health and Environmental Risk 
11 Assessment of all buildings at Fel, Tucson. which will ensure compliance with OSHA's and EPA's 
l' Occupational Exposure, Housekeeping and Indoor Air Quality regulatory guidelines. All of our analytical 

data from 2006 to present has shown mold growing in the drywall. ceiling tiles. insulation. ventilatiOn ducts 
and to be airborne as well. There are several types of mold being found that will cause staff and inmates 
severe health affects over long term exposure, especially the staff and inmates that have preexisting 
health concerns. The same mold health concems may affect other institutions Bureau-wide. The Arizona 
Department of Corrections has recently tom down at least one of their Housing Units for a variety of molds 
exposing their staff and inmates. 

I trust this helps answer many questions or concems. 

Leroy A. Smith, Safety Manager 
FCC Tucson, Arizona 



52~3-5190(CHfice) 
52()..663-5189 (Fax) 

SENSITIVE/PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATION 
This &-mail is covered by the Electric Communication Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. 2510-2521 and is legatly 
privileged. 
The information and/or documents with this transmission are confidential. The information is intended 
only for the 
use of the individual/entity named above. If you are not the intended recipient or reoipients. you are 
hereby notified 
that any disolosure, copying, distribution of this communication, in any form, or the taking of any action in 
reliance upon 
its contents, is strictly prohibited. If you receive this message in error, please notify me immediately to 
make arrangements 
for its return to me. 

»> Louis Winn 10/17120084:31 PM »> 
As I understand it, we have repaired the commissary roof and completed remediation in the commissary. 
Additionally, we identified and repaired the source of the leak in the Yucca North office and completed 
remediation. Please provide me with final confirmation and then proceed with post abatement testing. 

We also may want to conduct some additional training with orderlies to reinforce proper cleaning 
procedures, pamc:ularly in the bathrooms. 

Lastly. if we have not already. change out any ceiling tiles that are cflSCOlored as the result of moisture. 

Thank you 
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October 6, 2008 

7012 E. 3rd St. 

Tucson. Al.851J-O 

Tet; (520) 575-7100 

Mr. Leroy Smith 
Federal Corrections Institution 
8901 S. Wilmot Road 
Tucson, AZ 35706 

Re: Mold Sampling 

Introduction 

325 E. Southern Ave .. #115 

Tempe. A185232 

Tel: (480) 839 .. 7000 

PO 80x 28085 

T~,Ala5285 

On September 26, 2008 Applied EnviroSolutions~ Inc. (AES) took a total of 14 
samples, including air samples, swab samples and bulk samples for mold and mold 
spores in the following four structures: 

1. Yucca Building, North Officer's Station 
2. Palo Verde Building, Bathroom 
3. Hospital Building,. Hallwaj' 
4. Carpentry Shop Office 

AES took one sample for airborne mold spores in each of the four buildin& one 
swab sample from a ventilation diffuser in each building and a bulk sample from 
each building. At the request of Mr. Leroy Smith, an additional bulk sample was 
takenJD-theJlalo. V =ie-BJJjlding .. ~ mpples.wete,Jben transpmied·Jo-.aomified 

laboratory for analysis, and the resulting lab reports are attached. 

The·total-munber of fungal spores-fouad- at .ea£h.sample looatiaa was-showtlin 
Table 1, as follows: 

TABLEt 

TOTAL TOTAL 
TOTAL SPORES SPORES PER SPORES PER 

. SAMPLE LOCATION PEilWIPE AIIl JWU{ 

SAMPLE SAMPLE SAMPLE 
Yucca Office Ceiling <40 900 290,000 
Palo V«de Wallboani SlJ}OO 290 -61 

Palo Verde Shower Stall NA NA 320,000 
Hospital Hallway 77 170 None 

C " Shop Oftiee 82~{tOO- 4,100- i46~-f)o(l 

Thel4t&rent types of mold, their locations and descriptions are provided in Table 2 below: 

Fax (480) 820-5030 www.aesaz.com admin@c;lesaz.com Toll Free (800) 478-76J 1 



TABLE 2 

Yucca Palo Verde Hospital Carpentry Hospital 
om~ Batbrooa Hallway Off'tee Yueea Palo Verde Palo Verde IOPOfIIce 

Sample Ventilator Veatilator Ventilator Ventilator Ceiling. Wallboard Sllower Wiadow 
Loeatioas Swab Swab Swab Swab TDeBulk Bulk Balk Patty Bulk 

TYpe ofSoores Spores Snores Spores Soores SpOres Spores Spores Sf)OJeS 

Attemaria 
Arthrinium . s 520 

AspergiIIu&J 
Penicillium 
Bipolaris I 
Orechslera 

Basidiospores 
Chaetomium 290,000 67 
Clad 

. 51,-000 1,600 
Curvularia 
Eoicoccum 
FusariUm , 

Memnoniella 
N· 

"--- "J'~ 

Penicillium I 
Aspergillus 

f· tw»s- 1(4000-
Smull I 

Myxomycetes 77 

S"' ,0; ,0;. ."" I 90 320,000 
Stemphylium 

Torula 
tJIOc18diiml 

Mi$Cetlaneous 

2 



Carpentry 
Oftk&. YUCQ ,Palo. Verde Hospital Carpentry Outdoor Air 

SalDpie Number CeiUngTUe Office Air Bathroom Hallway~ir Office Air Reference 
aad Loudon Bulk Sample Air Sample Sample Sample Sample 

Type orspores Spores Spores/m3 SporesJm3 -Spores/m'J Sporeslm3 . Sporesfm'J 

Alternaria 7,000 31 

Arthrinium 
AscoS(;JOr&S 4a 
Aspergillus' 
PeniciUium 
SipoIaris- j 

22 Drechslera 

Basidiospores 227 

Chaetomium S13 lS6 62 .-
Cladosporium S7tOOO 27 ! 618 

Curvularia 4 
E~""'m 
Fusarium 

Memnoniella 
NigrosDOra 

Paecilomyces 
Penicillium I 
Aspefgiftus 

types 79,000 358 40 58 18 
Smutsi 

Myxomvcetes 76 

Stachybotrys 
Stemphylium 

Torula 4 

Ulociadium 
Miscellaneous 

SampliDg Results 

AES reviewed the laboratory analytical results!l which indicate that there are elevated levels 
of mold spores in all of the buildings tested. The laboratory also noted that there are 
unidentified species of bacteria growing in both the Palo Verde bathroom ventilator and the 
Carpentry Shop office ventilator, and yeast mold is growing in the Yucca office ceiling tile. 

The Yucca office sample results revealed high levels of Chaetomium in both the ceiling tile 
and in the air. Chaetomium is a fungus type that includes approximately 80 different 
speeiesw II .isallergenic-aod-anAgeDtof onychomycoses (nasal infection),.peritonitis, 
cutaneous lesions and potential agent in fatal systemic mycoses. Fatal deep mycoses due to 
Chaetomium have been documented. Brain abscess~ peritonitis, and cutaneous lesions may 
also develop. due to Chaetomlum. 

3 



Chaetomium are found on a variety of substrates containing cellulose, including paper and 
plant compost. It bas been reported to playa major role in the decomposition of cel1u1ose
made materials. These fungi are able to dissolve the cellulose fibers in cotton and paper and 
thus cause the materials to disintegrate. The process is especially rapid under moist 
conditions. Commonly found on deteriorating wood products, chaetomium frequently emits a 
musty odor and is frequently found on water-damaged drywall and other construction 
products often used in the United States. 

The samples taken in the Palo Verde building bathroom and shower also showed elevated 
levels of chaetomium in the air, as well as very bigh levels of Cladosporium in the ventilation 
system .. ClodosJ)Ql'JumJsacommon fungus tbatJa aknownand documented allergen which 
is usually associated with plants, wood products, and leather goods. The spores are easily 
made airborne and as such are a common cause of respiratory problems, allergic reactions 
tmdeaa be _agent for hypersensitivity diseases. It is-as-a-parasite. in- iDfeetiODS oftbe,~ 
soft tissues and nails. 

The Sample taken fu me No Verde shower also showed very high levels ofSJachybotrys. 
Stachybotrys is a greenish-black, slimy mold fOWld only on cellulose products (such as wood 
or paper) that have been wet for several days or more. It is common on plant debris and in 
soil, and is capable of producing one or more mycotoxins (chemicals tfIat may catlS'e 
symptoms or illness and death in people). It can grow on paper, sheet rock, and other high 
cellulose materials~ Spores, of wet mold do not easily enter the air., and are found where 
warm, moist air comes into contact with cooler air. Toxic effects at relative1y 10w doses 
include rashes, mild neurotoxin effects such as headache, nausea, muscle aches and pains, 
and fatigue. The immune system may also be affected resulting in a decreased resistance to 
infections. 

Other types of mold found in the Palo Verde samples include Basidiospores, Curvulaia and 
PetmieilJ.iultt. 

Basidlospores are produced by Basidiomycota, which include mushrooms, puflba11s, 
stinkbom&, 9racket fuftgilJ other'poI,pore-,jelly ~ boletes;; ~eadh~ ~ 
bunts, rusts, mirror yeasts, and the human pathogenic yeast, Cryptococcus. 

Cumtlaria1lre1mlODgthe-eausative·agemsofmyeetoma..·~·keratitis,-~ 
sinusitis, cerebral abscess, cerebritis, pneumonia, allergic bronchopulmonary disease, 
endocarditis, dialysis-associated peritonitis, and infections may develop due to Curvularia. 
hnportalltly~ ~may4ewlop in peupIe-with iutaet"iIJtm\tmf-syMeiH. HovUevel,·similar 
to several other fungal genera, CurvuJarla has emerged as an opportunistic pathogen that 
infects immunocompromised hosts. 

The swab sample taken in the Carpentry office showed very high levels of Pennicillium 
Aspergillums in the ventilation system. Penicillium is one of the first fungi to grow on water .. 
damagedmateJialsand has. been implicatedJn causit\g allergic reactions,. hypersensitivit;' 
pneumonitis, and a variety of severe lung complications. Penicillium is a mold commonly 
found where water intrusion bas occurred. 

4 



this mold is alsa-eapable af produeingmyoomxiB£ PeniciJl:iJ.ml is-a: mold: tbatjs widely 
distributed in nature, and is often found living on foods and in indoor environments. It is the 
source of several antibiotics, significantly penicillin. 

Very high. levels of Cladosporio, as discussed above~ were also found in the Carpentry Shop 
ventilator swab and in the air sample. 

There is visible mold growing on the ceiling tiles in the Carpentry Office, which were 
identified as Pennicillium and Cladosporia by the laboratory. 

Th.epltys.ieal·.h.ealdtetfeetstlfex.posureto-mold . .ean vsyframperson.to~ depending 
upon the amount and types of mold present, and one's sensitivity and general state of health. 
There are no state or federal numerical standards for mold in Arizona 

Please see www.e.pa.gov/moldl and www.OSHA.gov web sites for further information 
regarding mold and its effects on health and building materials .. 

RecomaeDdatious: 

AES recommends the followingprocedures: 

1. Disinfect all areas of the buildings. 
2. Repair any and all water leakages. 
3. Have a professional remediation finn clean all visible molds. 
4. Conduct post-abatement sampling to verify mold abatement effectiveness .. 
S. Maintain the humidity below 6()01o, if possible. 
6.. Maintain adeqnate ventilation. 
7. Allow the proper amount of make-up air from the outdoors, per standards. 
8. Change air filters frequently, or as recommended by the manufacturer of the air handling 

systems.. 

If requested, AES will recommend a reputable mold remediation company and/or take the 
~Jld:;AO -~ •• .1.. .... 1_ • ........:",,;.: ....... ~~~ __ ...,.-~"..:ut: .superY.IS1llg1'.tHiO.£W8P'og.AlitU::y-~ 

If you have any questions regarding this report, re-sampling, remediation or any other indoor 
air quality .tdateciseMees,..please:do-notbeclt'te ta.eoota£t.AES.,(4&O) il9-100l1 . 

Sincerely~ 

,/.4;" ~ ()A, 
Steve ()1son 
plOjeet·Mauaer 

5 



Leroy Smith - Fwd: Re: Noise, Light, Ventilation SUrveys 
I illl IiIiIiW'IlSIP' _ 51 RlIV'i! Vltt uu I J ua 11"}IAlUII ... li 

From: Christi Andrews 

Tot Smith, Leroy 

Date: 4/20/200912:09 PM 

Subject: Fwd: Re: Noise, Light. Ventilation Surveys 

») John Clements 4/20/2009 10:17 AM»> 
These look good to me Leroy! 

Dave 

»> Christi Andrews 4/17/20093:20 PM »> 

r 1l1l1I_1 

Page 1 ofl 

. I F IIli J san 

Hello. Leroy asked me to send you the 2007, 2008 & 2009 NOise, Ught and Ventilation surveys. He would like 
you to review them to ensure they meet both ACA and Bureau standards. Please note 2009 was only a noise 
and light survey, no ventilation. 

file:IIC:\Documents and Settings\ TCN3409\LocaI Settings\ Temp\XPgrpwise\49EC6613T... 4/20/2009 



Staff Performance -

Department Projects 

Staff Training 

Staff Leave 

Injury's (Who and status/tad) 

Program and Operational Reviews 

Q 

~atety-weekly Update Vue on Thursday's 

Date: May 28, 2009 

InfonnationiStatus 

Exceptional. 

1. Job Orientation and Chemical Audits of all Department and Details. (Ongoing) 
2. Assisting Facilities in the Development of Well Water Plan. (Draft will be completed May 21,2009) 
(Be sent for Review on May 22, 2009) (pending) 
3. Assisting Facilities on the Development of the Forklift Plan. (Draft was completed May 11,2009) 
(Being reviewed by Facilities and Associate Warden for Signature) (pending) 
4. Assisting Facihties to ensure Inmates are medically cleared to drive vehicles and equipment. 
(Began May 20, 2009, for Program Review Item) (pending) 
5. Responding to the Fire Marshal Inspection (Being Routed for Review and Signature on May 14,2009) 

. (Sign coPy received May 26, 2009) 
. .,J( I 6. Contmuing to monitor the Hearing Conservation Program to ensure staff and inmates receive their annual audio-grams. 

(Healtb Service reported tbat 3/4 quarter of tbe list bas been completed) 
7. The following staff need to be medically cleared, trained and fit tested - Ms. Macias, Ms. Mixon and Ms. Sage. 

8. Facilities needs to order and install Pull-Stations in the FCI UNICOR Factory. (NFPA and Bureau Policy) 
9. Facilities needs to order and install appropriate alarm signaling device (Sprinkler System)in all outside FCI Buildings to 
the Control Center. (NFPA aDd Boreau Policy) 

1. Worker's Comp Training in June and September of 2009. (Denied by Institution and Central Office staft) 
2. Purdue University Pest Control Course ordered April 2009. Received and Issued the booklets to staff on May 8, 2009. 
3. Staff are scheduled for the mandatory FEMA 300 course on June 8, 9 and 10, 2009. 

1. Moriarty - July 13-17, 2009 - September 28 through October 2, 2009 - November 23-27, 2009 and December 28-31,2009. 
2. Andrews - September or early October 2009 for the birth of Grandchild - December 24 through January 1,2010. 
3. Jensen - May 29,2009 - June 1,2009 and December 21-242009. 

- injured hand at CMT - currently on COP - awaiting for CA -1 and supporting medical documentation. 
I . _ pulled neck muscle while lifting books at Pima College for the Education Department - currently on T AD.-
I will be reevaluated in 30 days. 

Scrapped her back when the chair through her off - currently on TAD tell June, 2009. 
\ injured shoulder during altercation with inmate. Currently out on COP. Waiting for update. 

j - fractured leg while escorting the same inmate that assaulted Officer Keith. Had surgery on May 04, 2009. 
His doctor did not authorize light duty at this time. . 

6 . we are awaiting duty restrictions to consider him for a TAD. 
7 TAD was held. Not able to accommodate restrictions, referred to Employee Services. 

injured his back in SHU on 0510112009. He is currently on aT AD until cleared for full duty. 

1. Program Review in 2006 - received a "Good" rating. 
Received Safety Notification of Program Review from the Central Office on May 5, 2009. 

2. Operational Reviews in 2007, 2008 and 2009. 
Addition Operational Review Audit - currently uuder final draft by May 4, 2009. (Completed) 
(Routed through Executive staW'" ' !!IY 6, 2009) 

3. The remote assessment paperwor~ ) ,bmitted to the Central Office on May 27, 2009. c 



Duty Officer Inspections (Weekly) I 1. Duty officer inspections are current. 

Environmental Management System- I 1. The Spill Prevention Counter Control Plan has been completed by Archer Inc and is currently being routed for signature by 
the Warden. 
2. The Safety Department continues to monitor other Departments to ensure objectives and targets are met. 



Delinquent Documents (Fire Drills) 

Delinquent Documents 
(Monthly Inspection Responses) 

1. Delinquent Fire Drills by Division: 

A. FCI First Quarter Fire Drills -

A W Beckwith • ( REPEAT) Barbershop 

(REPEAT) • Lieutenants Office • ( REPEAT) Commissary 

(REPEAT) Laundry • (REPEAT) Visiting Room (mock) 

A W McClintock· (REPEAT) Yucca· (REPEAT) Cholla 

C. USP First Quarter Fire Drills -

B. CAMP First Quarter Fire Drills· 

EA Sweepson • (REPEAT) Camp Admin Building 

C. CAMP Second Quarter Fire Drills-

EA Sweepson • (REPEAT) Admin Building 

(REPEAT) Visiting Room (Mock) 

A W Beackwith • (REPEAT) Camp Commissary 

A W Hollernbaek • (REPEAT) Health Services (April and 

May) (Any documentation on file from 2006 to Present) 

AW Beackwith • (REPEAT) Visiting Room (mock)· (REPEAT) AW's Office 

A W McClintock • B Unit 

A W Sanchez • Recreation 

A. FCI Second Quarter Fire Drills -

A W Beckwith • (REPEAT) Admin Building • (REPEAT) Food Service • (REPEAT) Visiting Room (Mock) 

A W McClintock • (REPEAT) A Wts Building • (REPEAT) Mailroom • (REPEAT) Palo Verde • (REPEAT) Cholla 

A W Sanchez • 1000/0 Thank You 

AW Hollembaek· (REPEAT) Chapel- (REPEAT) Health Services (April and May) 

B. USP Second Quarter Fire Drills· 

A W Hollembaek - (REPEAT) Chapel -(REPEAT) Health Services (March • April and May) 

A W McClintock - B Unit • C Unit • (REPEAT) ISM 

AW Beckwith· (REPEAT) Admin Building· (REPEAT) Food Service· (REPEAT) Food Service Warehouse· 

(REPEAT) Garage· (REPEAT) Visiting Room (mock)· (REPEAT) AW's Office 

A W Sanchez - Recreation 

Delinquent Monthly Inspection Response by Division: 

A. A W Beckwith - January & March Food Service, April Food Service, April Correctional Services 

B. A W McClintock - February Chona Unit, March E Unit & F Unit, April Employee Services, April Mesquite, 

C. EA Swepson .. February Camp 

D. AW Hollembaek - April Chapel, April Health Services, 

E. A W Sanchez - April UNICOR 



j- I Mold Issues 

BP-9"s, Cop-outs, 
Correspondence, Tort Claims 

1. The January 12, 2009 Mold Report - The presence of Penicillium and Aspergillus in the Business Office Storage 
Room walls and carpet were still a concern of Applied EnviroSolutions Inc. They recommend more samples should be 
taken from the air registers and walls in the related 14 Business Office areas, before they will be able to conclude the 
presence or absence of molds. (Completed and Cleared) 

2. The March 9, 2009 Mold Report - The presence of Cladosporium - These spores are easily made airborne and as 
such are a common cause of respiratory problems, allergic reactions and can be an agent for hypersensitivity diseases. 
It is as a parasite infectious of the skin, soft tissues and nails. Additional cleaning, replacement of ventilation ducts and 
air sampling needs to be conducted for the Facility and Safety Offices. (Not Completed - Ongoing Priorities/Projects) 

3. The April 2, 2009, Mold Report - The presence of Cladosporium, Penicillium and Aspergillus - These spores are 
easily made airborne and as such are a common cause of respiratory problems, allergic reactions and can be an agent 
for hypersensitivity diseases, variety of severe lung complications and may produce mycotoxins. Additional ventilation 
duct cleaning and air sampling needs to be conducted for Maintenance Office, Carpentry Shop and SHU Library. 

(Completed and Cleared) 

(Not Completed - Ongoing PrioritieslProjects) 

4. Mold Plan of Action Provided by Facilities - dated April 3, 2009: 

A. Safety and Facilities Offices - Please review line item #2 above. 

B. Roofing project for Safety and Facilities have not been completed. 

1. May 26, 2009, we received a Bp ... 8 concerning the sanitation levels at the USP Food Service. A response was routed to 
Counselor Johannes OD May 26, 2009. 



~atety'·Weekly Update Uue on 'fhursday's 

Date: July 02, 2009 

Information/Status 

Staff Perfonnance - I ExceptionaL 

Department Projects 11. Job Orientation and Chemical Audits of all Department and Details. (Ongoing) 

'~ 2. Continuing to monitor the Hearing Conservation Program to ensure staff and inmates receive their annual audio-grams. 
( The list of staff went out to all affected Department Heads) (The staff have been rescheduled for June 30, 2009) 

3. The following staff need to be medically cleared, trained and fit tested - Ms. Mixon. 
(A new E .. mail was sent to the appropriate Department Heads as of June 3, 2009) 

(A second e-mail was sent to the appropriate Department Heads June 11, 2009, still no response) 

(Mandatory Program Review step) 

4. Facilities needs to order and install Pull-Stations in the FCI UNICOR Factory. 
(The Pull Stations have been received accordt!g to Mr. Marchetti) 
(Mandatory NFPA, Bureau, Program Review and ACA Standard) (Still Pending) 

5. Facilities needs to order and install appropriate alarm signaling device (Sprinkler System)in all outside FCI Buildings to 
the Control Center. (Mandatory NFP A, Bureau, Program Review and ACA Standards) (Still Pending) 

6. Developed a Heat Stress Program. (Currently under review) 

7. Developed Compressed Gas Plan. (Currently under review) 

8. Developed Man lift Plan. (Currently under review) 

9. Conducted a meeting concerning TAD and Long Tenn work related injury cases on July 1,2009. 

10. All Federal and State regulatory guidelines for "USED OIL" have been issued to the Garage, USP/FCI Facilities and 
Safety Departments to ensure compliance with the Annual Used Oil Inspection and Program Review guidelines. 

(Completed June 30,2009) 

II. The UNICOR Associate Warden has asked the Safety Department to review the NIOSH, FOH and Bill Collier reports 
concerning the UNICOR Recycling Operations. These reports consist of Occupational Safety and Environmental 
recommendations. (Ongoing) 

12. SCBA tanks have been taken to United Fire Inc. to have the tanks refilled. 

13. The Safety Program Statements have been received and will be issued at the next Department Head meeting to continue 
fostering positive communication and program goals within all disciplines. 



Staff Training 

Staff Leave 

1. Worker's Comp Training in June and September of2009. (This has been scheduled for September in Denver) 

2. Purdue University Pest Control Course ordered April 2009. Received and Issued the booklets to staff on May 8, 2009. 
(Still Pending) 

3. According to Operations Manual 002-2009, dated January 29,2009 - the following is "MANDATORY" Safety 
Management Program Training for Safety Trainees, Safety Managers, Assistant Safety Managers, Safety Specialists etc, which 
is required to be funded by the National Safety Office. 

Note: Ms. McClintock did contact Mr. Day, which the following was discussed: Mr. Day would not support a waiver for the 
training to be approved. 

As follow up to our conversation ... 

I spoke to Mr. Ron Day, National Safety Administrator, regarding the Mandatory Safety Training outlined in the OM. He 
stated that he knows the OM contains outlines training that is currently not offered. 

I expressed to him the fact we (safety) are coming up on a program review, and that ESD will be having a follow-up to their 
program review and mandatory training will be reviewed. He understood my concerns. 

Since you have had all the training, and your staff have you as a resource, we will continue to do business as usual, until such 
time as the OM info is updated. 

1. Moriarty - July 13-17,2009 - September 28 through October 2, 2009 - November 23-27,2009 and December 28-31,2009. 

2. Andrews - September or early October 2009 for the birth of Grandchild - December 24 through January 1,2010. 

3. Jensen - December 21-242009. 

4. Smith - July 1 - 14,2009. 



Injury's (Who and status/tad) 

Program and Operational Reviews 

Safety Budget 

Duty Officer Inspections (Weeldy) 

I G\..ta1 Monagemm' Sy,',m-

1. Currently working on TAD as phone monitor. 

~ Cleared for full duty beginning 06/23/2009. She went back to the doctor for a recurrence. Waiting for 
uocumentation. 

njured shoulder during altercation with inmate. Currently on TAD. 

s Fractured leg, recovering from surgery. Doctor will not release to light duty. Began LWOP 06/14/2009. 

6. - He is currently on a TAD until cleared for full duty. 

Injured his back from a fall in Food Service on 06/04/2009. Currently on COP. 

Injured back in SHU on 06115/2009. Currently on COP. 

1 - - Issued a CA-l and CA-2 for a claim. No documentation received. 

- Injured his knee on 06/16/2009. Currently on COP. Held TAD on 06/30/2009. 

- Currently on OWCP Periodic Roles until her condition improves to return to work. 

1. Program Review in 2006 - received a "Good" rating. 
2. The remote assessment paperwork was submitted to the Central Office on May 27, 2009. 
3. Received Safety Notification from the Central Office that the Safety Program Review has been delayed until September 1 - 3, 

2009. 
4. Operational Reviews in 2007 and 2008. 

1. Safety annual budget of62,100.00. 

2. We spent 17,000.00 on the implementation of the mandatory Environmental Management System. 

3. We will be spending the fourth quarter budget of 16,200.00 to adequately supply the complex with the necessary disinfectant, hand 
soap and other sanitation supplies and containers. The safety departments budget has been hit very hard since the activation of the 
pandemic flue measures. 

4. This purchases will deplete the annual safety budget. To ensure we meet the needs of the institution during this crisis, [have 
deferred any purchasing of Wax or Stripper tell adequate funding is reestablished. There will not be any surplus of trash bags, which 
will be effected by the Food Service feeding process. 

5. It is estimated that there will be enough supplies for the Complex to last thr.ough the middle or end of September depending how 
long these procedures will remain in place. 

6. Submitted purchase requests of$9.2 for expenses incurred during the recent Pandemic Flu quarantine. This will be covered 
under the Central Office Project Code. 

1. Duty officer inspections are current. 

L The Safety Department continues to other Departments to ensure objectives and targets are met. o 



Delinquent Documents (Fire Drills) 

Delinquent Documents 
(Monthly Inspection Responses) 

Mold Issues * 

BP·9u s, Cop-outs, Correspondence, 
Tort Claims 

1. Fire Drill are current: 

1. Monthly Inspection Response are current: 

1. The March 9, 2009 Mold Report· The presence of Cladosporium - These spores are easily made airborne and as such are a 
common cause of respiratory problems, allergic reactions and .can be an agent for hypersensitivity diseases. It is as a parasite 
infectious of the skin, soft tissues and DanS. Additional cleaning, replacement of ventilation ducts and air sampling needs to 
be conducted for the Facility and Safety Offices. (Not Completed - Ongoing Priorities/Projects) 

2. The April 2, 2009, Mold Report. The presence of Cladosporium, Penicillium and Aspergillus· These spores are easily 
made airborne and as such are a common cause of respiratory problems, allergic reactions and can be an agent for 
hypersensitivity diseases, variety of severe lung compUcations and may produce mycotoxins. Additional ventilation duct 
cleaning and air sampling needs to be c:onducted for Maintenance Office, Carpentry Shop and SHU Library. (Completed and 
Cleared) 

3. Mold Plan of Action Provided by Facilities - dated April 3, 2009: (Current Project) 

A. Safety and Facilities Omces - Please review line item #2 above. 

B. Roofing project for Safety and Facilities. (Completed) 

1. Non Pending at this time. 


